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AHC considers nine moving coil step-ups
The Audio Cheapskate takes on nine integrated amplifieft;
Two of the best preamplifiers
An a.isortment of tonearms. turntables.
CD players. and amplifiers
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ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

CONNO5SEUR LOUDSPEA ,<ES

MODEL 30

MODEL 20 MTN OPTIONAL STAND

MOOR 19

THE BEAUTY OF ACCURATE SOUND

Acoustic Research. Connoisseur Series loudspeakers, look as good as they sound and sound as good as they look
Their beauty extends to every facet of system design Each acoustic element is precisely combined to ensure accurate
reproduction for arefined listening experience Unwanted sound wave reflections are reduced by rounded cabinet edges
and recessed drive units which enhance the loudspeaker appearance as well Auniquely designed stand (optional) places the
system at the optimum listening height Ahigh quality Crossover Network, long. throw woofers and domed tweeters enable
optimum dispersion, smooth frequency response and large signal performance The new Acoustic Research.
Connoisseur Series is available at select audio retailers Stop by to see and hear for yourself, the beauty of accurate sound

WTELEDYNE ACOUS11C RESEARCH
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REDEFINITION.
THE CARVER
RECEIVER

Redefines your expectations of
receiver performance with the power
you need for Digital Audio Discs plus
virtually noise -free stereo FM reception A receiver with astonishing performance incorporating two highly
significant technological breakthroughs Bob Carvers Magnetic
Field Power Amplifier and his
Asymmetrical Charge Coupled
FM Detector

11111111AL POW
Your system
needs an abundance of power to
reproduce. without distortion, the
dynamic range of music on Digital
Audio Discs and fine analog
recordings
The Magnetic Field Amplifier in the
CARVER Receiver gives you 130
watts per channel' of pure, clean
power with superbly defined, high
fidelity reproduction
The Magnetic Field Amplifier
produces large amounts of power
(absolutely necessary for the accurate reproduction of music at
realistic listening levels) without the
need for heavy heat sinks. massive
transformers, and enormous power
capacitors required by conventional
amplifier design
Unlike conventional amplifiers
which produce aconstant. high voltage level at all times, irrespective of
the demands of the ever -changing
audio signal (Even when there is no
audio signal in the circuit at all'). the
Magnetic Field Amplifiers power
supply is signal responsive Highly
efficient it produces exaCtly and only
the power needed to carry the signal
with complete accuracy and fidelity

‘R\ ER

The Asymmetrical Charge
Coupled FM Detector was first introduced in CARVERS TX-11 Stereo
Tuner. receiving unparalleled critical
acclaim

.......

"A maior advance .
rts noise reduction
stereo reception ranged from appretremendous It makes the maior11,or stereo signals sound virtually as quiet
as mono sonais yet it does not dilute the
stereo effect'
JulianO Hirsch, STEREO REVIEW
tor

Soho I.. at.. ...a sp. Broke. 4ne maw
supøy uonage S.Sed area wasted power VertCai
ees pos.. speakers

The 130 watts-per -channel'
CARVER Receiver is about the same
size and weight of conventional receivers having merely 30 watts per
channel'
NOtellil MEMO& The AM FM CARVER Receiver gives you FM
stereo performance unmatched by
that of any other receiver
As it stransmitted from the station
the stereo FM signal is extremely
vulnerable to distortion, noise, hiss
and multipath interference
However, when you engage
CARVERS Asymmetrical Charge
Coupled FM Detector circuit the
stereo signal arrives at your ears virtually noise-free You hear fully separated stereo with space. depth and
ambience'

ciable to

Leonard Feldman. AUDIO

Leonard Feldman. AUDIO
The CARVER Receiver has been
designed for fidelity accuracy and
musicality You will want to visit your
CARVER dealer for apersona audition of this remarkable instrument

Reece." mat. peel
nnals cause auialae
0,500,0e

Asyrerneueal Ceerge
Gaveled FM Detector
9,505 yOur 011 ,5aOtt
50nK ouge

•130 watts per channel RMS into 8
ohms 20 Hz to 20 kHz with no more
than 005% total harmonic distortion

Powerful Musical Accurate

Garver Corporation PO. Box 1237 Lynnwood, WA 98036

Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio. Ltd.

AS WE SEE IT

•THE CASE AGAINST
7 SHOW REPORTS
Anthony H Cordesman

N

ow that Slereophile's reporting on the

inherently impossible at ashow. You don't

summer CES has ended (I hope!). Iwould

have the time. you don't know the room or

like to express strong dissent with its st yle

the associated components. many setups

and content. In fact. Ibelieve that most i
if it

are designed to market well rather than

should never have appeared in print.

sound good. many display systems are con-

Idon't attach any cosmic significance to

stantly upset by visitors (or salesmen), and

audio reviewing. Its supposed to he fun.

the rooms are often crowded. Worse. ahalf

not the source of ultimate truth. Ido,

day at a CES is enough to turn even the

however, believe that it must he responsible

most sensitive and placid reviewer into a

to both the audiophile and the industry.

half-deaf neurotic. The CES is all push and

Subjective reviewing is one thing. but

shove, loud, harsh sound. and hard sell.

shooting from the hip is quite another.

A responsible reviewer also takes the time

Praising or damning the sound and

to talk to manufacturers. to make sure he or

technology of pniducts on the basis of a she fully understands the product. This is
high fidelity show sel up to market prod- sometimes possible under show condiucts to dealers—which may or may not in-

tions. hut not often: most manufacturers

volve an emphasis on producing the hest

have to concentrate on selling. They can't

possible sound—is hip-shooting at hest.

take off akw hours to humor areviewer.

and generally irresponsible.

even if the reviewer will sit still and pay at-

First. Isimply don't believe that the tention. It's certainly possible to pick up
sound of components can be judged at a enough information to write a"gee whiz"
listing of interesting new products, as king
show—even when those components are
•

well set up. A responsible subjective

as you stop at the right places. But when it

reviewer always works with a known

comes to saying one product or concept is

reference system where he or she fully

right, and another wrong. on the basis of a

understands the system's limitations. This is

CES visit, you'll he as likely to praise had

Stereophile
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products and damn good ones as the
reverse.
Further, shows are filled with products

as markup. manufacturer promotion, and
the glitziness of the product's hype. And if
Stereophile was a trade mag, aimed at

(read prototypes) rushed to completion two

dealers, that's the way we would approach

days before the show; some are even non-

our show reports.

working dummy boxes. Many show

But Slereophile isn't atrade magazine. It's

displays include products that will never be

a consumer publication, for people who

marketed, particularly in the form shown at

care greatly about sound quality, and it is
what a new product sounds like that in-

the CES. Such products may be the product
of designer exhaustion, or may have been

terests them—not its features and its

tweaked and tuned to alevel never to he

marketplace appeal.

evidenced in aproduction version. Respon-

Granted, show conditions are unpredict-

sible reviewers do not review prototypes

able. and different rooms do different
things to LF response, which is why Itend

for the very good reason that they are not
what the consumer buys.
These comments apply all too clearly to

to overlook bass problems that Ihear. Yet it

the CES surveys in the last two issues of
Stereophile. Far too much of the writing

selling bass—those who sell subwoofers or

was highly controversial hip-shooting.

earthquakes—usually seem to manage to

wrong, or demonstrated afailure to under-

get very good bass at shows. (I have never
heard poor bass in Janis's demos, for

stand what aCES really is—and its acute
acoustic limits. In fact. Ifeel it was some of
the worst reporting that has ever appeared
in this magazine.
Further. Ithink the time has come to

is significant that manufacturers who are
full-range systems capable of reproducing

instance.)
The upper frequency ranges are a different matter. though. All the high-end exhibit rooms at CES are heavily carpeted.

on audio products as muCh as possible. Far

which starts the exhibitors out on arelatively even basis. Beyond that, those who care

too much audio reporting deals with prod-

about sound quality will often make an at-

downplay puffery and gee whiz reporting

ucts that never reach the market, with

tempt to dampen wall reflections, even if

technologies that, after their brief rage,

the acoustical treatment consists only of
some of the host hotel's bed mattresses

leave behind another group of burned (and
often burned out) audiophiles. Finding the
best products for the audiophile is not
necessarily amatter of what is new, hut of
what is good—and what is real. This requires careful, systematic listening and
reviewing of finished products that can be
purchased from more than a handful of
dealers.
Let the reader beware. Taking any of our

leaning against the longest, barest wall(s).
Exhibitors who care about the sound
they produce will also come to the show
with (or will have made prior arrangements
to borrow from other exhibitors) ancillary
equipment — a signal source and electronics, for aspeaker manufacturer—that
has been carefully chosen to best show off
their products. There is still no guarantee

"reviews" of CES equipment too seriously

that they will get as good sound

can be dangerous to both the ear and the

products are capable of, but the chances of

pocketbook!

that are alot better if they try.

IGH Responds:

Those who don't care will wait 'till they
get to the show and then try and scrounge

as

their

Sorry Tony. Ijust can't agree.
Sure. CES is just ashowcase from which

up any old amp, preamp, and firstgeneration CD player. and then wonder

dealers choose the lines they'll carry, and

why JGH came into their room, cringed in

it's common knowledge that most dealers

horror, and gave them adishonorable men-

put sound quality at the bottom of their

tion in his CES report. (The least they could

priority list, well below such mundanities

do is say something like "Pardon the rotten

Stereophile

THE FINE SCIENCE OF
COMPONENT CABINETRY
This fully modular,
flexible cabinet
system in Natural
Oak features our
wine rack, bronze
tempered glass
doors, solid oak
doors and interior
cabinet lights.

HIGH PERFORMANCE: Audio science and the craft of fine cabinetry are married
in the CWD modular component cabinet system. Designed to the sound
principles of audio and video performance, all CWD cabinets are hand-crafted
from select hardwoods and lovingly hand-finished
A SYSTEM THAT GROWS WITH YOU: Start small: add as you need. The
completely modular design allows you total flexibility. Add on, arrange and
rearrange for virtually any configuration. Easy to tailor our cabinets fit both
your lifestyle and your audio/video components, even big screen. Add awine
rack, drawers, stunning glass doors
they re all part of the fine science of
the CWD system.
REMARKABLE QUALITY: You won tfind abetter cabinet for the money. From
the precision hardware to the natural oiled finish, every CWD cabinet is afine
piece of furniture you'll cherish for years. But see for yourself.
CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-323-2159 for the dealer nearest you,
lin Illinois call 312-563-1745).

1

High performance modular furniture that keeps pace with your electronic system
All CWD cabinets and accessories available
In handsome Dark Oak (shown here),
contemporary Natural Oak, and classic
Natural American Walnut
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sound, hut the moon is in conjunction with

manufacturers whose exhibits sound ter-

Venus today," or something like that, just to

rific. I'm all lbr it. It's areal feat, and as JGH

show that they know had sound when they

states, there's almost never aproduct that

hear it.)

sounds good under show conditions that

For aconsumer (or areporter for acon-

isn't actually good.

sumer magazine), good sound reproduc-

Idon't agree. however, with respect to

tion is what high-end audio is all about. If

had-sounding exhibits. Here's alist of the

CES exhibitor who can't get his system to

products that have sounded less than their

sound good elects to demo it anyway, what

best at shows: Klyne SK-5 preamplification,

does that say about his commitment to

Martin Logan Monolith speakers, Infinity

sound quality?
Finally. Ishould point out that AHC's par-

RS-) speakers (in some exhibits). IRS
speakers, WAMMs (on one occasion). Krell

ting shot does not reflect the party line. The

electronics, Spica TC-50s—the list could go

rest of us feel that our observations at CES

on and on. And yet all these products have

are of at least some value to prospective

turned out to he not only not wretched, as

buyers, although we would certainly not

might have been concluded from avisit at

advise consumers to base abuying (or non-

the wrong moment, but superb.

buying) decision on those observations

And it's not surprising, either. Think of

alone.

what can go wrong in setting up at CES:

/.r1 abuts:

glass in your room: noisy neighbors; RH;

lousy room dimensions; entire walls of
I'm of two minds in this debate, because

radical power line interference; damage in

there seem to he significant defects in both

shipping to your products: damage in ship-

arguments presented above. Ifeel that Con-

ping to the products that you wanted to

sumer Electronics Shows are an excellent

borrow for use in your exhibit; any of a

place to encounter interesting products.

possible thousand other hostile in-

products that are good prospects for

terference patterns in the setup of audio

reviews. And sound quality is one way to

equipment which demonstrate had luck

decide which manufacturers to interview.

rather than moral turpitudeJGH's solution

which products to pursue. The CES also

of asilent exhibit works for well established

provides a unique opportunity to get

companies like Audio Research. whose

technical clues from the designers whose

dealers will visit no matter what. But it

products sound good; given the plethora of

won't work for lots of lesser-known com-

exhibitors, there's atendency not to check

panies, especially those new people trying

out the rooms that sound had. So Idisagree

to make an impression.

with AHC's dimunition of the CES's importance as asonic showplace.
Moreover, it's a mistake to think that

Nor does had sound at ashow somehow
equal no respect for the consumer's in-

shows are oriented exclusively to dealers.

terest. or an ignorance of good sound in the
product. The connection simply isn't there,

distributors, and reps. Sure, that's the main

or at least hasn't been demonstrated to me.

focus. But the Press is accorded tremen-

Overall. Iwould have to recommend that

dous privileges at the Show, and for good

readers discount some of the radically

reason. We're the ones that publicize

negative comments made in our show

whatever new and excellent products turn

reports. As far as our gee-whiz reporting, I

up at shows—and for asubjective-review

don't feel so had—as long as consumers

magazine, that has to he judged, to some ex-

don't invest our ten-minute visits with the

tent at least, on how they sound.

authority of afull report carried out under

Overall, though, Iwould have to say that

controlled conditions. Go ahead, look into

Ihave more disagreement with JGH's ap-

the products we think sounded good. But

parent "open season" approach to show

don't rule out the ones that, to our ears, fell

reporting. In terms of rewarding those

on their face.
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ncousTics

DESIGNERS & MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD'S FIRST FULL RANGE
RIBBON SPEAKER SYSTEM BRING YOU OUR THIRD GENERATION SPEAKER:

•

"DUETTA"

EXPERIENCE RIBBON TECHNOLOGY WITH ITS ABILITY TO REPRODUCE

MUSICAL CLARITY AND SOUNDSTAGE OVER THE ENTIRE AUDIO SPECTRUM
CONTACT YOUR HIGH END DEALER OR WRITE:

f
- 1POGEC

ncousTics,

INC.

35 YORK AVE, RANDOLPH, MA 02368, TELEX 928121 APOGEE RAND

down with flat?

With Eicit,Wriat?
Anthony H. Cordesman

Readers who regard reviewers as sources of revealed truth should read no .1urlber as the
point of this article is to take issue with]. Gordon Hou 's editorial in the last Stereophile
(-Down With Flat'), thereby revealing that differences of opinion exist even within such
ahighly structured cultural monolith as Stereophile. Wterse, the gist of iny remarks deals
with differences literally at the "high end." Thefollowing material is strictly for consenting
adults.

The Case Against Mindless
Flattery

significant—they do not explain the signifi-

There are points of agreement; Iagrec.
with JGH's observation that fiat frequency

cartridges, as Noel Lee suggested in Vol. 8,

response is not an inherently desirable
characteristic in high fidelity equipment.
He failed to point out, however, that "flat"

tween test records.
Tape recorders present serious frequency

is anything but easy to measure, even using
simple steady tone measurements. Granted,

noise, bias limits, and head room. Most tape

we can easily measure flat frequency

signal levels near their noise floor, and lose
flatness as the record level rises above -10

response using sustained signals in ampli-

cant differences in curves run on the same
No. 4—there are also minor differences be-

response test problems because of low level
recorders lose their flat response at low

fiers and tuners.
Such measurements are far less reliable,

dB. In fact, curves of tape recorder frequen-

however, with devices like cartridges, tape

clude 0, +5, and +10 dB. There is con-

recorders, and speakers. One key measurement problem with cartridges is whether a

siderable controversy about what is flat in

cartridge that is "flat" at one signal level will
also measure flat at significantly higher and

cassette frequency test curves, and it is ex-

lower signal levels. The equipment simply

and DBX-equipped recorders should be

isn't there to let us know. Test records are

judged since they are generally flat only

cy response are of little help if they don't in-

the upper octaves using the standard
tremely difficult to determine how Dolby-

cut at roughly the same signal levels and

within a comparatively limited dynamic

cutting angle, levels chosen so that virtually

range.
Speakers, the specific subject of Gordon's

all cartridges can track them—thereby
minimizing the differences between cartridges. Frequency anomalies at very low

editorial, are the worst of all; we are dealing

signal levels are difficult to measure as is

dB. And relatively small differences in

here with sound variations in excess of 5

varying frequency response at very high

distance between measuring device and

tracking levels.
Some cartridges also exhibit different fre-

speaker represent significant differences in
perceived and measured power. For exam-

quency response if one conducts tests using

ple, when talking about measured flat

sine waves, white noise, and pink noise,

response in speakers in the last issue, JGH

although others do not. The Shure V-15

did not mention whether he was measuring

series, for example, shows a much wider

Imeter from the speaker, 2meters, or at the

range of difference between white and pink

listening position.

noise than do most other cartridges.

These differences may not seem import-

Although the differences between standard
test records (the CBS and JVC) are not

ant, but they make atremendous difference

10

in measuring top-octave speaker perfor-
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RECORD

CLEANING

PegFECTED

;SwF•
parTY GinT"

Finally...
there is a record cleaning
machine that makes professional
record cleaning fast and easy.
The NITTY GRITTY PRO 2.
In thirty seconds it simultaneously
wets, scrubs and vacuums BOTH
sides of a phonograph record.
The result is perfect. Microscopically free from dust, grease, and
static electricity.
Suggested retail: $699.

NITTY GRITTY also produces
models that automatically wet,
scrub, and vacuum dry ONE side
of a record: Model 1.5Fi, $389;
Model 2.5Fi, $439; and Model
3.5Fi, $539. As well as the
manual Model 1.0, $239.

Write or call for information and
test reports.

NITTY GRITTY, 4650 Arrow Hwy., *F4, Montclair, CA 91763 (714) 625-5525

should have fiat response at the listening

mance. Theory might dictate that aspeaker

complicated by the radiating nature of the
bass driver. Flat planar speakers are noto-

position, but this normally produces an upper octave balance that is unbearably

riously subject to weird bass suckouts. Rearfacing woofers often produce major bass

bright. If seeking flat response at anormal

humps. Forward-facing woofers need to be

sitting position is wrong, however, what

raised 18 inches or more off the ground to

reason is there to think that flat response at

prevent peak and valley bass.

Imeter, 2 meters, or any other "on-axis"

These problems also interact in terms of

distance correct?
Speakers also differ radically in the way in

perception. The listener cannot separate

which they generate high and low frequencies. The highs from speakers with highly

bass. Aspeaker must have coherent balance,

"flat" response in the treble, midrange, and

directional on-axis treble radiation sound

which is extraordinarily difficult to measure
using frequency response tests. For exam-

different from bipolar speakers, as do those

ple, most small monitors with flat extended

from omnidirectional and broadly radiating

highs and an early rolloff in the bass sound

speakers, and do so even when equalized to

very bright, even though they measure flat

measure exactly the same at the listening

within their frequency bandwidth. Aclassic

position.

case is the ProAc Tablette, which I, at least,'

Iwould also argue that low frequencies

regard as an excruciatingly bad speaker

are virtually impossible to measure con-

because the high end dominates over a

sistently. Idon't know of any chamber that
is "flat" in the deep bass, and Idon't know

complete lack of bass. Other speakers (like
the Boston Acoustics), however, sound

of any test procedure that produces fully ac-

-heavy"

cepted results, even under laboratory con-

midrange and highs. How extended should

because they roll off the upper

ditions. Further, such tests don't produce

"flat" be in the treble and bass to be heard

results that will tell you what will happen in

as "flat?" What balance of treble and bass

anormal listening room.

energy is right? You can hear it, but no one

Tests in normal listening rooms, however,

agrees on how to measure it.

produce sharp variations according to the

The net effect of all of this is that any

particular speaker/room interface. If you

reviewer who bothers to test speakers and

keep a constant wattage of power to a

cartridges in terms of frequency tones is go-

speaker, and then start varying the test tone

ing to give up their membership the "flat

using sine and square waves, warble tones,

earth society" early in their career. Speak-

white and pink noise, and single tones, one-

ing personally, Ihave liked speakers, cart-

third octave tones, and one-octave tones,
you will get amazing apparent differences

ridges, and other equipment with radically
different upper octave energy levels; so has

in frequency response.

every published reviewer Iknow of. The

Differences of afew dB in average bass

issue is not whether agiven piece of equip-

level will often radically change the stand-

ment measures "flat," but whether it is

ing wave and cancellation phenomena in a

musically convincing. Many different solu-

room, as will shifting the position of the

tions to upper octave energy sound

speaker by even a few inches. A speaker

convincing.

equalized to be flat in the bass at one
average listening level will normally cease

Flattening The Music

to be flat the moment major changes take
place in average level. Since these changes

solve the steady tone problems of speaker

in dynamic level are characteristic of most

measurement, music remains an extremely

And remember this: even if we could

music, "flat" bass is literally unheard of.
Iwill be interested to see if any speaker
designers care to comment, but I have
found that measuring bass energy is also

12

IYour differences with JGH may seem extreme, hut not
on this speaker. He didn't comment on Do's report in Vol.
', No. 4. but his reaction to the ProAc's frequency balance
W25 "appalling."
—LA
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"The MG-III is aremarkable
speaker at any price; at S2,200*
it will be arunaway best seller."
INTERNATIONAL AUDIO REVIEW lu SA )
HOTLINE .31. 1984

"With me, it's now aquestion of

:i
i

trying to live without them, rather
than with them. In other words,
I'm 'hooked'."
HI-FI ANSWERS Ile I
JULY. 1985

"Here we have a
ir4

audiophile spe

markable, true
er."

HI-FI NEWS ANDCORD REVIEW U K
JUNE, 1984

"One of the best
Riviera (Consu

Critic's
Choice

unds at the
rElectronics

Show)."
AUDIO MAGAZIN
MAY. 1985

"Especially with
music, the MG-

Il orchestral
really shows its

full potential."
STEREOPLAY (GE
AUGUST, 1984

"This speaker wi
HIGH FIDELITY (D
JULY-AUGUST. 19

The Absolute S
SEE REVIEW IN V
AUTUMN, 1984

ANY)

eaclassic."
MARK)

nd Magazine.
9, NO. 35

III MAGNEPAN
1645 9th Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

Magneplanar MG-III

complex transient wave form with an in-

Each element alters the fine dynamics of

credible number of different pulses and

music in slightly different ways, and the

dynamics. No current method of testing—

chance of any two reviewers listening to the

FFT, pulse response, etc.—approaches the

same chain of components is almost zero.

abilities of the human ear in assessing the

Now, God unquestionably will bless the

dynamic character of frequency response.

one reviewer who proves to he right in his

Electronics exhibit significant audible differences in apparent speed and detail in the

Judgment, and God will spend afew thous-

judgment of "flat" on the day of the Last

upper octaves, even when equalized to

and years burning the pointed, golden ears

show identical response with pink or white

off the rest. Ikeenly look forward to such

noise.

vindication.

Cartridges and speakers exhibit far more
of these differences, and, in terms of
perception, to far greater effect. The mov-

In the interim, however, it's necessary to
point out to the readers of Stereophile, who
are struggling to determine what really is

ing coil versus moving magnet controversy

flat in the perceptions of various reviewers,

is a good case in point. Many people

that Igenerally prefer moving coil car-

honestly cannot hear the difference be-

tridges while JGH prefers moving magnets,

tween an equalized Shure V-15 and an

that Ilike ribbon speakers while JGH yearns

Argent Diamond. Others not only hear the

for the electrostatic high end, and that tam

difference, but regard it as absolutely

generally more critical of CD players than is
Gordon (sometimes radically more critical).

critical. The same is true of electrostatics
versus ribbons versus cone speakers versus

This kind of difference doesn't make me

EMITs, Dolby and dbx, tonearm resonance.

right and Gordon wrong. It represents a

and the sound from compact disc players.

legitimate difference in what we hear, and
demonstrates the need for, and the difficulty

Even when all this equipment is equalized
to measure "flat" using the same test tones

of, very complex value judgments regard-

at agiven listening position, all still repro-

ing different kinds of upper octave perfor-

duce the upper octaves in audibly different

mance.

ways. This is at least partly the result of the

Further, it should be obvious to any

fact that each driver has adifferent way of

literate audiophile that the value judgments

reproducing upper octave pulses, but the

of Harry Pearson, Peter Moncrieff, Len

full explanation is far from clear.

Feldman, Theodore Beaufort, and Julian

The Flatter Ear

Gordon and myself. Even were we to agree

Hirsch differ broadly from those of both
All of this not only makes technical

on terminology, our differences over what

measurements of frequency response questionable, but also creates aproblem in sub-

upper octave performance is correct are
unlikely to go away. Nor will some set of the

jective reviewing that all of us would like to

latest computer gimmicks help prove which

ignore. The extreme complexity of the ways

reviewer is revealing ultimate truth.

in which agiven device can treat upper oc-

Ido happen to believe that Iam flatter in

tave musical information means that

my judgments than Gordon, they (the other

reviewers almost inevitably tio not agree on
their judgments of what is right, nor in their

reviewers), or thou (the reader). But, Imay
be flattering myself. As Abraham Lincoln

descriptions of the differences between

once said, all men are not created equalized.

products.

One can fliply flounder in flatter, and do

This is particularly true because it is impossible to review the upper octaves in any

nothing but flightly flitter to flutter (or
wow).
This discussion of "flat" may help audio-

given audio component without introducing at least six different components (signal

philes understand why they hear radically

source, turntable or tape unit, preamplifier

different things from equipment than they

(usually), amplifier, speaker. and cables).

were led to expect from reviews, why

Stereophile

reviewers disagree, and why equipment

that they should. Even when heard from a

that measures well using comparatively
simple tests sounds had when it is used to

close seat, live instruments never have as

reproduce music. It may even help to explain why reviewers keep harping on the

does a loudspeaker whose high end

need for readers to rely on their personal

much HF energy—harmonics, attacks—as
measures flat at the listening seat.
Whether that measurement is taken on-

judgment and listen for themselves.

axis or off- is irrelevant. It's what reaches

JGH Replies:

can image satisfactorily without being toed-

the listening area that counts. If aspeaker
After having read several times AHC's

in, then the measurements will be off-axis.

erudite dissertation on frequency response,

If toeing-in is necessary, an on-axis meas-

Iam still not sure whether he agrees with

urement will be more accurate.

me or disagrees. The whole point Iwas trying to make—vainly, it would appear—was

Similarly, loudspeakers which measure
flat through the middle range tend to vary
all over the place in their apparent

that the "flat frequency response" should
not be accepted as the last word in the

midrange output. Some sound very laid-

design of transducers in general and

back, others sound quite forward.

loudspeakers in particular. Part of the

We all agree that atrained pair of ears is

reason for this, as AHC has pointed out

the ultimate arbiter of sound quality (That,

above, is the great difficulty of obtaining
valid frequency response measurements.

after all, is the sole justification for Stereophile's existence.) 1am merely suggesting

The rest of the reason is that—regardless of

that loudspeaker designers bear this in

the way measurements are made—loud-

mind the next time they offer a flat
measured response as proof of excellence.
It ain't.

speakers persist in not sounding the way
their measured response would indicate

An Amplifier beyond specs.
A Company beyond reproach.

It is widely acknowledged
that the subtle physics of music
puts perceivable details in its
reproduction beyond the range
of conventional measurement.
Only an instrument born of
no-compromise engineering
and obsessive attention to
detail can hope to approach
this nether region of total realism. Such an instrument is the
BEL 1001.
Apower amplifier built by a
company whose commitment to
quality demands that the final
calibration of every unit be performed by the designer himself.
Perhaps this is why BEL can
offer a5-year warranty and why,
in the fickle audiophile world.
BEL has attracted such a
fiercely loyal following.

BEL 1001
Brown Electronic Labs
1233 Somerset Dr.
San Jose, CA 95132
(408) 259-8648

LETTERS
ABX and CD

ing audible problems due to resistance or

Editor:
First off, thanks for the enjoyable reading

contact rectification, and it seems, from
descriptions Ihave read of the ABX unit,

your magazine provides. While Ido not

that it handles these issues with aplomb.
If the trouble was alack of cash flow back

agree with everything printed therein, as
your product reviews seem too often free of
the kinds of proper controls that avoid psychological prejudice, the liveliness of the
writing makes up for this. Your willingness
to entertain differing points of view is

in your scuffling days, Ican understand, but
surely, judging from Larry Archibald's patson-the-back in the "As We See It" column,
the magazine is back on its feet by now. If it
is still in the planning stage, let's get amove

refreshing, and contrasts with the editorial

on before someone else gets the glory. What

rigidity of some other magazines, both

say ye?

mainstream and underground. But Ihave a

Finally, I'd like to present some thoughts

question about your testing approach.
In the April issue of Audio, Messrs. Laurence Greenhill and David Clark reported the

on the ongoing CDtanalog controversy. Mr.

results of some tests performed on aMcIntosh MC2002 power amp and some Sansui

ophiles dislike CD is that it's too "cut-anddried." It doesn't give them anything to fid-

top-of-the-line separates. In addition to the

dle with; you just plug it in, turn it on, and

technical evaluations, asubjective listening
test was performed for each of these

right off it works as well as it is ever going to.

products, then compared to the results
when an ABX comparator unit was used to

Holt has observed, on more than one occasion, that apossible reason why many audi-

This probably is frustrating to those who
derive great emotional satisfaction from
tweaking this thing or that. Idon't mind

achieve double-blind testing conditions. Mr.

putting forth some extra effort to extract

Greenhill was able to correctly identify the

some improvements from my system, even
small ones, but if acomponent needs cons-

unit under test 10 out of 16 times when the
Mac was compared with his /presume reference units, 16 out of 16 times when testing

tant diddling to keep it going at peak performance, this takes all the enjoyment out of

the Sansui preamp, and 9out of 16 times for

listening to music. When I wanna hear

the Sansui power amp. Only one of these

tunes, Iwanna hear tunes, not stand there

tests is statistically significant, but purely
subjective evaluations of all these components were all very different when the unit

squirting sundry emollients over everything, adjusting VTAs, and trying different

under test was known.

interconnects. Ican only sympathize with
those who are so wrapped up in audio rivia

Some issues back, Mr. Holt recommended

that they forget that the music is what

the use of the ABX comparator, stating that

matters.
Iown aCD player and Iown agood ana-

it would help take the fraud out of subjective listening tests. Iagree, and applaud him
for his stand. My question, then, is does Mr.

log disc player, and Ienjoy the sounds they

to

both produce. Which do Ilike better? Right
now, Iprefer the analog machine, but not

Stereopbile, make use of this device during

because it sounds better! Sometimes it does,

component testing? If not, why not?

and sometimes it doesn't, depending on the

Holt,

or

any

other

contributors

Isimply cannot accept the views of some

discs in question. The CD player is undenia-

that comparators such as this mask the small
details that subjective reviewers claim to

wear! And the recording quality of the dig-

identify so readily. There are ways to pre-

ital medium seems to be getting better and

vent the problems of switch contacts caus-

better. But after the initial thrill of CD
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bly convenient, and—Wowee! No disc

Stereophile

ownership wore off, Ifound that the sheer

Or

emotional pleasure Ialways feel when in a

But it had to fit acar player, and so here
we are. 1have, so far, duplicated most of my

record shop buying analog discs did not occur when buying CDs.
Temporarily disconnecting my rational
forebrain, Iasked emotive rearbrain why it
didn't like those cute little silver records. Because, it said, they're too damn small, that's

..it goes on.

CD purchases with analog pressings. Ilike to
look at the covers, read the liner notes. It's
emotional, maybe irrational, but it's also
hard to argue with your gut feelings. No

why.

doubt there will always be those like me,
who own all solid-state equipment but get

Too small! But (forebrain reconnected)
they're supposed to be small! Why, they

softly orange atop achrome chassis in adar-

even fit into acar player. Exactly. That's why

mushy at the sight of vacuum tubes glowing

my backseat driver doesn't like them, said

kened room.
Transistors work just fine these days.

forebrain. He say's he keeps trying vainly to

They're efficient and reliable, but, like cut-

generate aperfectionist's enthusiasm about

and-dried CD, they also just sit there and do

aproduct whose major design desideratum
was that it be able to fit into that little space

thetics.

in an auto dashboard that previously housed
a lowly radio/cassette player.

To CD's

their thing: atriumph of efficiency over aes"nventy years from now, someone will
write to your esteemed publication and

designers, the ability to fit into acar was

complain that the reason audiophiles don't

more important than all your considerations

like the new bubble-memory music chip is

of audio quality or product aesthetics. They
are making this product for the mass mar-

plastic with an edge-card connector. They

ket, not the audiophile perfectionist.

that they just sit there, atiny black lump of

You audiophile guys, with all your refined

don't spin or anything. Now you can't go riffling through stacks of jewel-boxes at the lo-

sensibilities and vaunted good taste, don't

cal disc shop looking for cut-outs. This is

count for diddly in the total scheme of

progress?

things. If it sells at K-Mart, it's asuccess. If it
was 12" in diameter, and fit into asleeve like

C. J. Huss
Lancaster, PA

aregular LP, you'd love it. You think a12"
cover photo doesn't pack more visceral

Point by point: We never purchased an ABX

punch than a tiny . 5" plastic box? And

comparator for several reasons. First, we

where are the liner notes, the lyric sheets,

have never felt the need for it. Second, we
are finding that, regardless of "controls,"

the photos of the artists? There's no room
for them, or the print gets too small, so out

an A/B test doesn't reveal small differences

bargain bin of the local record shop, delight-

between components as well as does
prolonged listening (Yes, one can listen for

ing in the tactile sensations of finely-printed

prolonged periods to A, B, or X, but when

they go. You can no longer riffle through the

images on cardboard until acover strikes

one can obtain the same results without a

your fancy. Now it's neat, tidy little plastic
bubble packs with nasty sharp edges, and

comparator; who needs it? We find enough

the selection you're looking for probably

reports of our various reviewers to pretty
much rule out "prejudices" or self-

isn't there anyway. All the low noise in the
world doesn't make up for it.

consistency in the independently-prepared

deception.) We take our component testing

Rearbrain was right, of course. Iremem-

very seriously—so much so that we fre-

bered early on, when the CD standards
were announced, Ithought, why so small?
Why cram all those millions of bits so close

quently go back and relisten to products
reviewed months previously. We rarely find

together? It would certainly be easier for the

any reason to change or qualify the original report. (And when we do, it gets pub-

tracking system to follow the bits if the

lished as a "Followup.")

tracks were larger and further apart. Or a
higher sampling rate could have been used.
Stereophile

As for your forebrain/rearbrain exchange, we suspect that rearbrain speaks

out of mere nostalgia for the way things

report on the Thiel CS3 speaker system.

were and will never be again. Granted, a

From first hand experience. Ican say that

CD's cover design can never be as large as

not only is this a first class product —it's

an LP's, but isn't it only familiarity that

also backed by afirst class outfit.

makes larger seem better? And the "tactile

Recently, a newly purchased power

sensations" argument doesn't hold water

amplifier malfunctioned and damaged one

because the LPs in a display bin are all

of our Thiels. While the manufacturer of

wrapped in plastic; as are CDs. The fact
that prerecorded audio cassettes are now

the amplifier made lame excuses, giving
weak reasons for only being responsible for

outselling LPs shows how much the general

repairing the amp, regardless of the damage

public cares about the size of their music

done to the speaker. Jim Thiel was busy get-

package. And, like it or not, the general

ting the needed parts in the mail and on

public dictates the formats of home-enter-

their way to his dealer at no charge!

tainment media. Perfectionists can only

We received prompt. courteous service

put up with and make the best of what is

and now have ahealthy set of CS3s waiting

offered them on those media.

—JGH

only for the return oían amp to drive them.

I think JGH misses some of the points

(and the delightful sound of) our amp will

raised. The problem of the ABX comparator

always be marred by knowledge of the type

is not a trivial one. To date, subtle differ-

of organization backing it.

It's apity that the pride of ownership in

ences

between

products

widely

ac-

knowledged to sound different have not
been corroborated in a double-blind A/B
situation.

This

is true even

with ex-

perienced listeners who, with the ABX tester
booked up and part of the system, can

On the other hand, our delight with the
sound of our Thiels has been enhanced
with the knowledge of the character of the
gentleman whose name they bear. Hats off
to Jim Thiel.
Jon Marshall

readily identify the different components as

Paso Robles, CA

long as their identities are known. This
ability to discriminate goes away, however;

Perhaps you should share with us the

as soon as the components' identities are

name of the amplifier manufacturer as

disguised. Why is this true?

well! In any case. we join you in a bats off

As of now, we don't know. The two obvious possibilities: there is no difference be-

to Thiel and the other manufacturers who
still take the time to make consumers glad

tween the components, and differences

they got involved with high end audio.

noted when identities are known are imaginary; or the A/B test somehow fails to reveal differences that do exist.
Laurence Greenhill, Brad Meyer, and
Peter Mitchell are all in the thick of the ABX
controversy, and we hope to bear from
them on this matter
Me, Itend to agree with Mr Huss on the
sensuality of LPs. You can't beat those big
pictures. Of course, JGH and Ialso bave
different feelings re: the big screen (movies)
vs.

the little screen (home video, even

elaborate home video).

— LA

Kudos For Thiel
Editor:
It was a pleasant surprise to read your
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Mix 'N Match
Editor:
Stereophile and others have addressed
the tube vs. transistor question from
various angles. Stereophile's case may he
the clearest of the lot, but one area—transistor amp matched with tube preamp —
hinted at by everyone is never given a
"thorough go."
Ibring it to your consideration because
of JGH's article on the MG-Ill speaker
system, in which he says "for. ..
my tests I
used the Threshold S500/II Stasis power
amplifier and the C-J PV5 preamplifier..."
Well, the obvious question (which probably
leads to adozen or so more) is this: Is there

Stereophile
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"There, there is nothing else but grace and measure, richness,
quietness and pleasure."

Baudelaire
The Flowers of Evil

"I consider the Oracle Delphi MK II amusical instrument, not merely a
piece of audio equipment. The Delphi MK II exemplifies Oracle's
committment to unsurpassed aesthetic, sound and quality. Ipersonally own an Oracle."
Bobby Taylor
Excalibur Audio
Washington, D.C.

"Stunning aesthetic and outstanding sound quality, the Oracle
Delphi MK II is an elegant piece of engineering and craftsmanship.
My customers love it!"
Steve McCormick
Music by the Sea
Leucadia, CA

"The Oracle Delphi MK II is truly the realization of adream.' We have
done numerous comparisons between the Delphi MK II, the SOTA and
the Goldmund, and have found the Delphi's performance to be better
in every way! We would not think of using anything but an Oracle for
our reference system."
Peter Litwack
Music by Design
Sausalito, CA

"Even the casual listener will hear a dramatic improvement in
clarity, smoothness, openness and detail,- and asubstantial reduction in surface noise. The technology is elegant in its sophistication;
the performance is superb!"
Nichods Martino
Audio Visions
Long Island, New York;

"When all is said and done, the Oracle Delphi MK II is simply the
finest!"
Brooks Berdan
GNP Audio Showcase
Pasadena, CA

The record speaks for itself
For afree brochure write to
Oracle Audio Corporation, 505 Industrial Blvd.
Sherbrooke, Quebec J1L 1X7
(819)566-5566

merit in thinking of a"marriage" between

letter was received some time ago—Ed.1,

tube and transistor. asiGil did for his test?

and would like to thank you and your staff

Lambert Kern

for the fine reporting and information cur-

Aurora, IL

rently being published.
In your magazine you mentioned amajor

There sure is.
As long as impedances and signal ¡eels
are compatible there is nothing in the rule
book that says you shouldn't mix solid
slate with tube equipment. And there are
persuasive reasons for considering such
apparent mysogyny
Although some good tube amplifiers
sound quite similar to some good solidstate amplifiers through the midrange and
high end, no tube amp approaches the lowend range and solidity (control) that agood
solid-state amplifier can exercise over a
dynamic woofer In many such cases asolid-state amplifier will work better than a
tubed one.
On the other hand, no solid-stale preamplifier can quite match the sweetness and
musicality of the best tube preamps (although several solid-slate ones are superior to tubes in other respects). For most
loudspeakers, with most program material,
'many listeners (includingiGH) prefer the
tubed preamp.

—JGH

issue faced by the audio industry, one that
greatly needs your attention and comments
in future issues: component reliability. Iam
beginning to feel that some manufacturers
do not know what this means. Ikeep hearing stories of products that break down and
must be repaired by the factory. This is not
acceptable in the audio industry, and must
stop.
Idisagree with your Class B recommendation for the Electrocompaniet II amplifier
after you had significant problems with the
channels on "5 amps." In addition, the
model you recommended is no longer in
production, now replaced by the Ila. You
indicated that this

was

adifferent unit that

you have not tested. Icontacted one dealer
to purchase his demo unit (11a), and he had
to send it back to the factory for repairs.
Another example is the three samples of the
Counterpoint SA- 7 you tested, and your
warning to consumers of problems. Another
dealer Icontacted had problems with PS
Audio, Perreaux, and Tandberg units break-

While agreeing with IGH about the mix-

ing down. My Eumig Tuner (2nd six others)

and-match situation. lmust differ when it

were in the shop for several months waiting

conies to matching solid-state amplifiers to

for repairs.

particular speakers. There are significant

Iwould like to see comments addressing

cases where the gorgeous and three-

component reliability in your future

dimensional

midrange

of a tubed

reviews. Another useful thing would be a

amplifier, combined with their rather

survey of your readers to report on what

'gentler" high end. work perfectty with

products cause problems in the field. Again,

dynamic (cone) loudspeakers. The Thiel

Ifeel very strongly that high end audio

CS3s mentioned above are a case in point

units should be fully tested before general

(in my eeerience), as well as the combina-

release to the buying public. Your magazine

tion of the EAR 5095 with the Pentagram

would be doing agreat service by bringing

P- ¡Os. There are many such examples.

attention to companies that sell problem

The key thing to remember is that all

units.

components err and the thing to avoid is

Howard Geifman

all of your components erring in the same

Danville, CA

way—which frequently leads to the mix
and match situation.
—LA

in high end-audio, the incidence of them is

Although breakdowns are not uncommon
quite a bit lower than that in other home

Component Reliability
Editor:
Ifinished reading Volume

20

electronics fields. Although the situation
could be better than it is, we do not feel it is

No. (.) this

as serious aproblem as your suggest.

Stereophile

SPEAKERS YOU CAN AFFORD
THAT SOUND LIKE YOU CAN'T
How often have you listened to apair of
loudspeakers and wished you could afford them?
Now you can make your wish come true.
The new line of Mirage loudspeakers gives
you the precise imaging, low colouration, wide
dynamic range and faithful sound reproduction
you'd expect from more expensive models. At a
price that's surprisingly modest.
From our Mirage 200 bookshelf speakers to
our mirror-imaged Mirage 750 three-way
speakers, the magic of Mirage is clearly evident.
You can actually see the music.
Visit your nearest Mirage dealer and see what
we mean. You'll find we have asound you can't
afford to do without.
Mirage Acoustics, 135 Torbay Road, Markham,
Ontario L3R 1G7 Canada (416) 475-0050

MIRAGE

A

SEE T1-£ MUSIC

ACOUSTICS

We report in the magazine whenever we

old Paragon 12), and. voila, the same prob-

encounter an unusual incidence of break-

lem. It disappears when Ichange from the

down. either in the equipment we test or

D-250 to an old Van Alstine Double Dyna

the stuff readers complain to us about. We

400. nor do Ihave the problem when Iuse

do not deem it necessary to warn our read-

an Acoustat TNT 200 amp.

ers ofpossible component failures unless a

Have you ever heard of a high-power

particular product or brand seems suscep-

tube amplifier reacting strangely with an

tible to a higher than-average incidence of

electrostatic load such as the one the 2+2s

them.

present? If so, is there aremedy, or should

The survey you recommend is an excel-

Isimply purchase another set of speakers

lent idea, provided we get a large enough

(such as the Infinity RS lb. which Iheard

response. Otherwise there is the possibility

and liked)?

that a manufacturer could be falsely la-

Iwould appreciate any advice you could

belled as unreliable ulyen the three amps of

give me. Ihave invested quite alarge sum of

his that broke down in ayear all were re-

money in electronics and speakers. and am

ported in our survey We would be sure to

unable to enjoy music at this point.

include mom for positive responses as welt

Charles L. Sanders
Chicago, IL

Severe Incompatibility
Editor:

Nope we haven't beard of this problem

Iam asubscriber to vereophile and have
much confidence in your judgment.

with the Audio Research D-250, but the
fact that you don't get it with either the Van

Therefore. Iam writing to you for some ad-

Alstine/Dynaco or the Acoustat TNT-200

vice on a problem plaguing me. and no

would seem to indicate an incompatibility

one—Audio Research and several Chicago
audio dealers—seems able to offer a

between your speakers and the D-250.

solution.

eludes us.

What the nature of this might be. however.

My audio system consists of Acoustat

Ire can only suggest that ion consider

2-+ 2speakers. Audio Research SP-10 (latest

trading in your speakers or your D-250.

revision) and

D-250

Mk

II.

Linn —

The RS 113s you like are

MOSi

compatible

Shreve/Rabco-.- Koetsu Black, Sony CDP

with the D-250. though _you will need an

This. Teat: open reel deck, Nakamichi

additional (and we recommend solid state)

- 50

cassette deck. and Randall Research inter-

amplifier for the woofer towers.

connects and speaker cables.
The problem is this: on relatively loud
(beginning at about 80 or 85 dB in my 13 x

Nonstandard Equalizations
Editor:

26 foot listening room) and complex

Even though my listening preference in-

musical passages, there is gross distortion in

volves clean, accurate recorded material

the speakers. 1have changed the intercon-

played through aminimum of electronics,

nects and speaker cables several times, try-

we have, over the years. accumulated some

ing to determine whether they were interact-

recordings with severe equalization prob-

ing adversely with the speakers and ampli-

lems. Their musical content is worthwhile,

fier. The problem remained. The sound is

the signal basically "clean. - Recently I

that of an amplifier clipping, hut it seems

broke down and purchased a 10-band

incredible that aD-250 would not have suf-

graphic equalizer with built-in spectrum

ficient power to drive the Acoustats. Ihave

analyzer at a"steal." Ifind it helps take care

tried the amplifier on the 4, 8. and 16 ohm

of the problems.

taps. and still there is what sounds like clip-

My question has to do with equalization

ping. Ihave had the amplifier bias. DC
balance, and all the output tubes checked

curves used by record pressing companies.
A predominant number seem to be equalized

and okayed. Itried another preamplifier (an

with apeak of about 6dB around 500-100(1

Stereophile

Hz, tapering off to -6 dB at either extreme.

the A. E.S. (#M16944).
Rick Devaney

Others have aroll-off of 6-10 dB at the tre-

The Wbodlands, TX

ble or bass end.
Is there any information available as to
what companies use what curves? Or. have

Not opinionated.? Don't make me laugh.

you found any set of deviations from RIAA

Iwouldn't question your right to an opin-

categoriz.able into a set of three or four.
from which set a person might choose?

let the whole world bear it—but to describe

Sometimes, by the time Ifigure out what

it as a non-opinion is ridiculous. Of alma

ion—just look. I'm giving you a chance lo

curve works for agiven recording, the side

import is your status as professional musi-

is finished and Ihaven't had the opportuni-

cian and member of the A.E.S.? Isuspect

ty to enjoy the music.

even musicians and audio engineers have

Your assistance in this would he most
appreciated.

opinions.
As far as Bill Watkins is concerned, be

Paul E. Becker

bas always been aperfect gentleman in his

Grand Forks, ND

dealings with us. Using a cheap tweeter
and then abandoning it (presumably at

Wé bate never been able lo establish pat-

Mr Devaney: behest). can hare' be termed

terns for these -c• realize' foulups. because

unethical—nor can the use of a woofer

disc EQing is dotie at the whim of each per-

that won't pass a square

Wale

son in the recording chain, from producer

What woofers pass square waves? Iwould

lo disc-cutting engineer General!): though.

have to say my sympathies are with what-

you can assume that any disc from a major

ever dealer Mr Devaney has repaired to.

label will bare a narrow response bump of

rather than with Mr Devaney.

—LA

about 3dB amplitude centered around 60
Hz, and a broad one of about 5dB centered around 6 kHz. This should al least
give you a starting point to work from.

Opus Outlet
Editor:
In response to the letter from David Jenness in Vol.

No. 5, Iwould like to point

Disagrees With Whomever

out that the good record reviewers he refers
to, formerly with High Fidelity. now have a

Dear Whomever:

writing outlet.

Ihave elected not to renew my subscrip-

The first issue of Opus, the Magazine of

tion to your magazine. My reason is simple.

Recorded Classics, made its appearance in

Ido not agree with your opinions of what

late October 1984, and many of the names

sounds good and what doesn't. Ialso have

Mr. Jenness mentioned will contribute to

a big problem with your endorsement of

future issues. Among these are John W.

Bill Watkins and his WSC speakers. As a

Barker, John Canarina, Harris Goldsmith,

native of Kingsport, TN and a former

David Hamilton, Dale S. Harris, R. Derrick

customer (I purchased some McIntosh

Henry, Joseph Horowitz, Nicholas Kenyon.

equipment from him), Ican say that his

Allan Kozinn, Paul Henry Lang, Robert P.

business practices while selling his first

Morgan. Jeremy Noble. Conrad L. Osborne,

speakers at his own store were, at the best,

Tim Page, Andrew Porter, and Susan

unfair; at the worst, unethical. His Double

Thiemann Sommer.

Voice Coil Woofer couldn't pass asquare

They will he joined by such other writers

wave or apulse on ahet! His original WSCIs

as Kenneth Cooper, Richard Freed, Igor

also used cheap Philips tweeters (probably

Kipnis, William Mallock, Joshua Rifkin, and

the nastiest sounding non -Pieza tweeters in

Teri Noel Time.
Opus will he edited by Jim Oestreich and

the world). To let you know I'm not just
opinionated, Iam a former professional
musician (Berkeley 1969) and amember of

Stereophile

published by Warren B. Syer.
It is our aim to bring readers the finest,
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"A STUNNIN

Top Retail Experts
Personal Views About
The Energy 22.
U.S.A.

New Hampshire, Portsmouth, Sound Smith, Scott Smith -Owner.

"There are no perfect loudspeakers only various degrees of perfection. There is
no doubt the Energy 22 is the best Ihave ever heard, m all my years of audio"

Vermont, Rutland, Sound Directions, Mike Ahearn —Owner, Jay
Hess —Mgr. "The ENERGY 22 outperforms speakers costing 3to 4times dial
price with depth ol held and asound stage that is unsurpassed."
New York City, Nanuet, Ear Drum, David Karp —Owner. "The Energy 22
excellent. worth twice the price. Atrue breakthrough"
New York City, Long Island, Freeport, Performance Audio, Harold
Minto —Owner. -To say that the ENERGY 22 is the finest speaker in the war ,1
is very difficult. but the more Ilisten, the more frealized is"

New York City, Patchogue, Square Deal Radio aT.V., Ed Brody —
Owner. "A combination of construction quality, simplicity, and unique .1 ,
design results in astunningly realistic performance"

New York City, Manhattan, Fresh Meadows, Sound Stage Audio and
Video, Dan Monti, Roland Hakim -Mgrs. The very essence of music is

brought into our sound room accurately in total width, depth and height A
phenomenal value!!"

New York City, Manhattan, Aurico Sound,

Paul Lubetsky

-Owner.

-It

takes something truly extraordinary to impress New York music lovers, the
toughest listeners to please in the world. Our clients have been absolutely
stunned by the outstanding performance of the Energy 22 loudspeaker From
the first moment Iheard them Iknew Ihad to own them, the bass and the
cymbals were unbelievable afew days later Itook them home"

New York, Syracuse, Gordon Electronics, Cary Gordon-Owner. •Pro
22 has brought new energy to my entire sales force"

New York, Rochester, The Sound Chamber, Nick Desiderio -Owner
"Extraordinary imaging and total balance Easily the best sounding speaker in
its price range '
New York, Buffalo, Purchase Radio, Dan Abelson —V.P. "The ENERGY
22 is the most dramatic and spectacular development in speaker technology in
the last 10 years Awesome three dimensional capabilities that our customers
can easily perceive."

D.C., Virginia, Washington, Audio Associates, Mike Zazanis —
°Weer. "The ENERGY 22 is avery musical speaker at avery inexpensive price
that easily could cost alot more money
Ohio, Warren, Electronic Ltd., Peter Finta —Mgr. "The ENERGY 22 has
by far the best definition and imaging of any speaker Ihave ever listened to You
hear things on records you never knew were there"

Florida, Miami, Audio By Caruso, Don Caruso —Ownex -The
REFERENCE CONNOISSEURS are among the most neutral, uncolored,
speakers we have found'
They provide very relaxing listening"
Minnesota, St, Cloud, Exclusive Sound, Wayne Bakken —Owner.

The ENERGY 22 is by lar the most stunning speaker that we have ever
demonstrated. We nave had agreater reaction over the ENERGY 22 than any
other loudspeaker we have ever carried.

Texas, El Paso, Sound Room, Mark Pearson —Owner. -The most three
dimensional speaker ever made under $IM) $3.000 imaging for '4 the price'
Arizona, Mesa, Phoenix, HI Fl Sales, Dave Ross —G. Mgr

"ENERGY

22. One of the most accurate best imaging speakers we have ever heard"

California, San Diego, Stereo Sound Co., Bob Kolkey -Owner.

-Oyer

the years we have heard many promises of new breakthroughs in speakers with
disappointing results The ENERGY 22 is one of Meanly products which
performed beyond those promises Ajob well done!'

CANADA

Atlantic, Canada, Wacky Viheatley% TV. &Stereo, Mike Wheatley CoOwner. "To properly se per ence the 22 Is athrill, ahomme entertainment

phenomena To listen in the dark creates avideo picture that we would miser

before trade believed was available from astandard record To buy arecord now
is atotally new adventure

Copyright

API 1985, Energy Loudspeakers

CHIEVEMENT"

Quebec, Montreal, Stereo Folie, Nat and Angelo Astuto -Owners.
For len years our philosophy has been our customers must get the best
product available for the money they spend In speakers, ENERGY 22 is that
prouduct. fantastic value for fabulous sound"

Quebec, Selectronic, Lteé., Michel Noel -Owner.

The Canadian made
ENERGY 22 sets anew standard for us that makes the rest of the world's
speakers stand back, both for quality of sound and price On another point.
because ENERGY 22 was chosen by amane Radio-Television network as its
monitors. we have placed the ENERGY 22$ with our own city's 01 FM
station -GJAIF -FM 93 as the monitors for their new studio.'

Quebec, Repentigny, Terrebonne, Audio Express, Richard Belisle Owner. "My customers have absolutely flipped over the ENERGY 22 The
stereo sound field brings to lite their stereo TVs Ontario, Toronto, Bay Bloor Radio, Sol Mendelsohn -President. -For
30 years fhive always judged speakers by five things -accuracy, ability to
handle transients, ability to handle power, musicality and value. In these love
important areas the ENERGY 22 is atotal winner or the music lover It's got
everything going for it trecommend dhighly ,

Ontario, Richmond Hia, Markham, Linear Sound, Jirn Richards Owner. "The ENERGY 22 is an unbelievable engineering achievement. that
offers my customers astartling quality versus price ratio

Ontario, Ottawa, The Aura° Shop, Jean-Pierre Patry -Owner. No
other product has ever created such acommotion in our store in such ashort
time The Audio Shop for the last 15 years is proud lo have selected and offered
only high value products. The ENERGY 22 represents extremely high value'

Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Winnipeg, Regina, Advance Radio dTV.
Ltd., Bob Spilchuk -G. Mgr. "Fantastic speaker It totally stands by itself in
our stores We love selling them and most importantly our customers love
own ng them
Saskatchewan. Saskatoon, Custom Stereo, Gary Taylor -Owner:
North Battletord, Bob McBride -Owner; Prince Albert, Randy
Martin -Owner. 'We found with the ENERGY 22 the more we listened the
more we loved them It's sound stage and depth of field makes it the most
exciting speaker in the industry"

B.C., Vancouver, Sound Room, Pat Tang -Owner.

"A truly stunning
achievement in speaker design Our staff loves them Th amusical information
from the speaker is the very best available in the market today We're proud that
A's Canadian"

Magazine, Sound Canada bat Report.

"The ENERGY model 22 may very
well be the best bookshelf (size) speaker we have ever heard at any price. It
deserves the highest praise

FOR THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE. SPECIALLY SELECTED ENERGY 22
COMPUTER MATCHED DRIVERS AVAILABLE IN THE ENERGY 22
REFERENCE CONNOISSEUR MOOEL PICTURED BELOW, CUSTOM MATCHED
HAND LAID HARDWOOD VENEERS AVAILABLE IN: BLACK GRAND PIANO
OAK, WALNUT OR BLACK PEBBLE.

•

F.NZE722
Energy Loudspeakers, 135 Torbay Road, Markham. Ontanc
L3R 1G7 -(416) 475-0050 •TLX 06-986689

most thoughtful, and entertaining reviews
and news of classical recordings (regardless
of format); I think we have the writers

Twister
Editor:
VTA is critical in my set-up, but Icannot
get afirm understanding of the geometry of

capable of this.
We welcome subscriptions: they can he

"axial tilt," in spite of page 52, Vol. 7, No, 5.

obtained by writing to Opus at Box 8200,

In order to apply "Elusive VTA" advice,

Harrisburg, PA I
- 105.
Wayne Armentrout,
Opus,

please advise exactly what and where is
"axial tilt."

J.C. Whittemore, Jr.
Boynton Beach, FL

2245 Kohn Road,
Box 8200
Harrisburg, PA 17105

An imaginary horizontal line drawn
through the center of your cartridge, front

Tangency At Last

to back, will rez.eal its ('approximate) axis.

Dear Sirs:
A word of thanks for sending me the

Axial tilt is the cartridge's rotation about

tangency template, which you recently of-

rotation).

fered as an incentive to renew my subscrip-

this axis (also known as torsional
Ideally, a cartridge should be absolutely symmetrical to the disc surface when

tion.
Iwas about to spend over S200 on anew
cartridge. But, thanks to you, it's still in my

viewed from squarely in front. If it

isn't

it

bas axial Wt.

checking account because the template
properly aligned my Shure M95 HE. The
sound is magnificent!
Got any other revelations up your sleeve?
Elmer Rothe
\\

Electrostatic Replacements
Editor.
Ithought you might be interested in
knowing, in case anyone should ask, that
replacement electrostatic panels are still obtainable for Janzen speakers. It took me a
good deal of phoning around to get this address, so you may want to keep it for your
files:
Don Kliewer
3416 Burgundy Ci.
Mequon, WI 53092.
Mr. Kliewer is employed by Koss, Inc., in
Milwaukee, and was formerly chief engineer
at Janzen before that firm went out of
business. The above is his home address; he

THE
MOD SQUAD
INTRODUCES
TIPTOES'
CARTRIDGE COUPLER
optimizes mechanical interface
between cartridge and headshell
TAPPED TIPTOES
replaces the feet on your Oracle,
SOTA or VPI Turntable
LINE DRIVE
apassive system control center for
your CD Player, tuner, tape deck
and video sound.
Available at Tiptoes' Dealers
everywhere. Or direct from The
Mod Squad. For a complete catalog, send $2 postage/handling
(refundable with order) to

charges $25.00 each for the panels (plus
shipping).
Department S, 542 Coast Hwy 101
Henryi. Pratt
Birmingham, MI
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One of the World's Finest Moving Coil
Cartridges, just Happens to be
aMonster.

Introducing the New
Alpha 2- moving coil
cartridge from Monster
Cable:
We borrowed alittle knowledge about electromagnetic
field behavior from our cable
designs and combined it with
the incredible tracking. ultra low
distortion "Micro Ridge" stylus. Then we attatched it to an
exremely hard, rigid, yet very
quick, hollow-tube sapphire cantilever. Finally, we tuned the
suspension and samarium cobalt
magnetic assembly with sophisticated new measuring techniques and countless hours of
late night listening.
'11le Mph.. Two hat: Arun andrdt.d Intrrnanunal
AWN. Rt.tlyet esteentrd
Id tannic t
ht.
•erh tarindge to hate t.vr,
ovt-d th.tt

It worked.
the Alpha
Two is acartridge transducer
that surpasses our greatest expectations, reproducing
recordings like no other cartridge has ever done before.
Listening to your records
all over again.
You'll be hearing things on
your favorite recordings that
you've never heard before. A
natural instrument presentation,
with extreme clarity and focus,
placed across asoundstage with
exacting precision...yet never
harsh, bright or fatiguing.
1111x0der Cabk, Produ
Int
101
nttend. San Fran&
t. A911117
11!". 777 115!".
17115$4 NICS11

The world's "other" fine
moving coil cartridge.
Its little brother. the Alpha
One, has established itself as tte
leader in anew generation of
moving coil designs. It employs
many of the same features as
the Alpha 2.. ,at amore modest
cost. Audition both of these fine
cartridges at your Monster
Cable Alpha Dealer.
They'll turn your sound system into aMonster.

2.
111011STELMILle

The Monster Speaks:
Analog or Digital?
The latest generation of moving coil cartridges like the Alpha Series clearly
demonstrates that the best sound comes from an analog disc. When
comparing a compact disc to an analog record one needs to consider the
cartridge used. You'll find analog to be superior. We invite all music
listeners to do the Alpha 2 vs. CD comparison.
It's an eye opening experience!
Tips on Getting the Best Possible Sound.
Pay careful attention to cartridge set up. Always load the cartridge as close to
the manufacturers spec as possible (80-100 ohms for the Alphas), not 47K!
Use aheadamp of the best possible quality (our Alpha Plus is really
excellent). And amazingly enough, we've found that most high gain
preamplifiers sound better with agood headamp in front of them!
Iinvite you to send me your comments. Good listening!
Noel Lee
Head Monster

THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE

THE
AUDIO
CHEAPSKATE •
MEETS
AN IDEAL
-COMBINATION:
Sam Tellig

W

hen Ifirst heard the original Super.

the

RtACIAttoll Bast.:I )11:1I Mono W1111 ni.,‘

ing magnet cartridges is the kb ne sk S.
pilon Revelation Basic ayear or so ago. Iwas
impressed with its sound. if not its features
and that by a relatk ehy small margin.
AtS.99 ‘i
t was ,
i
nd
ee d, a reve l
at i
on
one o f especially considering their relative prices
those rare cases in which aproduct name
that sounds like hype simply isn't.

(the klyne costs S2 -So).'
The Cheapskate is wit saying that agood

The Revelation delivers asuperb sense of

Signet moving magnet (like the MR 5.0Ic)

spaciousness, excellent imaging and detail.

into asupewhon Dual Mono will outper-

and tonal neutrality. The original Revd:Mini

form akiletsu Black running into aklyne.

(which Icall simply the 'Basic - )makes a

With the right nu is

number of more expensive preamps sound

Klyne is able to extract detail you'd never

like poor values.

coil cartridge. the

imagine ‘‘.1. on the dise. But the margin

On the other hand, there are other good.

bee( nues

Vt:1"

s111:111 W1111

nu wing magnets —

inexpensive preamps around. The Basic

you can do :dim ist as well with aRevelation

needed just a little something to give it a

Basic Dual Mono.

clear-cut edge over the competition. That

Incidentally. the Superphon has gribs of

something is the new Dual Mono versit in.

gain— you can use

and it costs the same S399: the Basic

straight in. A cartridge with 0.8 mV output

is

now

S329!.

SOMC

mining coils

or more should be okay, but the one Itried

Keep in mind that Ihaven't heard all the

with 0.5 mV output

WAS

100

low

for

expensive preamps that ,J( il and LA (not to
mention AliC) have had in their systems -

comfort.

but I've auditioned

our., lilt lindo...(nRinitlItin and Ircl 01 tIn. super.
ptii ni ar,. all
hascnicni timiltircd it) Ow KR nr's
•unplc lumn. Snit 1...ism:tot tut' Al.
1....1 nrd 1hr
sann. in In t. Sum,.

S011ie

of these pricey

preamps. and heard others in various
systems. The only preamp that surpasses
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Of cinirse. v(nir Superplu in Dual Mono

Stercophile

THE SUPERPHON
REVELATION DUAL
MONO PREAMP;
THE EAGLE 2
POWER AMP

Basic Dual Mono is one of the greatest
preamps ever produced and one of the
greatest audio products ever made. And it
retails for $399! Hallelujah! And shame on
you all manufacturers who make preamps
that sound half as good at twice the price!
There is just one doubt lingering in the
hack of my mind. Apparently the Superphon Revelation Basic preamps have
undergone a number of stages in their
evolution. Some listeners have been less en-

won't look or feel like aKlyne. Indeed, it
looks and feels like the $399 preamp it is.
The Superphon has twin volume controls,
which Ifind apain in the keester. 2

And

this preamp is shy on inputs: phono, two
aux inputs (for CD player and tuner, say),
and asingle tape monitor.
Normally. you leave the preamp on all the
time, turning it "off' with its mute switch—
no pop. But if you have amomentary power
interruption and your power amp is on,
you'll get apop.
Enough quibbling—what do you want
for four hundred bucks, state-of-the-art?
Well, sonically, that's about what you get!
The Superphon allows me to hear subtle
differences among cartridges Icouldn't
detect before. It also proved to me that
when you have an excellent preamp and
power amp, the next thing to futz around
with is cable. The combination of the Dual
Mono and the Eagle 2is the first I've had in
the house where switching interconnects
made atruly major difference. 5
So here it

is:

the Superphon Revelation

2Iadjust the volume controls by ear while standing het.
wren the two speakers, since my preamp is between the
two speakers, it's fairly easy.
3Ili -fi is truly adifficult hobby: you know when you've
made it by the number of intractable problems you
uncover.
—LA

Stereophile

thralled than Ihave been—I suspect they
listened to different versions. As always
when buying equipment. Irecommend
you purchase with a money-back guarantee.

The Eagle 2Amplifier
This is the John Iverson Electron Kinetics
Eagle 2 amplifier—what a mouthful! I
gather the amp is already something of a
legend, like Iverson himself. Of the mansIverson stories circulated at CES, Ilike hest
the one where Iverson walks into adealer
carrying an Eagle

-A

and an Eagle 2

amplifier. He balances the 7A (110 lbs!) on
his knee to free up his hand for ashake.
Now that's the way to get undivided
attention.
This $895 amp is tidy and compact, not
had looking, but a little strange in appearance. Iwondered whether Mr. Iverson
was influenced by the Indian cultures out
there in Lake Havasu City, Arizona: the rack
mount handles reminded me of twin totem
poles! The Eagle certainly sounds like it
should cost alot more: it's ballsy, dynamic,
powerful, and above all, detailed. Those
who think only apreamp can be detailed
should try the Eagle 2. And harmonic textures! Instrumental timbres sound absolutely right through the Eagle. This amp is clean
(assuming you're not giving it garbage),
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clear. bracing. and refreshing.
The Eagle has been criticized in some
quarters as being alittle hard in the high frequencies. hut I'm not sure this is the Eagle's
fault. More than any other power amp I've
used, the Eagle's sound depends on links in
the chain. The wrong cartridge or arm can
make the sound shrill, the wrong preamp
might make it hard. Use the wrong interconnects (!) and ou may not like what •ou
hear (though you won't go wrong with the
latest Monster Interlink Reference). But take
the trouble to get these things right, and the
Eagle

will

sound.

s

reward

you

with superb

As you may have inferred, the

Superphon Revelation Basic Dual Mono
preamp is an excellent choice with the

The
Audio
Cheapskate
checks into
a Rotel...
and other
adventures with
integrated amps
Sam Tellig

Eagle 2, as is the new Signet MR 501e
cartridge.
How does the Eagle score against other
favorite Cheapskate amps? It's more
powerful-sounding and more detailed, but
perhaps alittle less forgiving in the upper
midrange. than the Quad 405-2. It offers
slightly better definition than the Denon
POA- 1500 Mark II. though the Denon remains very competitive at 8695 (with discounts usually available), and may be slightly more forgiving than the Eagle. You may
have to decide what you want: music or
detail. Likewise, the B&K ST-I40 remains an
excellent buy at 8440, with its euphonic
MOSFET sound—very musical, but with a
slight velvet fog. And there's the Adcom
GFA-555 ($600) which AHC raved about in
the last issue (thereby scooping the Cheapskate in his own backyard!). I'm already in
line for the 555. and !first] in line for aless
expensive 100 watts/ch version (8400) that
Adcom is coming out with.
The Eagle is an excellent power amp, well
worth an audition. But it's not the only
game in town—stay tuned.

I

ntegrated amplifiers are the wallflowers of

hi- fi.

The masses buy receivers, while audiophiles buy separates—i.e., separate preamps
and power amps. Too bad; if you're on a
tight budget, an integrated amp can save
you money and free up cash to spend on a
better turntable, cartridge, or speakers.
Of course, this assumes that there are integrateds worth buying—and, indeed, I
found asurprising number of worthwhile
integrateds, including a few that give
separate pre- and power amp combinations
some sonic competition.
Other than economy. integrateds have advantages of convenience and compatibility.
For instance, you can't fuss with pre- to
power amp interconnects, something I've
found increasingly important the better my
system sounds. And you don't have to
worry about whether this preamp goes well
with that power amp; an integrated has to

S. This is not an amp for tube lovers, though. who may
very well find the Eagle's purity and clarity too pure and
clear.
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already have its act together.
Surprisingly, few of the integrateds in this

Stereophile

Eminent Technology Tonearm 2

DECOUPLE CONNECTION

HORIZONTAL BALANCE

lam

Our Tonearm 1was rated 1-A by
IAR and highly praised by TAS
and Stereophile. Now Tonearm 2
combines the proven linear air
bearing with a new kind of
decoupled counterweight, a
tapered arm tube with integral
head shell, a simple means
for vertical and levelling
adjustments, a VTA/SRA control
that retains perfect tracking
tangency, and a counterweight
that slides vertically for dynamic
balance. Arm tubes with
mounted cartridges and matching
counterweight assemblies are
interchangeable, maintaining all
pre-set adjustments. The cuing
rise is adjustable and the
action gentle and ergonomically
responsive. The cost is $850
including a quiet pump and the
sound is glorious.
Write for free literature or send
$5 for the 50-page owner's
manual and treatise on tonearm
performance.

/
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TONEARM TUBE
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ELECTRIC CONNECTOR

TONEARM CLAMP

PATENT PENDING

Eminent Technology Incorporated

510 Cactus Street

Tallahassee FL 32301

(904) 575-5655

survey sound the same. ("'You mean all this
cheap equipment sounds different?" ex-

able on some CDs. Overall, Imarginally

claimed one Stereopbile staff member.) , In-

($295). but bass is more convincing on the

prefer the sound of the Creek CAS4040

deed, they do. Oh. Imight have trouble tell-

Rotel. Moreover. the Rotel is $45 cheaper

ing the sound of the Rotel from the Naim.

and may prove more reliable than the

hut Icould easily tell the Onkyo from the

British-made Creek—it just feels more

Harman /Kardon or the NEC from the
Marantz. Ieven expect Julian Hirsch

solid. A good choice for the money.

could—if he listened on the right system.
But, if you're looking for me to tell you

The Naim Nait ($395)

which is the "best" integrated. you might as

The Nait, rated at 20 wattsich. is also a
good sounding little amp. It's very open

well skip on to something else in the

and spacious-sounding, but, like the Rotel,

magazine. Ican describe the basic features.
as well as the salient sound character, but

sometimes sounds alittle hard in the upper
registers.

any one of the recommended amps might

The real problem with the Nait. however,

be best for your needs and your system.

is its lack of features. There is no AUX or CD
input. If you have a phono, tuner, tape

Furthermore, there are good integrateds
that didn't make it into the survey. This

deck. and CD player, you're out luck. Of

report is an introduction, a way to get

course, you wouldn't need, or even want, a

started.

CD player in aLinn/Naim system. (I wonder

The Rotel RA-820BX ($250)
The Rotel is competition for NAD. which
has for so long been seen as the soundquality oriented inexpensive amplifier. This
$250 unit is an updated version of their
RA-820B. Designed in Britain and made in
Taiwan, the 820BX is unpretentiously handsome and very compact. None of the garish
touches so often favored by the Japanese.
The RA-820BX lacks tone controls. It has
one tape loop, and inputs (badly buffered
ones, at that) for—moving magnet only —
phono, CD, and tuner. There are some nice
touches: the unit doesn't turn on or off with
a

pop, and the speaker binding posts take

standard pin connectors (hallelujah!). The
amp runs quite cool.
The Rotel is rated at amere 25 watts/ch.
hut, like the Naim Nait bekm, it sounds more
powerful than its rating implies. Granted, it
does not have quite the power to send
Mahler's Sixth Symphony into my Spendor
SP-1s at the sound levels Iwould like, but it
is able to handle almost everything else.
The tight and extended bass is particularly convincing, so long as you don't push the
unit too hard. There's agood sense of depth.
afairly smooth midrange, but just aslight
hardness about the treble, particularly noticeIYou. Larry.
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if Julian Vereker, of Naim, will change his
mind about CD now that Linn is producing
their own electronics. A Naim high end CD
player might make great competition for
Mission and Meridian.) There are also no
tone controls on the Nait. and no moving
coil input.
The Naim looks very cheaply made, inside and out—like it took $40 worth of
parts and $40 worth of labor to build. , The
unit turns on and off with afairly loud pop,
and has astrange balance control.
All Naim dealers are Linn dealers. too—
at least for the time being. You're therefore
likely to hear the standard Linn sales pitch:
put most of your money into aLinn turntable, equip it with aLinn Basik Plus arm
and Basik cartridge, run it into aNaim Nait
driving apair of Linn Index speakers (and
forget about FM, tape. and of course. CD).
Summary: spend 48% of your money on
the turntable—the other 52% on arm, cartridge amp and speakers.
Madness? Absolutely! The Linn table is
among the best and the Naim Nait is quite
good for what it is, but such asystem is entirely out of balance. The problem with the
Nait isn't sound quality but lack of features.
2 That's pnglahly about right. With a 5: Icoi -to-retail
ratio twhich i ometinit, worse on imported gear,. that
Sgn trzredates to a5400 n-luI Wh,t. amazing e. the lannpanic,. who Nrem to do
much more for S100.
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Overall, it doesn't seem very good value for

Overall. though. Iknow of no other in-

the money (especially with units like the

tegrated that gets its act together quite like

Rotel available for significantly less).

the Synthesis, although many come close.

The British Fidelity
Synthesis ($498)

challenge the low cost, high end separates.

While the Naît seems overpriced, the

This is the integrated amp to sonically

The NEC A10 MKII ($599)

British Fidelity is asteal. Only $100 more
than the Nait. it's rated at

Rit) out and bin

our Itntu,11

0 watts/ch and

Synthesis, right? Or, as LA would have me

puts out the hest overall sound Ihave heard

say. -step right up to the counter. folks." Not

from an integrated amp to date.

Si) fast. You might consider one of the

\bull have to sacrifice features, though.

following integrateds of Japanese origin.

The Synthesis lacks tone controls (although

Not everyone wants something as minimal-

the sound is so good you don't really need

ist as the Synthesis.

them). , It also lacks a balance control,

Every large Japanese firm has an in-

though Tony Michaelson. the designer, is

tegrated with astory. A cynic might say that

being pressed to add one for the U.S.

the marketing people have asked the

market. The Synthesis does, however, have

engineers to invent solutions to nonexistent

an entirely separate moving coil stage of ex-

problems so the copywriters will have

ceptional quality (the moving magnet stage

something to tout and the salesmen

is very good, hut not outstanding).

something to spiel.

The power amp section uses MOSFETs in

NEC talks about asecond power supply—

the output stage. giving the typical

they call it the Reserve ll Power Supply.

MOSFET sound: avery smooth midrange

Marantz's pitch is "Quarter A": class Aat low

with asilky, unfatiguing treble. ..
in short,

output levels. Onkyo's story is "Real Phase

atubelike sound. What the Synthesis lacks

Power Supply Design." In due course, you

is the ultimate amount of clarity and

will read all the tedious details in the mass -fi

definition—as with most MOSFET designs,

mags' "test reports — —if you take the time.

the edges of the music sound ahit smoothed

that is.

off. The ham is quite good, depth is outstand-

For an integrated that makes such afuss

ing. and imaging and soundstage stability

about its power amp section, it's ironic that

are excellent.

the NEC Al() Mark II excels more because of

Like most British equipment, the Syn-

its preamp section. If Japanese integrateds

thesis has its share of eccentricities and an-

excel at all, it's because of their decent power

noyances. Chief among them is the lack of

amp rather than the usually mediocre preamp.
This is not to say that the Al() Mark II has

abalance control—surely minimilism gone
tot) far. The top of the cabinet overhangs the

a

mediocre power amp section—but the

hack panel making it difficult to connect

preamp really shines, with more depth and

equipment. The main loop uses aDIN con-

detail than I've heard in separate preamps

nector (Why?), and the phono input ground-

costing far more. Yes, more depth and detail

ing connector doesn't like to grab onto
spade lugs (you have to fit one prong of the

ter's overall sound.

lug through a tiny hole and tighten the

than the Synthesis, though Iprefer the latThe total sound of the NEC leaves me a

screw). Also, the unit is very wide (just under

bit cold. Though there's nothing harsh or

21 inches). to keep the pre- and power amp

shrill, and the tonal balance is quite neutral.

sections well away from one another—

Imiss the musical quality of the Synthesis.

which is at least agood reason, hut nevertheless eccentric.

You, however, might find the NEC more
to your taste: it's an excellent integrated
amp and avery good value. It lists for Sfi00

Conte on. Sam. you know it's not the sound or the
preamp that necessitates tone ci
nils it's the sound Wall
your t.olutnhias. RI As. and Deutsche rinintophones.—LA

Stereophile

and weighs nearly 53 pounds—that's
$11.32 a pound. 4 Construction quality is
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Why the Carver M-500t Magnetic Field Power
Amplifier has helped begin an industry trend and how
it has stayed ahead of its inspired imitators.

Twice in the last decade, Bob Carver has
taught the high fidelity industry how to make
amplifiers that give you better performance
and value Both times his bold lead has
attracted followers Still, as evidenced by the
current release of the M-5001 Carver sets
standards yet unequaled in the audio
community
With its astonishingly hgh voltage high output current and exclusive operation features, it
oprime example of why Carver remains the
designer to emulate
•Continuous FTC sine-wave output conservatively rated ot 250 watts per channel
•Produces 600 to 1000 watts per channel
of dynamic power for music (depending on
impedance)
•Bridging mode delNers 700 watts continuous sine-uvave output at 8ohms
•High current Magnetic Field power supply
provides peak currents up to ±- 100 amps for
precise control of voice-coil motion
•Designed to handle unintended 1ohm
speaker loads without shutting down
•Equipped with infinite resolution VU meters
— -
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POWER EXPRESSED BY THE
DEMANDS OF MUSIC.
The Carver l.' • • • ••
• --,ponds
to musical transients iv tri vuitcl inun 700
watts per channel of instantaneous peak
power through 8ohm speakers Well over 900
watts per channel into 4ohm speakers

And yet its Federal Trade Commission Continuous Average Power Rating is 250 watts per
channel into 8ohms
The gulf between the two power ratings represents Bob Carvers insistence that amplifier
design should fit the problem at hand That
problem is reproducing music with stunning
impact not simph/ satisfying asine-wave test
which doesn1even include speakers or sound
sources Hence the seeming gull between the
two ratings
Bob reasoned that since music is composed
of three basic types of power waveforms,
those types of waveforms are what an amplifier should be designed to satisfy
IRO • •OM/L.0

ne

THE MAGNETIC FIELD AMPLIFIER
VS. CONVENTION.
Audiophiles
:• •Yety other
manufacturers have each accepted the wisdom of Bob Carvers fresh approach to delvering power in musical terms Yet only Carver has
so elegantly translated theory into practice
Rather than increase cost size and heat
output with huge storage circuits, Magnetic
Field Amplification delNers instantaneous high
peak and longterm power from asmall but
powerful Magnetic Field Coil The result is an
amplifier capable of xi/nu/tar/eons high current and high voltage that can do sonic Justice
to the dynamics of Compact Discs and audio
phile records in ocompact, cool-running
design An amplifier costing considerably less
than the ultra-esoteric models which figured
significantly into the genesis of its circuitry For
areprint of the full story of its development as
well as acatalog of Carver high fideliry audio
components please call or write to us

-

y
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RMS of long term power for demands lasting
up to several seconds The M-5001 provides
more power, more current and more voltage
thon any comparably priced amplifier ever
offered

,

•
•
meame
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First there are instantaneous peak transients- the sudden smash of cymbals, drums
or the indrodual leading edge attack of each
musical note While these waveforms lost less
than 1100 of asecond, they form the keen
edge of musical reality which must be present
if you ore to realize high fidelity Though
momentary they also demand atremendous
amount of amplifier power
Directly following instantaneous transients
are combinant musical crests of demand that
come from multiple instruments and their harmonics These long term power demands may
last up to several seconds but usually come
and go in less than asecond And yet they can
lax onything but an exceptionally powerful
amplifier
The third type of power demand is represented by the average power contained in the
music, and is approximate one third to one
half of the FTC continuous power rating
At extremely high output current levels, the
Carver M-5001 not only delrvers over 700 watts
of instantaneous peak power for instantaneous transients. but con delver over 600 watts
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Figure 1above shows aS7000 pair of ultraesoteric mono amplifiers No expense was
spored on their admittedly magnificent but still
conventional design and construction
Figure 2shows the massrve braid output
transformers contained in these presitgious
audiophile designs At 10% regulation, their
output current is 50 amperes
All conventional amplifiers are condemned
to using this type of design

.

Figure 2also shows the patented Magnetic
Field Coil employed in the Carver M 500t Its
output current is •100 amps at 10%
regulation Ill'

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES
THE CARVER M-5001.

OF

Povvo ;sr criack,nilvi dynuf IIL ifl ilCt and
musical realism And yet power requires control and finesse While the Carver M-5001 isn't
the only amplifier to deliver adequate output, it
is one of the few that tempers force with protection circuits beneficial to both the ()mobile
and your loudspeaker system

• The .I1-.51)fit is quiet. Inside and out. lb
circuitry has the best signal-lo-noise ratio
of any production amplifier. Better than
—120d11 And in spite of its massive output capabitam the .11-50M does ma ;twin'
anoisy tan to dissipate heat Thank: to
the aNd running .%lagndic Field Amplifier
circuitry
• No other amplifier in the .%1-50ittk price
or pouvr ranges is capable ofhandling
problematic speaker loads as louas 1
ohm. Ithdher required by certain brands
ofspeakers. or inachertently derived by
pairing too many low impedance speakers at one set ofoutput tenninaLe
conventiemal amplifiers simply shut down or
blow their fuses linen laced with this
condition.
• In stereo use both channels of the
.
11-.500t can actually borner from each
other during unequal output demands.
In addition. Culver amplifiers have pin,nœnd phase inversion (*rainy which
takes advantage ot the in-phase mum.'
characteristics of bass to essentially ¡Ifnihie available pinny supply current at low
firyttencie

• 'these include IX' offset, short circuit
potter mterupt as uell as tut) special
computer-commlled speaker monitor circuitç which protect against excessive high
frequency tureter input and an overall
thermal overload.

• Finally. the Carver .
11-.5a it can be used
in abridged nude as a70o mat HMS per
channel mono amplifier uitluna any
switchiny or modification.

• The Carver. 11-.5001
finuously displays pourr output through dual lighted
infinite tvsolution 11 .
-ballistic meters.
.tleters itinch can reel to musical tninsients as &kids Imillisecond.

Were you to buy apower amplifier solely on
features and performance specifications
painstaking comparison would inevitably lead
you to the Carver M 500t

POW Iet' ii

PO Box 1237lynnwood WA 98036

MUSK IS TIIE FINAL PROOF.

CARVFR
err i-.rc I

But we are sure that your final judgmeal will
based on musicality It is here thot th€
M-500t again distinguishes itself
Bob Calve has carefully designed the
M-500fto have ocompletely neutral signal
path that is uftedy transparent in sonic charocter The result is more than lust mused
accuracy It means atotal lock of listener
fatigue caused by subtle colorations somehmes exhibited by conventional amplifier
designs, regardless of their power rating.
It means° veil ehtted between you onc your
musical source os the most detailed nuances
are revealed with realism. believability one
delivered with stunning impact

I be

VISIT YOUR CARVER DEALER FOR A
SURPRISING AUDITION.
We invite you to audition the Corser M-500t
soon Against any and all competition Including those who ore only now embracing the
principles which Bob Carver has refined oier
the last several years
We doubt that you will be surprised when
the M-500t lues up to the claims mode in this
advertisement What will surprise you is lust
how affinkihie this much power, musicality
and accuracy can be
SPECIFICATIONS: /Wirr. 251 WOnS per «one' Imo
ohms 20Hr lo 20loHz. bolt channels Orrin wen no more
Mon 0.15% THD. in,ianianows Aug. il,,,.-, 1000
a:Ms ,nto ?ohms 950 wons 0104 ohms 600 worts1 to
Bohan Lowlenn h'. 1IS 1igivr ..%lusic.5004do
2ohms 450 nto 4ohrns 300 nto 8ohms 1000 watt,
waged mono into 4ohrra 903 malls bnOged mono n68
ohms liridged Mono 1711S Coniiriumis Itgity 700
wets contnucus Into 8ohms .%oise -12013 If Viegteed
Fnvuency Response. , 03aB I
Hi- 10014ir Slav
recta. 200 11"eighl 25 lb finsh lIghl brushed onihra :de
bend enarei block malted

lijRNII

Untrbuted In Canaria by Enodunon Ternnolony

superb, bordering on lavish. You get alot

extra shot at Naim reflects my true despair

for your money and the unit should prove

with the construction quality and ap-

exceptionally rug,ged and reliable. Again, no

pearance of the Nait; maybe seeing it in the

tone controls, hut the A10 Mark II does have

UK at $200 I'd feel different.)

moving coil capability (though not up to
the

Standard

(if the Synthesis)

The Marantz PM84 ($600)
The Marantz PM8.i

The Onkyo sounds somewhat like the
Quad 34/405-2 combination: very musical,

h in-

detail. The Onkyo is particularly fine with

tegrated that, like the NEC, lists for 5600

CDs: coupled with aPhilips-ha.sed machine,

(note that the NEC is rated at 60 watts/ch.

you'll have no high-end nasties. Problem is,

hut that's avery conservative rating). Unlike

you may be wondering where the high end

the NEC. the Marantz is often discounted to

went.

J, .1120

watt ,

with good depth, and aparticularly euphonic midrange—hut alittle soft and lacking in

below $500.

The Onkyo comes with all features in-

Ilike the Marantz almost as much as the

tact: tone controls (no variable turnover

NEC—in some ways, more. It is very solidly

points, however), excellent tape dubbing

built, weighs in at 40 lbs. features defeatable

facilities, and moving coil capability with

tone controls, and is said to run class A up

adjustable impedance. All in all, you get a

to 30 watts. A big black box, the Marantz is

lot for your money—this is 80 watts/ch for

somewhat more attractive (to me) than the

under $4(X), and you may find it discounted

NEC. which borders on ugly.

to under $300! (Onkyo also has an A-8057

The power amp section is very good
indeed—lots of control and exceptionally

listing for $298. and you might find that
discounted to around $225.)

sweet. Idefinitely preferred the Marantz to

Good as the Onkyo is, Iprefer both the

the NEC on CDs. The preamp section is

Harman/Karcion PM655 at $399 and the

another matter. It's by no means had. hut
not the outstanding preamp section found

Creek CAS 4140 at $369 (in that order).

on the NEC. If only you could marry NEC's

ty. the NEC...or the Marantz. The Onkyo
gives you more RMS power than the Har-

preamp to the Marantz power amp. (I did

Unless you want to go for the British Fideli-

just that for several evenings—the results

man/Kardon or the Creek. hut suffers too

were superb!)

much from arolled-off high end and alack

Given the power and sound quality of

of definition. I'm afraid that Onkyo's real

the amplifier section in the Marantz, it

problem is that it, like Proton (see below),

could be recommended at its discounted

has aspired to only mid -fi standards with

price were it simply an amplifier. Ihave no

the A-806 7.

qualms recommending it as an integrated,
though both the Synthesis and the NEC
somehow got alittle closer to my heart.

The Onkyo A-8067 ($400)
Its interesting to compare the Onkyo
A-8067 ($398) to the Naim, which lists for
the same price. The Japanese give you a
very solid, full-featured 80 watts/ch integrated amp: the Brits give you acheesylooking 20 watts/ch number that looks like
Julian Vereker made it in his GA-rage. (This

Proton D 540 ($350)
The Proton D 540 is a

watts/ch in-

tegrated made at the same Taiwan factory
that used to make NAD equipment—a plant
notorious for wretched quality control.
Well, the factory may be up to its old tricks,
since the volume control on my sample
didn't start passing signal until it was turned
athird of the way up. Proton says they've
corrected this problem.
On first hearing, the Proton sounds
good. The bass is powerful and punchy. as

Neu readers might want to check out Saes column in
Volume ". Numher 2 now available only in Xerox form
for 5" 511i 10 better understand the concept of Amps By
the Pound
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if the amplifier put out 80 watts/ch rather
than 40. The midrange is very smooth and
musical, and the highs are pleasing. This

Stereophile

amp would do great in a ten-minute, instore demonstration, so it may prove avery

point. Rated at 60 watts/ch, it delivers
clean, powerful sound with the typical H/K

successful product. But there's less here
than meets the ear. Over time, you hear that

and clinical —transistory, just like the Har-

the upper registers are rolled off, the bass is
overprominent and somewhat muddy,

delivers a very good sense of depth and

there's not much depth, and little in the way
of low-level detail. This amp is listenable,

good detail (though not quite up to the standard of the NEC). Depth, too, is quite good;

but there's little to listen for!

but the Creek CAS 4140 is even better (see
below).

The Proton D 540 comes loaded with
gimmicks, though. Your friendly neighborhood mid -fi salesman will have afield day
talking up DPD—"Dynamic Power on
Demand — —which is said to deliver "much

kick. The unit does sound just abit cold
man/Kardon separates. The preamp section

For those who dig features, the H/K has
defeatable tone controls with variable turnover points (other than the flexibility of a
Quad 34, this is the best of all possible tone-

more dynamic power than any I!j other

control worlds); ahigh frequency cut filter;

amplifier." What—more than aKrell? More
than the Eagle 7A? 5 Other sales "features"

amoving coil stage; capacitance trim; and

include soft clipping (Proton calls it "anti-

good tape dubbing facilities.

clipping — —everyone's anti-clipping); bass

The moving coil section (surprise, surprise) is very, very good—much better than

EQ, to coax more bass from small, crappy

the last one Iheard from H/K. There's only

speakers; and loudness controls.

marginal gain for avery low output MC like

Tone controls (non-defeatable and not

the Ortofon MCIO0U, but there should be

particularly useful since they lack variable
turnover points) are hidden behind aneat

enough for virtually anything else. And the

little door—this compact integrated does
look nice. Useful features include amoving

Like the Onky) A-8067, the PM655 offers
excellent value for the money—much bet-

coil section, capacitance trim, two tape in-

ter than the Proton D540. If the H/K

puts, and excellent dubbing facilities.
Most of the other integrateds here give

NEC, it also doesn't approach the price: the

you a taste of what high-end hi-fi is all
about. Not so the Proton. It's amid -fi prod-

MC stage is quiet.

doesn't approach the performance of the
H/K sounds about 80 percent as good as

uct with mid -fi sound designed to be

the NEC and costs 67 percent as much. I'd
say that's agood deal and Ihighly recom-

demonstrated in mid -fi stores to people

mend the Harman/Kardon PM655.

who are fed up with the awful sound of
most low- to mid -fi equipment. And it isn't

very sensitive about speaker cable. Igot the

Incidentally, the Harman/Kardon seems

terrible. But at $350 it's no great value. If

best sound using what the English crazies

you like the sound of the Proton, the
Onkyo A-8067 will give you areal 80 watts

call "stove wire — —i.e., solid-core house
wiring (Romex). 6 You can buy this at an

for $50 more—plus, Iwould assume, better

ironmonger's shop—excuse me, hardware

quality control. Or—and this Ido recommend—you might choose ...

store—at about 30 cents/foot for I2-gauge.

The Harman/Kardon
PM655 ($429)

Cut off the unsheathed ground wire to get
it out of the way, and then you get to struggle with installation—the English crazies
don't tell you how stiff this stuff is. Though

With these under-$500 Japanese integra-

you can stick the solid core wire directly in-

eds, we're in mid -fi territory and we should

to the H/K's speaker connectors, you may

expect mid -fi performance. Sometimes,

have trouble at the speaker end if you're

however, you get more than you pay for!
The Harman/Kardon PM655 is a case in
5Okay, I'll give 'em abreak; Ithink they mean more than
any other 40 watts/ch amplifier

Stereophile

6 It's called stove wire in the UK because it's used to wire
up the electric "stoves" (heaters) that so universally make
up for the lack of central heating in B ' h flats (apartments). Rome,' is actually abrand name in this country,
like Scotch tape, but there are lots of suppliers.
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It has been said that the history of the progress of man is the ability to do more with
less—Perreaux of New Zealand concurs
wholeheartedly.
In the world of audio components,
Perreaux does more than anyone else,
with far less. In fact, Perreaux accomplishes more because it uses less.
The "less" that comes between you and
the original music signal, the more it
sounds like the original music. In audio,
this concept is known as "straight wire
with gain". The ideal amplifier would have
no parts other than awire between the
source and the speakers. Perreaux
comes closer to this ideal than any other
audio component ever created. The renowned British magazine HI Fl FOR
PLEASURE says: "There is little more
that Ican add about the 'sound' of the
Perreaux as it can't really be said to contribute any particular character of its own
to the musical performance—it is as innocent acomponent as Ihave ever been

privileged to hear."
Perreaux circuits are so simple that a
single integrated circuit chip usually
contains more circuitry than aPerreaux
component. No integrated chips or trick
circuits are used by Perreaux. Each
circuit has been refined over and over
again until it accomplishes its task with the
shortest circuit path and the fewest parts.
Perreaux simply designs the most refined
audio components in the world.
Other manufacturers use additional parts
to correct for differences in transistors,
Perreaux tests, calibrates and matches
every transistor. Others use additional
parts to block radio interference, Perreaux
plates its circuit board with 24 karat gold,
creating the most conductive ground
plane possible to "absorb" and isolate interference. Others require complex protection circuits to prevent their amplifiers
from self destructing. Perreaux power
amplifiers require no protection circuitry
whatsoever—the stability is inherent in
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the design. While other manufacturers
require additional circuitry to boost the
gain of alow output moving coil phono
cartridge, Perreaux preamplifiers accept
moving coils without any additional preamplifier circuitry.

--Nomi111111IF

Perreaux has even created an amplifier
capable of harnessing all the electricity
your power company can supply to your
home—the PMF5150B. Its brute strength
is also derived from elegant simplicity.
Perreaux can deliver more massive power
than any other home amplifier with only
five transistors in the driver stage and
twelve transistors at the output. The filter
capacitors and power transformer can
deliver over 2,000 amps to the circuit.
eliminating the need for dual transformers
which cause severe phase shifts.
Every Perreaux component reflects its internal beauty and simplicity with its external design. Perreaux has no flashing
lights or panels that glow in the dark.
Perreaux has no need to shout its authority.

Perreaux International
875 MerrIck Ave
516-683-3000

Westbury. NY 11590

speakers accept only banana plugs (5-way

But, of the amps Iauditioned, Iprefer the

connectors are no problem). You might try

British Fidelity Synthesis. I've heard

affixing Mitchell Banana Plugs from Eng-

separates that cost twice as much and

land. Iam trying to get some genuine Eng-

sound only half as good—of course, I

lish stove wire to see if it's better than

haven't been recommending those
separates. And with British Fidelity you

American.

The Creek CAS 4140 ($369)
And finally. the new Creek. I.t ,ireviewed
because last to arrive. In fact, it arrived after
Ihad sent back most of the other amps. so
Icouldn't make aone-to-one comparison
with its direct competitors.
The 4140 lists for $369—S70 more than
the CAS 40.40, which is similarly rated at 40
watts/ch (see my review of the 4040 in Vol.
No. 8). The 4140 lacks tone controls.
while the less costly 4040 has them. What
do you get for your extra r'0? A heftier
power supply, mainly. The 4140 is amuch
more powerful-sounding amp than the
4040; it can easily drive apair of Spendor
SP-1s, for instance. And 4140 presents a
wider, deeper soundstage than the 4040.
This new Creek sounds slightly rolled off
on top—not abad thing, necessarily. Detailing is very good, although not up to the
standard of the NEC. The Creek is very enjoyable, very listenable, and neutral.
1do have some criticisms of the CAS
41-40. however. The amp uses DIN connectors for the tuner, aux, and tape connections—a royal pain. And the DIN plugs (and
RCA plugs for the phono) are so deeply
recessed under the wood cabinet that access is difficult. The unit turns on with a
noticeable thump—lean see the woofers in
my Spendors jump, although there's probably no harm done.
The Creek isn't quite the bargain it could
be. For $56 more, you can get the Harman/Kardon with 60 watts and avery good
moving coil section. (Actually, you may be
able to buy the H/K for less than the Creek;
it tends to be discounted, though not as
heavily as Onkyo or Proton.) For $130 more,
you can buy the British Fidelity Synthesis and get 80 watts with an excellent moving coil section.

Not-So Conclusions
There may be some terrific amp that's not
in this survey; that may be the one to buy.
40

don't pay the usual stiff premium for a
British import. RCS Audio International (the
Spendor, Mordaunt-Short, and now the
British Fidelity importer) keeps its margins
low.
The NEC and the Marantz are good buys,
especially if you are more comfortable with
the reliability of Japanese equipment and its
more extensive features. Go with the NEC
if you're looking for an outstanding preamp
section; with the Marantz if you want a
sweet, Class A-like power amp. Go with
neither, though, if interior decoration is
high on your list of priorities (see my comments above).
In the under-S400 category. Iprefer the
Harman/Kardon PM655 (though you have
to count on adiscount to get under $400)
by aslight margin over the Creek, and by a
wider margin over the Onkyo. Harman/Kardon has made steady improvements in their
product (unlike some Japanese firms), and
Igive the PM655 avery strong recommendation; it may be the best choice for budgetminded audiophiles who feel more comfortable with aJapanese brand of proven reliability.
The Creek made avery strong showing
sonically, slightly better than the Harmon
Kardon, though its basic inconveniences
might be too much trouble for you. If you
favor the British sound, and don't need a
moving coil section, however, the Creek
could work out.
Also in the recommendable-under-theright-circumstances category is the Rotel.
It's an obvious choice for someone with a
small system on atight budget—a student,
for example.
The Proton and Naim are not recommended, in case you hadn't already figured
that out. Okay, manufacturers, send me that
truly excellent integrated that will outclass
what I've already heard. Iwon't take as long
as Ispent on this column to get the report
in print!

—ST
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pure Gold

The Musical Fidelity
P- 170 Amplifier
Alvin Gold

Most of AG's column appears in his defense of
single speaker demonstrations in the "Controversy - section of
the magazine. Please note that Musical Fidelity products appear in this counuy as British

A

nd now—how on earth do Imanage a

natural sounding link to the subject of a
rather tasty new amplifier id like to think
you'll he hearing quite alot from shortly?

prospered.
Now let us skip forward in time to the
turning point for MF, which came with a
change of designers to Tim Paravicini. who

Perhaps .ou can work on it for me. whilst 1 ought to he well known to •ou as an eccentric hut highly talented engineer who has

proceed to tell the story.
Which is this. One Anthony Michaelson,

concentrated on Class-A amplifiers general-

who years ago was involved in Michaelson

ly and tube ones specifically.' It is he who

and Austin. manufacturers and purveyors of

has designed a beer budget 20-watt in-

TVA tube amplifiers, has more recently

tegrated amplifier called the A-1, also from

found himself aniche making moderately

Musical Fidelity, which is threatening to

up-market pre- and power amplifiers. The

cause havoc in the under- S1200 (S250—but

name of his first product, The Preamp, was

probably $350 by the time it reaches your

my own suggestion (just thought I'd get that

shores) amplifier market here in the auld

in).

country, and is intended to do the same in

Designed by one Dr. Martin Thomas, the

the US of A.

amplifiers were stylish, if a little home

However. I've only heard aprototype.of

brewed in appearance, and surprisingly

the A-1, and Idon't intend to talk any fur-

nice to listen to. They were also priced very

ther about it at present. What I'd like to

fairly—rather too fairly, in fact. With his

bring to your attention instead is avery or-

products pitched at anything between 30
percent to 50 percent below the heavy-

dinary looking 85 watt/channel Class- A/B

weight competition (from Naim Audio, in
particular), there was little chance of the

actually buy in the shops as Iwrite. It's called
the P-170, and it costs -HO pounds, probably

amplifiers being taken too seriously by the

$-00 in the U.S.—which is still excellent

transistorized power amplifier that you can

rank and file of Naim clone dealers. They

value. This pitches it up against the Robert-

also had other excuses: the equipment

sons of this world, to put it in context.

wasn't wonderfully made, and individual
models tended to evolve rather too fast for
comfort. Nevertheless, Michaelson's company
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survived,

and after a fashion

2

IAn interesting interview with de Paravicini is contained
in Vol.
No 5.
2 And also the BAK>. Adcom CIFA•555s. Dentin
p0A•1500s. Sloscode 500s. and alot amigo> amps —LA
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Dr. Thomas's designs for MF tended to use
MOSFET.s and high levels of feedback to kill
perceived problems. atraditional route to
audio nirvana, as you know. The P- 1
-n is
quite the opposite. It emplc os very simple,
elegant circuitry and low overall levels of

EXCELLENCE
REALIZED

feedback (about 18 dB). The thing is well

AGAIN!

made, using excellent but not outlandish
components, and is wrapped up very smartly in ablued-out hut otherwise almost Krelllike fascia.
Nlost of you are here for the beer, though.

and with the 1
3ro you probably won't be
looking around for other bars to drink in.
The nearest Ican encapsulate the sound of
the P- 1
-0 and come near to making it
understandable involves me falling back on
cliched descriptions such as "tube-like." But
it is. You may already have gathered I'm not
atube freak, hut Ido admit to asneaking
regard tbr the special kind of ease and lucidity that oozes from agood tube design. and
Icannot help but admire the tremendous
sense of color, light, and shade of the best
tube amps.
What Ilike rather less is that, unlike good
solid state gear, tube power (not pre-) amps
rarely seem to respond quickly enough. To
my ears, they don't usually let go properly
at the end of a note or phrase. and they
don't switch on fast enough to properly
track fast transients. I'm talking here about
lack of control, and also the probable
reason why tube amps are more often suc
cessful

with

panel

than

with

box

loudspeakers. Panel speakers tend to have
good transient behavior anyway, and don't
need as much help from the amplifier.
Imagine, then, this $700 (don .'hold me
to that figure—I'm guesstimating) bunch of
transistors in abox that has all the simplicity
and fluid music-making qualit

of agood

tube power amp, with most of the control
and dynamic "touch" of agood transistor
one. "Most" because the P-I -0is no Krell,
and perhaps not even a Robertson. But it
gets close. Indecently close given its other
qualities and that tantalizingly affordable
price tag.
Distribution of Musical Fidelity is via RCS

The Nelson-Reed
5-02/TV-1202 three-way
speaker system.
Guaranteed frequency
response: 30 Hz to 20 kHz,
+/- 3db
"Impact bass—as from bass
drum, kick drum, and tap
dancers—was tight, deep and
solid, and had the concussive
impact that one feels as akick to
the abdomen."
—JGH, Stereophile. Vol. 8. No. 3

RN

NELSON-REED
LOUDSPEAKERS

Audio (phone: 202-342-0400), the same

15810 Blossom Hill Rd.
Los Gatos, CA 95030

people who handle Spendor. You might

(408) 356-3633

want to ring 'em up.

Controversy:
Great Hi -Fi Lie Number 2,763
(The Single Speaker Myth)
Bill Sommerwerck

he more intelligent you are,
the less you know. Idon't mean just the obvious use of "know,"
where one rigidly holds certain beliefs as absolute. I'm also suggesting that the properly disciplined mind replaces alot of
specific facts with afew generalities.
The inductive process (reasoning from general observations
to specific principles) has obvious applica-

Most people intuitively understand in-

tion to math and science, and is just as ap-

ductive and deductive reasoning without

plicable to such studies as economics or
history. And once one understands enough

knowing their names. They apply these
principles to their work, and, as time goes

basic rules, deductive reasoning allows one
to predict the outcome ola particular set of

creases. There are exceptions, however, the

on, their systematic understanding in-

conditions from a general principle. The

most obvious one in hi-fi being Ivor Tiefen-

predictive quality of scientific and engineering principles gives them their power.

brun of Linn Products.

Deductive reasoning can also be used to
test the plausibility of observations. For example. if listener Lclaims that turning the

IT (as he is known in the UK) has a
reputation in some quarters for citing observations (right or wrong) and following them
up with alot of apparently ill-drawn con-

channel selector on her TV to an in-

clusions. 1want to set one of his most

between position improves the sound of

serious errors straight, and then show why
it is not always agood idea for equipment

her stereo, even with the TV off, listener S
may object to that observation as wrong-

reviewers to publicly parade their devotion

headed because he cannot think of any
mechanism that would change the sound of

to someone of doubtful authority.

astereo coincident with a change in TV

The issue is this business of "singlespeaker" listening and demonstration,

channel-selector position.'

which has become fashionable in the UK.
The premise: bringing

I Nevertheless. if listener L somehow CStabliNhes that
sonic changes do take place with achange in channelselector position—well leave to another discussion how
Lmight do so—it simply indicates that Sis ignorant of the
mechanism at work. The history it audio is filled with examples of audible results from impossible or non-existent
mechanisms.
—LA
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a

second pair of

loudspeakers into your auditioning room
upsets the sound of the pair you're listening
to so badly that the first speaker's ability to
correctly reproduce the timbre of musical
instruments is destroyed. This observation
Stereophile

.

The PRO MCD
all CD players
are not created
equal...

The New PRO MCD, adescendent of
the Meridian MCD which has set new
standards for musicality in CD
reproduction, has been developed
with the help of major recording
studios — designed to be asonic
reference in the production of new
compact discs. The MCD Pro
recovers more of the musical details
recorded on aCD than many critics
have considered possible. The
Meridian dealer can tell you the
technical reasons why the MCD Pro is
capable of such resolution, but your
own ears will tell you how much better
it sounds.

BOOTHROYD ST1 JART

MERIDIAN

Exclusive U.S. Distributor MADRIGAL, LTD., PO Box 781. Middletown, CT 06457
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is almost surely correct. But IT. and his co-

counters an obstacle that is comparable in

workers are so devoid of any real understan-

dimension to its wavelength. The wave re-

ding of mathematics or acoustics that they

radiates from the edge of the obstacle as if

draw invalid conclusions. In fact, they miss

the edge itself were asource of sound.) At

the real significance of their observations.

intermediate frequencies, there is some

There is no question that adding another

combination of reflection, diffraction, and

speaker does alter the sound. But what con-

passing-around.

clusion are we to draw from this observa-

These sounds, of course, reach the

tion? The one drawn by IT., et al., is that no
additional speakers. of any kind, are allowed.

listener after the direct sound from the
speaker. The delay introduces varying phase

This includes any tympanic surface, in-

shifts between the direct and reflected

cluding microphones. and the transmitters

sound, increasing the amplitude where they

and receivers in telephones!

are in-phase, and reducing it where they are

Icannot recreate I.T.'s line of reasoning.

anti-phase. This upsets the frequency bal-

but, given the conclusion. Ican make astab.
If another speaker upsets the sound. what

ance and changes the phase relationships
among the harmonics of musical sounds.

distinguishes the speaker from any other
object? Easy; it has avibrating surface. Ergo,

spectral balance introduces colorations. In

These effects are audible! The change in

all vibrating surfaces are banished from the

fact. our hypothetical wooden box should

room. (As Linn puts it, all transducers, no
matter how small". Does this include phono

be audible as an obstruction in the sound
field. With music playing, I'm certain that

pickups, the motor in an SX- -Ocamera, and

any of our readers could walk blindfolded

electric lights?)
As most readers will have already seen,

into this imaginary room and describe the
approximate size and position of the box.

this reasoning is incomplete because it ig-

Of course, I've picked adeliberately exaggerated example. How about something

nores a broader principle: how does
anything in the room, speaker or other-

simpler, such as putting the box in the plane

wise, affect the sound? The sound arriving

of the listener's ears, and afew feet to the

our ears is acombination of the direct

sound from the speaker, plus sound

side? That, too, would certainly be audible
as aslight change in balance and timbre,

reflected from and diffracted by other sur-

and aminor degradation of the image.

faces. Generally speaking, the larger an ob-

In short, it is possible to predict all the effects heard by Ivor Tiefenbrun et al. not by

at

ject and the closer it is to the speakers. the
more it affects what we hear. One cannot

introducing asecond speaker. but merely a

single out the effects of aspeaker's driver

second speaker box! Is there any significant

diaphragm, while conveniently ignoring

difference if the box contains adriver? I

everything else in the room!

think not. Some of the incident sound will

Imagine atotally absorptive room, con-

reflect from the driver just as if it were the

listener. Now position awood box, about

surface of the box.
The driver will also be set into motion,

the size ola shoe box, afew feet in front of
the listener, above his head and to the right.

tral balance and phase of the re-radiation

taining only a pair of speakers and the

will

What effects will it have?
At

low

frequencies (those

re-radiating some of the sound. The spec-

whose

he

altered

by

the

mechanical

characteristics of the driver. However, most

wavelengths are much longer than the

drivers

dimensions of the box) nothing will hap-

wavelengths they reproduce, so they make
a poor impedance match to the air. This

pen; sound simply passes around the box as
if it weren't there. At high frequencies

are

small

compared

to

the

means that the incident sound will move

(wavelengths much shorter than the box),

the diaphragm little, and that even less

the box both reflects and diffracts sound.

energy will be returned to the air. In short,

(Diffraction occurs when wave motion en-

the driver has far less effect on the sound
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Now that you've taken it home
... does your moving coil
cartridge sound better than
the sales pitch that convinced you?

Ours will!

C)

uo

I

Cal

27nUir
MC cartridge
Titanium cantilever
Air-core armature
OFC coil winding
Super elliptical stylus
Anti-resonant sandwich body
0.25 mV output

mV2.5
High output mc cartridge
Sapphire cantilever
Parabolic stylus
OFC coil winding
2.5 mV output

00
00

Saphic
MC cartridge
Laser cut sapphire cantilever
Line-contact stylus
0.25 mV output

am

MC cartridge
Boron or Sapphire cantilever
Microridge stylus
OFC coil winding
Machine cut Almg body
ImV output (Boron)
0.2 mV Output (Sapphire)

For more information contact your local dealer or write
SHINON Inc.
354A Yonge Street
Toronto, CANADA
NI5B 155

field it is immersed in than the box which

". ..
this room is a'single speaker' room—
television

holds it.
Besides Who listens to asingle speaker?!
Almost everyone has stereo. If bringing a

sets

have

been

banished

elsewhere, and the telephone is unplugged
and removed when Iam listening."

third speaker into the room degrades the

\Xe've reproduced asketch of the room

sound, then why doesn't the second

here. Note the "low table" in front of the

speaker of astereo pair foul up the sound

listening position. Egad! The speaker's out-

produced by the first speaker?

put will reflect from the table. combining

In fact, the speakers in astereo pair do

with the direct sound to chop holes in the

our friendly

response, particularly in the midrange! How

neighborhood audio saloon you probably

can one take this reviewer's opinions

sec three to five pairs of speakers arranged

seriously when he doesn't recognize the

mutually interfere. Visiting

in a single row. If you play a pair with

fidelity-destroying character of his own

whose sound you're familiar, you should

setup? His obeisance to the principle of

notice that it is suddenly afflicted with

"single-speaker" listening, while allowing

severe boxiness and noticeable colorations.

acoffee table to corrupt the sound of his

Why?

system, is aclassic example of straining at

It has been known for 40 years that the

gnats and swallowing camels.

edge of a loudspeaker enclosure does a
great job of diffracting the sound produced
by the drivers. One way to minimize this
diffraction is to make the front panel of the
speaker as narrow as possible. which tends
to keep diffraction effects out of the pass•
band of the driver. When aspeaker

Nystem

is set flush with ahalf-dozen other sy+tems.
the front panel suddenly becomes ver
wide, and the diffraction effects move
down into the midrange. (letting the pair as
far as possible away from any other surface
produces the hest sound.
Although the effects are not as pl.
(
)nounced,
exactly the same thing happens between
the two speakers of your stereo pair. The
larger the speakersthe woisetheinteraction.
The side-effects of this interaction can he

Publisher's note.-

minimized by covering the speaker with

Fortunately we. ,&rev the old camel-swal-

acoustically absorbent material. Several

lower immediately lo hand—in-house so

firms, notably Infinity and, Acoustic Re-

to speak (though he's really about 5000

search, have layered their front panels with

miles away)--JOr a spirited rebuttal.

felt or polyfoam. with the intent of reducing diffraction and re-radiation effects. It
may have not occurred to them that this
would also reduce coloration caused by
sounds emanating from the other speaker.
Isaid earlier that we would examine what
happens when reviewers endorse the principles of dubious authorities. I'm thinking
specifically of the article in the 3/84
lik'Ne-RR which shows the listening set-ups
of their reviewers. One in particular says
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M100
Monaural
Power Amplifier

At last: A "User Friendly" vacuum tube power amplifier.
This 100-watt monaural amplifier was designed to provide those
seeking the musical satisfaction of state-of-the-art vacuum tube
amplification aformat that would not require "tweaking" to obtain the
desired results. Its direct and cross-coupled (patented Audio
Research Corporation circuitry) amplification employs an automatic
"servo" circuit, so that the DC balance (necessary for peak
performance) is always automatically maintained, even through
vacuum tube changes.
Output tube bias is not only electronically regulated, but is also front
panel adjustable—with indicators—thus completely eliminating
uncertainty regarding output tube condition adjustment.
Offered in the monaural format to fully optimize performance, the
M100 was designed for state-of-the-art systems where its power will
be sufficient. We believe the M100 will sonically satisfy the most
demanding music lover.
PARTIAL SPECIFICATIONS:
POWER OUTPUT: 100 watts minimum continuous, 4, 8, 16 ohms.
THD: Less than 1% 20 Hz to 20 kHz.
ENERGY STORAGE: 280 joules.
DIMENSIONS: 19"W x7"H x16.5"D.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 69 lbs.
Audio Research products are available through authorized audio
specialists throughout the world. Optional flat black anodized front
panels available at additional cost. Write for free literature on the
M100 and other Audio Research products.

audio research corporation
6801 Shingle Creek Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55430
Phone (612) 566-7570, Telex 290-583

A new product
from Audio Research Corporation

more Gold

UP IN ARMS ON
SINGLE SPEAKER DEMS
(SSDs)
Alvin Gold

I

t's not often Itake up arms as aresult of

ple), or the extra path lengths involved in-

what Iread in the hi-fi press, but there are

troduce delays that tell the ear/brain that
what they are hearing comes from the

moments. When Iam told that all competently designed amplifiers used within their
input/output limitations sound the same. I
see red. And then there's this business about

room, not the original sound. Alternatively
we're talking about the effects of atable or
other item of furniture where resonant ef-

single speaker demonstrations. ..

fects are probably very well damped.

The reason Isee red here is simple—I actually spend alot of time listening to music

ers cannot be directly compared. A box

using hi-fi equipment, and Imy ears tell me
that SSDs work. 13S seems content to use

In acoustic terms, boxes and loudspeakmay have little effect for the reasons given,
or it may indeed have an effect which says

paper logic to prove that they don't, ap-

to the listener that "there is abox here that

parently without reference to any practical
experimentation. Thought experiments

is modifying the sound." Big deal. With

conducted in ivory towers have their place,
but as we are dealing with such complex,
interwoven variables, it would need acomputer model and alot of data to quantify the

transducers, however, what we're dealing
with are not linear or simple effects; but
highly reactive, frequency selective ones
that can result in asurprisingly large output
from an undriven loudspeaker when

problem adequately. Drawing conclusions

measured with avoltmeter (yes, I've done it).

comes even later in the process.

Presumably the loudspeaker, thus wound

I'm not above thought experiments
myself, it's just that Iknow their limitations.
Although all objects, including walls and
ceilings within alistening room, inevitably

up, releases this energy mostly of it near its
fundamental resonance and smeared over a
period of time. It's the selectivity of this

have an effect on the reproduced sound,

mechanism to frequency and temporal
aberrations that marks it out as important.

there are different classes of interaction involved. Some are common to all systems,

doubtedly quite difficult for the ear to sort

those caused by the floor for example, and
others tend to be there in one form or
another as aresult of furnishings and so on.
To a first approximation, these en-

Such distortions in the soundfield are unout.
Ihave noticed that undriven panel loudspeakers seem to have much less of a
negative effect on the sound of asystem

vironmental effects are relatively linear: if

than most box speakers. This runs contrary

they involve storage and re-radiation of the

to BS's assertion that the larger the obstacle,

sound, they do so at very low frequencies

the greater the effect; and it reinforces the

(2-3 Hz for astructure like awall for exam-

idea that it's aresonance problem, probably
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"Direct Inductance"
Ribbon Technology
The RT-7 uses asingle ribbon driver incorporating an
extremely low mass, high
speed daphragm. It is a
direct drive unit requiring
no transformer and can be
driven with virtually any
amplifier.

"Compression Line"
Bass Loading
Patented "compression line"
bass loading combined with
astate-of-the-art 8" bass
driver produce an efficient
transmission-line speaker
system.

For more information,
contact

r

CLEMENTS
AUDIO SYSTEMS
4354 Spring Valley Road
Dallas, TX 75244
214/661-0163

though small differences are what hi-fi is all

associated with the fundamental driver
resonance when mounted in abox, that's at

about. Moreover, the kind of distortion

the root of the observations that led to

eliminated by SSDs (time-smearing distor-

SSDs. Diffraction is hardly acandidate for

tion) is an important one.

"severe boxiness'• as BS suggests; much

As far as Iknow, no rigorous analysis has

more likely is that the boxiness comes from

been done, but it's easy to show empirically

the usual source of hoxiness in loudspeakers
—the combination of adrive unit mounted

adversely affects the sound of a good

in abox!
Some of the other points in BS's article are
either spurious or just plain wrong. The one

that additional transducers in a room
system—be they loudspeakers, telephones,
or cassette recorders. The effect tends to be
particularly insidious, because it is

about stereo listening is agood example of

manifested as aloss of pitch and timing in-

the latter. We're stuck with two loudspeakers

tegrity quite distinct from the classes of effects that arise from furnishing and room

for stereo whatever happens. More to the
point, loudspeakers that are in acircuit do

boundaries. Tonal and other more com-

not have the same effect on the sound as

monly anticipated effects are not usually

undriven one: adriven loudspeaker is effec-

severe, so the degradation is sometimes

tively shorted by the amplifier, and is a missed first time round by the less exmuch stiffer and well-damped structure. It perienced listener.
We're talking now about quite subtle difwill respond in quite different ways in a
radiated soundfield than an undriven ferences, but high fidelity is all about quite
speaker. Iknow of one dealer who inserts a subtle differences. No one, not even IT as
far as I know, has suggested that all
wire shorting link into all loudspeakers not
lb say the IT. ignored the stereo problem

transducers other than the driven ones
should be excluded from listening rooms.

is quite fallacious. Ipersonally heard him

The very sound of an orchestra is partly

make asemi-ironic remark at the Chicago

determined by similar interactions between
highly resonant instruments.

in use for precisely this reason.

CES about 3-4 years ago to the effect that
multi-mike recordings don't sound as good

The point is, however, that many listeners

as purist ones because of the number of
transducers in the recording room! He even

already have listening rooms that approx-

made asimilar comment about mono vs.

tor-equipped dealers that don't. So why not

stereo. And if you want to talk about the
very special qualities of some old mono
recordings ...

imate SSD environments. It's only comparatry and achieve the same as the home situation when adealer demonstrates his products to the public? This way, the sound is as

representative as it can reasonably be made
Far he it from me to defend IT. Ihaven't
done so for along while, and the last time I at the point of sale, and the equipment is
was up in Glasgow we spent 24 hours at

given achance to do its damndest.

each others throats about his awful Index

My personal position on this is that when

loudspeakers (yes, I've listened to them
rather more thoroughly since 1wrote about

reviewing it's essential to hear what the product being tested is doing, and that reviewing

them in Volume 8, Number 3) and other

under SSD conditions is clearly the best and

topics. But his ideas about SSDs (as I safest way to achieve this end. At best, extra
transducers will have an unpredictable efunderstand them) bear repeating.
The point of SSDs is simple: they are
designed as a dealer aid. Now it may he

fect, so why not eliminate what is after all
an unnecessary variable? For this reason. I

argued (as James Michael Hughes has done

have auditioned loudspeakers under SSD

in the UK) that they are counterproductive

conditions for a number of years—but I

for one hundred and one different reasons,

wasn't foolish enough to subject myself to

or that the effects are small in absolute

the not inconsiderable inconvenience

terms. On the latter I'll concede the point,

without first establishing that the dif-
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Once upon a time
the enjoyment of music in the home
was limited to the privileged few.
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ferences were not merely audible. hut also

The amount of vibration induced in an un-

musically important. You can pontificate
until the cows come home, but with a

driven speaker cone from impinging sound

good, well optimized hi-fi system, the facts

felt with the fingertips. The amplitude of
those vibrations is similar to that that would

quite literally speak for themselves.

waves is in fact significant, and can be easily

By the way, BS, grandma is quite adept at

he caused by an electrical signal in the tens

sucking eggs. Naturally, serious listening is

of millivolts range feeding that speaker. and

not done with acoffee table interposed be-

would be clearly audible if no other speakers
were playing. But the amplitude of these in-

tween myself and the loudspeakers. Ihave
awife, you see, and although she tolerated

duced vibrations is much lower than those

aKrell and apair of Maggies, eventually the

of the main, driven loudspeakers, because

coffee table has had to live in the room between times. You might like to know that the

the latter are creating all the air-pressure

room has been switched around. The loud-

being acted on by only avery small percentage of those variations.

speakers sit just forward of the bay, and the
(now round) coffee table is to one side of
the hot seat.
JGH: Addendum:
Iagree with AG that BS shouldn't prejudge SSD unt il he tries it. but Ialso agree
with BS that other speaker boxes in the room
probably will have an effect, and probably adetrimental one, on the sound. But so,
of course, will any other object in the room.
including people. (Why not apeople-less
demo, for the ultimate purity?)
It appears to me that both views are partly

variations in the room, while the former is

Contrary to one's gut feeling about this.
these vibrations of the undriven cone are not
being re-radiated, because they represent a
loss of energy from the sound field, not a
contribution to it.
That undriven cone has mass, and it takes
energy to set any mass in motion. so practically none of the sound-wave pressure
reaching that cone will ever leave it. Virtually
all of the sound-pressure energy will have
been used to move the mass of the cone.

right and partly wrong. BS, for example,

The only re-radiation that would occur
from that "undriven" cone would be due to

overlooks the fact that an enclosed volume

the release of stored energy —resonances—

with a hole in it is a helmholtz radiator.

from it after the cessation of air-pressure-

which will readily absorb energy from the

induced motion. And in any loudspeaker we

surrounding air at its resonant frequency. AG

would give house room to, that stored

reports only that the sound is better when
other speakers are out of the room, without

energy should be more than an additional 50
dB lower in amplitude below that of the

ascertaining whether this is due to the effects
of their undriven cone surfaces or of reflec-

ceedingly unlikely that they would be audi-

tion and refraction from the outer surfaces

ble, even to AG.

of their enclosures. Both, it seems to me,
overlook the fact that the smaller the offen-

It is much more likely that the audible effects of other speakers in the room are due

ding object, the less effect it is going to have
on anything, and that there will he apoint

enclosures, plus their behavior as Helmholtz

cone vibrations which stored it. It is ex-

to reflections and refractions from the

somewhere down the line where its effect

radiators. It is also obvious that, the smaller

will be too small to be detectable by even the

the volume and the smaller the hole, the less

keenest ears.
standon this appears to be based on

effect either is going to have; below acertain
magnitude, the effects will be imperceptible.

a common misconception: namely, that

For this reason, the idea that atelephone

vibration of an undriven speaker cone
creates spurious sound waves in the room,
just as though that speaker were being driven

or acassette recorder could affect anything

at low level by another signal source. It

sound field in the room, but Icannot believe
that anyone could hear that change unless

doesn't, because it isn't.

at all strikes me as bizarre. Certainly, their
presence is going to cause achange in the
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The Small
Yet Surprising
Morel M LP-202 II

THESE ARE THE REMARKABLE small
loudspeakers whose smooth response
and open, dimensional sound are at
least on a par with the finest units of
many times the 202's size and price.
Morel has designed and built
speakers and driver units in Israel for
over eight years Now, with the U S.
introduction of the model MLP-202.
Morel is prepared to otter the demanding
audiophile the highest possible quality at
an extremely reasonable cost. ($198.
each)
Morel's drivers, manufactured to the
strictest tolerances in our own factory,
incorporate several notable
technological advancements. Utilizing
hexagonal voice-coil wire, unique
magnet structures having no stray
magnetic fields, and special adhesives
and coatings, the Morel drivers are
exceptional in rise time and coherence.
Also, the oversize (3") voice coil in
our woofer and the ferrofluid tweeter will
allow Morels to handle the wide dynamic
range of your digital recordings with
plenty of room to spare
Morel Acoustics USA
414 Harvard Street, Brookline, MA 02146
tel. (617) 277-6663 telex 650-2499475

L
»)

rrlorelj

Morel (U.K.) Ltd.
11 Foxtail Road, Ransomes Indus. Estate
Ipswich IP3 9RT, England
tel. (0473) 719212 telex 987601 Morel G
Morel Acoustics Ltd.
Industrial Area B, P.O. Box 140, Ness Ziona
70451 Israel Telex 361951

the object in question is suspended from
wires, afoot in front of his head. But we are
speaking here of common sense.
Or are we?
Incidentally, aframe-core room wall has
effects far above the 2to 3Hz cited by AG.
Just pound on one and listen to the sustained
thud it produces. That "thud" will usually
he between 25 and 40 Hz. and the resonance
which causes it will absorb, not add to, a
speaker system's LF output.
There is. it seems to me. enough justifica
tion on scientific grounds to assume that
other loudspeakers in aroom will affect the
sound of the main ones, and to conclude
that SSDs are probably agood idea. Iwould
hesitate to assert. though. that NISDs (multi
speaker demos) have enough detrimental
effect to swamp the enormous difference ,
between competing loudspeakers, and that
in-store auditions are still of value even
with other loudspeakers present. But any
system chosen from a NISI) is likely to
sound better under the more ideal SSI )•
ditions at home.
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GASWORKS
MODIFICATIONS

THE

MAXIM III

LOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEM
Minimum Group Delay Twoway Loudspeakers
The sophistication of the
Maxim Ill is the result of extensive FFT analysis with particular
attention to group delay. The
Maxim III speaker exhibits one
of the lowest group delay
characteristics for any speaker
of its type.
..The system is beautifully
balanced and almost perfectly
neutral, being only very slightly
on the warmish side. . is one
of asmall handful of moderately priced speaker systems
that can make most audiophiles
(and practically all music
lovers)quite happy for an
indefinite period of time.
Recommended."
—Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 3

Gasworks Rebuilds
Classic Audio Components
After six years of research, we have
developed what we consider to be
universal concepts in updating the performance of older, quality equipment.
It is possible to give your present gear
the smoothness and clarity of todays
finest at a fraction of the price.
Gasworks Mods Include:
— General Parts Upgrade
— Simplifing and proper adjustment of
circut design
— Unique Power Supply Regulation and
Grounding Networks
These concepts have proven to work
well with all quality audio circuts. Mods
now available for GAS. ARC, Threshold,
McIntosh plus others.
4570 W. State St. •Boise, ID 83703
(208) 343-3463

ussoll
Save $100: buy the Maxim Ills for $399
factory-direct, including shipping.
30-day satisfaction guaranteed, return
priVikge

nEFER

Li

_ Ballard Road. Malibu. (A )02 ,.
12131457-1239

SHOP TALK

NEWS AND COMMENTS FROM THE TECHNICAL FRONTIER
Peter W Mitchell

Reproducing musical sound is our goal, but technology is
the means to that end. In this column, Ipropose to discuss
new developments in that technology, explore relationships
between technical factors and sound quality and combat
some of the myths and misunderstandings in the audio field
—especially the myths that have been created and promoted
by manufacturers.
Introducing The DAT

head and amechanism similar to that of a

A few years ago, when Japan's Digital
Audio Disc (DAD) committee endorsed the

conventional analog cassette recorder. This
system could have been on the market two

Philips/Sony Compact Disc as the standard

years ago, except for one obstacle: another

format for digital records, the contending

group of Japanese companies developed a

manufacturers embarked on acompanion

second digital audio cassette system, in-

project to develop adigital audio tape (DAT)

compatible with the first. This one used a

system for home use. Philips engineers

rotary-head design, like a video cassette

came up with an efficient open-reel digital

recorder.

recorder running at 3 1
4 inches per second
/

The large industrial cartels in Japan don't

(ips), hut the major Japanese companies insisted on using cassettes rather than ahulks-

like market competition based on incompatible technical standards. For the good of

and inconvenient open-reel design. The

the industry, competitive battles based on

crucial selling point in favor of digital

technical standards should he waged in

cassettes was that they could be made to

laboratories, not in retail stores. (The battle
between the Beta and VHS video cassette

work in an automobile—where, it was
thought, the vibration might prove too

formats is regarded as an unfortunate

severe for aCD player.

mistake that confused consumers and

In 1982 a group of manufacturers (in-

retarded the development of the VCR

cluding JVC, Sanyo, Technics, and Ken-

market.)

wood), produced designs for a working

The Japanese prefer to have representatives of all companies form acommittee

digital cassette recorder using astationary
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choose one, which their entire industry will

•ten.atc,

each 0.0026 inch wide, across the I/8-inch

then support. The worldwide market suc-

width of the tape. Thinfilm technology was

cess of the Compact Disc system testifies to

used to create recording and playback heads
containing 22 gaps in aline: each gap is 0.3

the success of this method, thought some
audiophiles feel that the technical perfor-

micron wide and 65 microns long.

mance of the CD is only marginally ade-

The proposed rotary-head s.stem (R-DAT)

quate for hi-fi, and that the standards for its

using aspinning head drum to write diag-

digital coding were shoved down our

onal tracks on aslowly-moving tape. as in

throats. Consumers who are now stuck

VCR. The preliminary design included a30

with obsolete Selectavision CED videodisc
players from RCA may wish that asimilar

duce an effective writing speed of 120 inches

a

mm head drum rotating at 2000 RPM to pro-

unifying standard could have been adopted

per second while the tape crawls along at

for the video disc: but in the U.S. the antitrust laws forbid such "collusion" among

0. -2cm/sec (0.3 inch per second). But in the
interest of standardization the R-DAT may

manufacturers

are

use the same tape transport as the 8 mm

marketed.
The Japanese DAT committee was supposed to choose the superior DAT format

VCR. with a40 mm head drum spinning at

before

products

and announce its recommendation by
mid-1984. If it had done so, digital
recorders could have been on store shelves
by mid-1985. But last winter, after many

1800 RPM.
The choice between these two DAT formats won't be based on their sonic performance, because both would use essentially
the sanie analog input circuits and similar

months of wrangling, the committee an-

digital coding. The coding, as in the DC, is
based on 16-bit linear PCM. Originally the

nounced that it could not choose: the pros
and cons of the two formats were too well

sampling rate was to have been -14.1 kHz, as
in the CD, but it probably will he changed to

Khz in order to prevent direct digital-tobalanced. Neither system was clearly
digital copying of CDs.
superior, so the DAT committee endorsed
The R-DAT system has the clear advantage
both. The problem was turned over to a
committee of the EIAJ (Electronics Industry of atwo-hour uninterrupted running time, a
major benefit if you're taping operas or fullAssociation of Japan), and by mid-I985 majority sentiment seemed to favor the rotary-

length symphony concerts. On the other

head design, but afinal choice may not be

hand, if your recording consists of fourminute popular songs (which, presumably.
is what the majority of potential buyers

made until sometime in 1986. If no official
standard emerges, manufacturers may start
producing machines and let buyers choose

want), it would be annoying to have to wind

the winner.

through atwo-hour tape to get to the one
song you want to hear. Although the S-DAT

The Two DAT Choices

recorders are presently limited to about 30

The following descriptions apply to the

minutes in each direction (too short for

two DAT formats as they were proposed to
the DAT committee. Some of the details may

many classical-music listeners), the fixedhead design makes it much easier to cue the

be subject to change as manufacturers ma-

tape to adesired location.

neuver to gain acompetitive advantage.

An S-DAT recorder can be equipped with

The proposed stationary-head digital

off-the-tape monitoring, so that dropouts or

recorder (S-DAT) is mechanically similar to

other recording faults can be detected while

an analog tape deck: the tape passes in a
straight line over the head at aspeed of I-'/8

arecording is being made. (Tape monitoring
is impractical in arotary-head machine.) This

inches per second, just like an analog cas-

is not atrivial point, as users of present-day

sette. Instead of the usual two million bits

digital recording systems have learned to

per second that are required for 16-bit PCM

their grief.
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lectrostatic Loudspeakers and pure FET
Electronics. Listed below are the world's f st Audio Dealers* ;
Dealers who can actively demonstrate the benefits of
owning Acoustat's legendary Speakers and Electronics.

ACOU)TFIT
A Division of the David Hafler Company

ALABAMA
Campbell's Audio Video. Huntsville
CALFORMA
CAM's Stereo Unlimited, Feat eid •Do AuChCs Berketey
Digital Stouts. Foster Cty •AUdiOCentre
dge W Hollywood
GNP, Inc.. Pasadena •Sound Goods, Campbell
Stereo •Plus. San Franc scc •Stereo Solution. Santa Cruz
Stereo Unlimited, San Drei•-lavens 8Hardesty. Hunt Bcn
COLORADO
Boulder SoundGalry. Boulo •Innovative Home StereO.Col Spgs
CONNECTICUT
Stereo Lab. New London •Take Five Audio. t...ew Haven
FLORIDA
Audio by Caruso, Morn •Audio. Etc Jacksonville
Audio Insight, F. auderdab •Audio Visions 'a Sauna Dca
iezeibourne
HeFi Buys. Atlanta (5 iota, ons)
Stereo Shoo Ma.. -ez •Audio Warehouse, S
IDAHO
Infinate Audio/Video. ketc- u- •Stereo Shot,
ILLINOIS
Audio Musicale. Bei eu ce
Columbia AudieVideo., grand Park. Rockford Buffalo Gm,
Greenfield Equip .A , Forest •Sundown One Sor ng..• •
INDIANA
Alen Audio Inc. Bloomngton
Audio Trend. E..insv
•KBzwA ‘Sound &Sight). Inda - .L:
The Music Room, Roeland Park
KENTUCKY
HiFi Buys, Lou.sville
Wilson audio, 7.ew Orleans •Art Colley's, Baton Rouge
MAME
New England Music, Scarborough
MARYLAND
The cistening Room. bOPerCo
MASSACHUSETTS
Sound 8 Music. 7.0717,m:et , •QAudso, Carnbr dye
MICHIGAN
The Sound Room, G..it,d Roods Kalamazoo
PAINNESOTA
Audio Perfection, MnneaDOI ,s
PASSOURI
Audio Doctor. B•Jltalo
MONTANA
The Logical Choice
sot , •The Stereo Shop, Hei.
NEBRASKA
Sound Dimension. t.
NEVADA
R P Miller Audio.. as Vegas
NE1V HAPAPSHIRE
Cuomo's. See- ,
Nell JERSEY
HeFi Haven. en, I37..•7,n <
1
, •CSA Audio Design, boner Montcla
NEW MEXICO
The Candyrnan, Santa Fe
NEW YORK
Audio Den, Ltd .luce Grove •Audio Ecstasy. Inc Hocnesie
Eardrum Audio Video...,
•Innovative Audio.
,
Lyric FleFi, Inc .Wit te Pio •, •Sound by Singer. New York •Unicorn Audio, Bata. •
NORTH CAROLJNA
Mr Toads Stereo/Video. Ash., lie
OHIO
Audio Center. toledo •Jamieson's Inc ,bolean •Golden Gramophone, Akr
on •°owe me. Coosuliacts
Progressive Audio. Co' .-b.s •SO Tenc Audo
••.i. •Threshold Audio, -eu"'
OKLAHOMA
Youngblood Sound. • ,
OREGON
The Audio Alternative
PEMMYLVANIA
Better Sound Concepts P••
;- •Opus One
"
• •Sassafras Aud•o
SOUTH CAROLINA
Read Brothers.
t• » •:• •Upsta, Sumo
•
•• ,•W se Sude
TENNESSEE
Hi.Fi Buys (Sound dSoong,
•. ••V, Toads Stereo ,V deo
TEXAS
Dallas Auoo Concepts. Lia• .i•. •Houston Audio Concepts...,
•Omni Sound. Da as •Sound Ouest. E Pd, •Ultra Electronics,
UTAH
Discriminator Music, So, u.n C t,
VIROMIA
Digital Sour
vill3f
ri
:
44naBeac"
'(This list was accurate and up Iodate
at the time of production, but is subject
to change For further information
please contact Acoustat I

Audiophile Mike's. ...let.a.cr•ee •Definitive Audio, Sea - e
WYOMING
Caspar Sound Studio. Cass,
CANADA
Distributed by Korbon Trading LTD..: ss ssa
C-.a.

.1 bock

FICOUbTAT

3101 Soudwreet Rat Terrace
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33315
Phone 305 /462-6700

Analog tape dropouts are "soft" faults: the

dustry as agood reason not to make any

level or tonal balance of the sound is momentarily altered, usually in only one channel at

DAT at all.
It's possible that neither DAT format will

atime, but you can continue to enjoy the

ever make it to the market. While the audio

music. In adigital recorder, small dropouts

divisions of the major Japanese companies

are completely restored by the error-correc-

have been wrestling to choose aDAT, the

tion logic buy any dropout the exceeds the

video divisions of the same companies have

circuit's correction capacity becomes a agreed on the new "8mm" format for both
"hard" fault. The result is either aburst of video and digital audio, and it's already in
noise or atotal interruption of the sound as production. It is going to be promoted
the player goes into muting, breaking the heavily, and it could become the
flow of the music. Without off-the-tape

standard—at least for the mass market.

monitoring, you won't know there's aprob-

(With 8-bit PCM coding and an upper-

lem until the recording is played hack—
which may well be too late. For this reason.

frequency limit of 14 kHz, it's unlikely to ap-

important digital recordings are always made

ceeds as amass-market digital recorder, and

with two decks running in parallel.
Does the importance of long running time

if high-end audiophiles continue to regard
all digitized audio with disdain, the market

outweight the convenience easy cueing and

for adedicated I6-bit DAT could be very

peal to audiophiles.) If the 8mm VCR suc-

the peace of mind that tape monitoring can small indeed.
provide? As the DAT committee found. it's a
difficult choice.
Whatever its format, the DAT won't be

The Final Blow: A
Recordable CD

cheap. A digital cassette deck must contain

If the DAT is delayed much longer, there

essentially the same digital-to-analog

may be no market for it at all; by the end of

playback circuitry as aCompact Disc player,
plus an equally complex array of circuitry

be obsolete. A massive international

the decade, all digital tape recorders could

on the recording side: anti-aliasing filters,

research effort is under way to develop the

analog-to-digital converter, coding for error
correction, the same analog input circuitry

optical disc as apractical and economical

and metering as in an analog recorder, tape

data, but once the technology is perfected

recording medium (mainly for computer

heads, and ahigh-precision tape transport

it could be used for digital audio as well).

mechanism. My guess is that digital cassette

Up to now, optical disc technology was bet-

recorders will initially cost upwards of

ter suited to playback than to recording, but

$1000. Mass-production economies of scale
could bring prices down later, but aDAT

the basic problems have been solved, and
re-recordable optical discs exist in pro-

will always cost at least twice as much as a

totype form at Philips, 3M, and Matsushita.

CD player.

Optical recording is easy enough to do, at

Is the consumer market for digital tape

least in principle: use alow-power laser to

recording large enough to support two in-

expose the required pattern of dots and

compatible formats? Not likely. The market

dashes on a microfilm, or use a more

may not be large enough to justify even one
DAT system, now that CD players have been

powerful laser to engrave the corresponding pattern of pits directly in the surface of

made small and vibration-resistant enough
for portable and in-car use. Why go to the

optical disc is far more difficult. Film, once

the disc. But erasing and re-recording an

bother and expense of copying your CDs

developed, can't be "un -developed," and a

onto digital tape for on-the-go playback,

pitted disc can't easily be re-smoothed.

when you can play the CDs themselves

A "write-once" Compact Disc recorder

everywhere? The other obvious use for the

could be produced today for around $1000

DAT —copying borrowed CDs instead ol
buying them—may be viewed by the in-

But who wants arecorder that can't erase
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if there were alarge enough market for it.
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trice is no opjec
OMB

One look at these exquisite audio components will tell you we spared no expense
building them. But one look at their price tags
will confirm the fact these audiophile-quality
components are realistically priced.
Consider the B-2X Power Amplifier,
the accurate and musically powerful foundation of this trio. You get 170 watts of Class
A power RMS per channel, both channels
driven into 8ohms, from 20-20,000 Hz at no
more than 0.002% total harmonic distortion. But without the size and heat problems

conventionally designed Class Aamps give you.
Internally, the B-2X shows engineering taken to extremes. Massive power supply
capacitors (488,000uF total) handle awide
current output range. So low impedance
loads, whether resistive or capacitive, are
handled with ease (625 watts/ch. dynamic
into 2ohms). And atwin monaural configuration makes the B-2X beautifully transparent and dynamic.

The C-2X Preamplifier is adelight to
hear. Or, rather, to not hear. The internal components were selected to meet the tightest
tolerances. And every section of the circuitry
is isolated and specially shielded to virtually
eliminate noise, distortion and crosstalk.
A dual-transformer power supply

provides completely independent power for
input and output. All this attention to detail
results in apreamplifier whose pinpoint
image placement, dynamic contrasts and
soundstage come alive on adead silent canvas.

Suggested retail price is $1,500.

Suggested retail price is $1,300.

MUM

_
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And finally, the T-2X Tuner, with its
computer-controlled five-digit servo tuning
system. So you can enjoy broadcast reception accuracy to within one hundredth of a
MHz (or 1kHz) to deliver the renowned
Yamaha natural sound. Even on stations
that were previously unlistenable because
of poor sonic performance. And for sheer
pleasure and convenience, you'll have
10-station random access tuning with

•
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station memory operations.

Suggested retail price is $600.
The Yamaha Audiophile Series - components ate
only available at select Yamaha dealers. For more in format
ion and the name of your nearest Audiophile Series
dealer. write: Yamaha Elect ronics Corporation. NI !lox
16110. Buena Park'. CA 90622.

YAMAHA®

:Ind re-record? Computers users might: the

O

CD can hold about 500 megabytes of computer data, more than a thousand floppy
disks, and you could use aone-write computer CD for weeks or months without fill-

SPeaKer
Specially engineered
spiked speaker stands for

ing it up. Among people who are thinking
about manufacturing this device, it is
known as the Write Once Read Mainly
(WORM) optical disc recorder.

•SPIGP,
•BOGEPS

•QUAD
•ELJPNOte

Re-recording was made possible hy the
discovery of adisc coating whose reflectivi-

•SPENDOIR •SNELL.

ty can he altered and then restored to nor-

•fee

•MGM

mal. It will take afew years to translate this

•PPO-Pe

•LC

•SL -6

•JSE

technology into apractical and affordable
home-recordable CD. St) tape will retain its
status as the most practical audio recording
medium or alittle while longer.

and others

Next month in this space: digital record-

'To find out hovv Chicago
Speaker Stands Will trhprove

ers that you can huy now, and how the

your audio systern call

stereo recordings on a single pocket-size

toll-free 1-800-882-2256
in IL 312-745-5500

8min VCR promises to store six two-hour
cassette using 8-bit PCNI digital code plus a
clever combination of digital and analog
companding.

SIMPLY, THE BEST
The BEST Audio Equipment.
Audio Research Oracle B&W Dahlquist Robertson B&K Alphason
Audible Illusions VPI Spendor Monster/Alpha PS Audio Janis
Sound Labs Electrostatics Yamaha Sumo Polk Audio Denon AR
Thorens Nakamichi NAD Adcom Hafler Bang &Olufsen Signet
Quad Grado Counterpoint
The BEST Video Equipment.
NEC Canon Kloss Nova Beam Jensen Pioneer Laser NAD Proton
The BEST Service.
Delivery and custom installation available from all three stores.
Technician on premises in New York City location.
The BEST Advice.
Our personable staff is not composed of "Sales People' but of
long time "Audiophiles" who love MUSIC as much as you do.
The BEST Locations.
199 Amsterdam Ave. New York City
212 595-7157
1534 Northern Blvd. Manhasset
516 627-7333
129 Route 110 Huntington Station
516 423-7755
All locations open late Monday, Thursday, Friday 'till 9:00.

AUDIO BREAKTHROUGHS

•

Tweak
Stephen W Watkinson

This is the first of what we hope will be a regular column in these pages. Its purpose is to provide the average audiophile with helpful tips
u,
hich don't cost an arm and a leg.
For some reason, "tweaking" and "tweakers"
are looked on with disdain in some quarters.
The theory espoused by these misguided antitweaks is that tweaking shows undue interest
in the equipment, and tends to relegate the enjo_yment of music to asecondary position. While
Ibai 'e seen afew poor souls who seem to receive more pleasure from tinkering with their
equipment than listening to muskç these are extremem cases. Every audiophile should use all
reasonable means to obtain the best possible
sound from his system—in order to better enjoy the music. And Ibelieve most have the good
sense to know where to draw the line between
reasonable and unreasonable.
,,tereophile
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Further, hi-fi is best approached as an

spikes, most of the time they shouldn't

active hobby. There is a real sense of
achievement in knowing that, through

other. And that's what my experience with

change asystems' sound one way or the

your own efforts. you've managed to snake

VDSRs led me to conclude: no noticeable

an

change in sound.

extremely costly.

complex.

and

sophisticated system sound better it makes

But my experience with VDSRs interested

both ,rusk and hobby a little more en-

me in other forms of line current condition-

joyable and rewarding. So. with the
justification given, on to the tweaking.

panies, including Compuguard, Perma

Making Your Power Pure

Power. and AG Weber, produce power
outlet strips which provide both voltage

ing used to protect computers. Several com-

One thing all hi- fi systems have in common is their need for electricity and, unless
your system runs on batteries, at some

spike protection and noise suppression. or

point it must be plugged into the wall. In

spike protection may certainly prove helpful

theory, your local electric company supplies 120 volt, 60 Hz electric power to your

in preventing damage to equipment. Ifound
that the noise suppression features can

filtering (variation from 60 Hz on power
lines is known as noise). While voltage

home wall sockets. But the widespread use

make areal difference—for the better—in

of computers with delicate microcircuits

the sound of your system. The noise filters

(highly sensitive to power supply variation)

are intended to allow the 60 Hz current to

has caused more and more people to

pass undisturbed, so they work much better

discover that it just ain't so.
Power lines are subject to frequent over-

at suppressing high frequency RFI than
lower frequency irregularities. But even
with this limitation, the results can be quite

and under- voltages, including voltage
spikes that can damage sophisticated linear.
as well as digital. semiconductors. And

audible on systems with high resolution.

there is alot of garbage (principally Radio
Frequency Interference—RFI) on the lines

as it does late at night. even in the middle of

They can make your system sound as good

which makes our current deviate from 60

asummer afternoon.
The effects seem most noticeable on

Hz, degrading the performance of elec-

preamps and, somewhat surprisingly. turn-

tronic components. Power lines tend to be

tables. Line conditioners have little or no ef-

at their worst at times of peak demand (say

fect on power amps. CD players. and elec-

a hot summer afternoon with air condi-

trostatic speakers. And be sure, if you want

tioners running, factories working, and gen-

to use a noise suppression filter with a
power amp anyway. that its amperage rating

erators being switched in to meet demand).
and at their best when electrical usage is
low (late at night, around 2:30 A.M.). This is

is adequate.
The effect on turntables is best described

a partial explanation for a phenomenon
observed by many audiophiles—that their

on piano recordings. In fact, the improve-

systems sound best late at night (and you
thought it was the brandy nightcap).

as improved tonal purity, most noticeable
ment is quite similar to that reported for the
Valhalla power supply modification for Linn

About ayear and ahalf ago some people
began putting voltage-dependent sym-

turntables. On preamps, the improvement

metrical resistors (VDSRs) across their main
leads to prevent voltage spikes from damag-

focus. The amount of improvement

ing audio equipment, claiming that it also
improved the sound quality. Of course,

with the time of day, condition of your local
electric current, and your system's ability to

another group quickly appeared which
claimed that VDSRs degraded sound quali-

conditioning strip is about the same as a

ty. Since these devices provide protection

good pair of interconnect cables-535 to

only from fairly large and infrequent voltage

$200.
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is noticed as an improved coherence and
noticeable in any particular case will vary

resolve detail.' The cost of a good line-
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VTone Arm

Part 1of a Series
Every once in awhile, aproduct comes along that is such an
unquestionable leap forward, it makes the competition obsolete.
The SME Series V is the embodiment of David Fletcher's
parameters of tone arm design and SME's
extraordinary engineering and manufacturing
know-how.
They're already calling it "the best pick-up
arm in the world - in England.
What makes it the best"

HIP
In the next few months well be using this
space to bring to light some of the design
parameters and engineering choices that went
into the SME Series V.

Next month: Design philosophy
P. 0. Box 5046

Berkeley. CA

94705

415-8414500

•

•

gle

ttti. °
le
•

•
I
admit it I
was prejudiced
from the start. Carl Staub is a
friend of ours. As long as we
at Sumiko Inc. have known
him, we've known he was a
brilliant electronics designer.
So when he showed up with
apreamp design. Iwas ready
to like it... Ijust wasn't ready
to be knocked out.
For years we've been
looking for the preamp that
would become the first piece
of electronics worthy of the
Talisman name: we found
something with performance
qualities that could have
defined the name.

101PM1011.

P. 0. Box 5046

Presenting the Talisman
Alchemist Preamplifier, designed by Carl Staub. Detailing
all its technical advances and
unique construction techniques would take much more
text than we have space for
here, but we invite you to
write or call. We'll be happy
to rush the info to you.
The Talisman Alchemist
Preamplifier: many $2.500
preamps will have ahard time
competing with it. Please
don't let the fact that the
suggested list price is $1275
bother you.
Happy listening.

Berkeley. CA

94705

415-843-4500

Speaking of electricity, what about one of
the major household enemies of hi- fi

Of Turntables And CDs

enjoyment —electric appliance motors.

the perpetual tweakers. From the land that

Great Britain must be the true home of

Refrigerators are the worst culprits: how

brought you spiked speaker feet and rickety

many times have you been enjoying

turntable stands come two new tweaks.

beautiful music, your system sounding real-

The first reportedly originated from the

ly fine, when the refrigerator motor starts
up? Your system pops, then carries low-

holy of turntable holies, the Linn factory It
seems the arm lifter and arm rest may he

level grain for as long as the motor runs.

undesirable sources of damping. A number

(The pop is from the capacitor-start motor,

of Brits claim significant improvements

and the grain is RFI. Refrigerators' metal

when they remove the arm lifter and rest

frames can act as transmitting radio anten-

from their Linn. Itried it on my SOTA with

nae while the motor is running.)

its Sumiko Arm hut heard no difference in

You can try training the wife and kids not

sound—and it was damn inconvenient.

to open the refrigerator door while you're

That's not to say it wouldn't work on Linns

listening to your system, or you could

or perhaps with other arms, however.

unplug the refrigerator. But there's abetter

Those of you brave enough to risk trashing

Way.

It's called an EMI/RFI trap. and sells for
about S5 at most electronic supply stores. A

acartridge may want to try it.

small silver box with three prongs on the

putting a second CD on top of the one

The other new British tweak involves

source side and two on the load end, it

you're playing, supposedly providing better

should be installed on the frame of the of-

support for the disc being played. 2 You

fending appliance, as near as possible to the
motor. It's necessary to splice the power

can't do this with some players, such as the

line to the motor to hook the trap in circuit,

Results were somewhat mixed, however.

so if you're doing it yourself, he sure to

On some discs it made no difference, while
on others Ithink Inoticed a very slight

unplug the appliance (we need the circula-

new Sony. but my NAD had no problem.

wire from the third prong on the source

change in the sound. I'm not sure I'd call it
an improvement, though; it seemed to have

side to the point where the safety ground

adulling effect. This might be desirable on

on the power cord connects to the frame.

players or systems which tend to sound
bright or aggressive, but not on mine. I've

tion). Also, make sure to run asafety ground

On capacitor start motors (the kind with a
cylindrical hump on the side of the motor
case), put acapacitor (100 mF, 500 V mylar

only tried this trick on two players,
however, so my findings can hardly he

for most refrigerators) across the load side

viewed as conclusive. Try it for yourself.

leads. If you don't have experience with

for this issue. Future editions of this column

wiring and electricity, hire an electrician.

will he contributed by other members of

The few dollars he'll charge are worth it to

our staff brave enough to risk the fate which

know the job is done right.
This device also can prove useful on such
appliances

as

washers, dryers, air condi-

tioners, etc. But make sure the trap has an
adequate voltage rating, and is installed
where no water will leak on it. Also, make
sure you don't move wires near aheating
element or other hazard. Again, if you don't
know what you're doing, call an electrician.
IThis is really just SWW's way of covering hi, as, In inher
words. if you«lay out the bucks for alint conch ti)incr and
notice no difference, it's because your elect ricii is already
good enough or your system has insufficient resolving
power!
—LA
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befell Enid Lumley. , Until next time, good
tweaking and good listening.
2 Ithink the theory here is that the second disc will
stabilite the bottom disc and lessen vibration. and also
that it will provide a "backup - to she reflectivity of the
disc. The new Meridian MCD Pro comes with acompact
disc damping pad which. Ithink, accomplishes both
purposes.
—LA
The uninitiated may not know of Enid Lumley. whose
mind trips the light fantastic when it comes to unexpected
Inuit to mention inexplicable) tweaks and recurrent oscillations. She started out with 7:4S. where her theories
brought forth howls of outrage from the readership, and
now writes for IAR. Whatever you think of her theories.
she's blessed with an unusually good set of ears and a
delightful personality. She also works really hard at her
hohlsy, which is musk enjoyment.
—LA
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
THE KLYNE SK-5 AND KRELL PAV -3
PREAMPS
SK-5: Solid-state stereo preamplifier. Fre-

do so so with such an extraordinar

quency response: 0.5 to 200,000 Hz. RIAA

to-noise ratio and lack of hardness.

accuracy:

±0.1

dB.

Phono

signal-

overload:

100mV. Inputs: Phono (MM or MC), Aux,
'Miler, Tape Monitor. Outputs: Main non-

THE KRELL PAM -3

inverting, Main inverting. Controls: Source,

The PAM-3 is the most solid, best-built

Tape, Mono/Stereo, Volume, Balance, Phase,

preamp that Ihave encountered. Its slim

Mute, AC power (rear panel). Dimensions:

styling is adistinctive grey, with afew brass

19" W by 12" D by 23
4 "H. Price: $2795.
/
MANUFACTURER: Klyne Audio Arts, 721

screws and abrass name plate. The feel of
the controls is terrific, the RCA jacks high

Howard Ave., Olympia, WA 98506. (206)

quality gold-plated units, and the circuit
board layout adelight to look at. It uses in-

943-5420.

dependent outboard power supplies, and
PAM-3: Solid-state stereo preamplifier. S/N

even the wiring is exceptional. It looks the

ratio: 110 dB. Frequency response: DC to 2

way milspec and NASA equipment should

MHz. RIAA accuracy: ±0.1 dB. Phono overload: 300 mV. Inputs: Phono (MM or MC),

look—but increasingly doesn't.
As for features, the PAM-3 is a "basic"

Aux, Miner, Tape 1, Tape 2, Compact Disc.

preamp only in the sense that it lacks filters

Controls: Source, Tape, Mono/Stereo,
Volume, Balance, Mute. Dimensions: 19" W

and tone controls. The key features and

by 13 3
4 " D by 23
/
4 " H. Price: $2850.
/

specifications are:
• A switched

balance

control

with

MANUFACTURER: Krell Industries, 20 Hig-

gradual increments and afinal position at

gins Drive,

each end of its range that fully switches off

Milford,

CT 06460. (203)

874-3139.

either channel for testing.
• A separate control that allows record-

These are two of the four best preamps I

ing of one input while listening to another.

have ever heard. The others are the Audio

• Sixteen different easily switchable im-

Research SP-10 and the Conrad Johnson
Premier Three. This is not to say that transis-

pedance adjustments, ranging from 5 to
47,000 ohms, that will match virtually any

tor preamps now sound like tube preamps,

moving magnet or moving coil cartridge.

or that these are the four best preamps in
the world—I've scarcely heard them all. It

correcting circuit internally adjustable to

does mean, however, that the Krell PAM-3
and Klyne SK-5 are good enough to merit
serious consideration if you're building a

• A Compact Disc input with a phase
any CD player.
• Tape 1/Tape 2functions that easily allow dubbing from one deck to another.

no-holds-barred reference system, particu-

• A true complementary circuit with

larly if you love avariety of moving coil car-

high current, low impedance outputs of

tridges. No preamps Ihave heard match the

only 6 ohms; virtually any interconnect

Krell

length can be used. All gain stages are

and

Klyne

in

providing

the

impedance- and gain-matching capabilities
needed by awide variety of moving coils or

68

separately regulated.
The sound lives up to the construction

Stereophilc

and features. The PAM-3 may be the "inex-

recessed in character. llibe units are never

pensive" unit in the Krell line—the KFtS-1
monaural reference preamp is the top at

quite as perfect in terms of distortion
specifications as transistor units, and always

$6000—but it is one of the first transistor

have at least slightly more phase shift and

preamps in which the designer has clearly
chosen the sound he wants the customer to

harmonic distortion.

hear, rather than bowing to the dictates of

amount of phase distortion is desirable in

the technology. As in the Klyne, there is no

opening up the sound of apreamp and giv-

trace of transistor hardness. The Krell offers

ing it air., Moreover, trace elements of second harmonic distortion can add awarmth

instead a unique ability to listen to every

It's been my observation that a slight

musical detail, from the softest notes to any

and richness to the sound, while elements

volume the ear can tolerate, with aresolu-

of third order distortion seem to make

tion Ihave never heard equalled.

music sound louder and more dynamic. In

The Krell has tremendous bass and upper
octave extension. Good as the SP-10 is in

contrast, fourth and other high order distortions make music sound muddy and

this regard, the PAM-3 reveals the limits of

clouded, even irritating. It is one of the iro-

even the best tube units. The PAM-3 is also
remarkably free of any sonic irregularities

clude the second order distortion, but far

nies of transistor design that it is easy to ex-

within this frequency range. If the Krell in-

more difficult to remove the higher order

deed has atimbre of its own, it is so masked
by the associated components as to appear

distortion.
You will, therefore, have to make your

transparent. You hear the other compo-

own choice as to what sound you prefer. It

nents, not the Krell.

is easy to criticize either the Krell PAM-3 or

Be careful in auditioning the PAM-3,
however, because it reveals so much: you'll

Audio Research SP-10 for not being the
other. Icannot, however, say which is right.

hear the interconnects more clearly than
with most other preamps; you'll be much
more aware of incorrect VTA and cartridge

THE KLYNE SK -5

loading; it also needs at least ahalf-hour of
warm-up time—don't expect miracles right

Klyne SK-5; it comes much closer to

out of the box.

vacuum tube sound. In fact, Stan Klyne has

This choice is less clear-cut with the

At the same time, you will find that the

long tried to give solid-state circuits all the

Krell is not a perfect combination of all

sonic merits of vacuum tubes. He has spent
nearly five years trying to accomplish this in

desirable sound characteristics; it has a
unique sonic fingerprint. 'Me lovers will be
used to the more rapid and detailed dy-

developing the SK-5, although he is the first

namic shifts of tube preamps, which result

to admit that the result, again, presents the
merits of transistor circuits without all the

in a faster and more forward sound. The

merits (or euphonic distortion?) of tubes.

Krell's sound is not forward, and does not

Stan emphasized that the SK-5 is based on

place the listener in the front third of the

along search for solid-state devices with the
right sonic character, and that he still tests,

hall. It never provides quite as realistic apicture of nearness to the performer as does

grades, and selects every solid state device

the SP-10. The Krell does, however, provide

used in his amplifying stages. Needless to

an exceptional illusion of actually being

say, he ends up with alot of rejects.
Like all top designers, Stan Klyne has

seated in the middle or rear of alarge hall,
when the music suits this impression.

made asimilar search for capacitors, with a

The PAM-3 does not have the "open"
sound of the Audio Research and Conrad

heavy emphasis on aural rather than techni-

Johnson, which themselves present openness in very different ways. The Krell is liquid and smooth,

Stereophile

but sounds almost

II'm not quite sure what is meant here. Ithink MIC is
referring to cross-channel out -of-phase characteristics.
which can add to the ambience—it is a"feature - of some
of the most widely admired phono cartridges. Or does
"phase distortion - mean something else?
—LA
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cal evaluation. His circuit boards have adou-

manufacturer!)*

ble ground plane, and match the Krell in

Internal switches allow you to choose between amoving magnet phono stage and a

nearness and sheer beauty of layout. He also
places heavy reliance on regulation, using a
scheme with three cascaded regulators. Stan

high-gain (moving coil) stage with 34, 28,
25, or 22 dB of gain. This makes the Klyne

says that he found, during his work on head

even more compatible with the full range of

amps, that the regulator is critical in shaping

moving coils than the Krell; proper gain
match seems to significantly improve the

the sonic image, and keeping proper focus
and separation.
As for styling, the Klyne SK-5 is aBMW in
comparison with the Krell's Rolls-Royce. It

sound of any given moving coil. Line amp
gain is also internally variable between 24
dB, 18 dB, and 12 dB.

has an attractively lean, grey, metallic look 2

There are eleven impedance settings and

(typical of the exhibits in the current National Gallery exhibit of Post-Cubist Bau-

five capacitance settings. This is fewer impedance settings than offered by the Krell,

haus Sub-Ornate Baroque). The cabinet and
panel construction are excellent and once
again, the controls have asuperb feel. The

but also provided are variable capacitance
for moving magnet cartridges, and eleven

SK-5 is clearly aluxury preamp, and its fea-

rising high end of many moving coils.
The balance control only varies by plus cm

tures rival those of the Krell PAM-3.

different high frequency rolloffs to tame the

There is aphase inversion switch on the

minus 6dB. The reason is that it is wired in

front panel. 1don't believe in absolute phase

shunt rather than series, to avoid the diode
effect common in most balance controls.

for the simple reason that Ithink the chance
of any recording having absolute phase is
negligible, 3 but Ihave found such aswitch

In short, the Klyne's features directly rival
the Krell's. You get more phono options in

useful in guessing correct phase; it can

the Klyne, and aphase inverter, but lose a

produce sonic benefits even from band to

superb CD circuit and some selector op-

band of the same record.

tions. All of these features offer real sonic

The SK-5 also has two sets of outputs:
one with inverted phase, one normal. This

it a difficult choice—one you'll have to

can eliminate the need for abridging circuit

make yourself.

with many amps. (But check with the amp's
2Current production of the SK -5 utilizes alight, goldanodized aluminum faceplate. though the SK -4s (same circuitry, fewer features. less expensive) will continue to be
produced in the -lean, grey. metallic - faceplate. Klyne
Audio Arts has arranged for asample of the new SK•5 to
be delivered to the Cordesman Wing of the National
Gallery for appropriate adjectival excess.
—LA

3No.
"0

it's actually about 50-50. or Iin 2.

—LA

benefits in any high-quality system, making

You're also going to have to choose between sound characteristics, and it won't be
any easier. The Klyne does not have quite
4 KAA wanted to point out that there is another, non•
bridging use for the inverted outputs. One can run the
two sides of one's amplifier oui of phase with each other
(correcting the polarity at the loudspeakers), and give the
amp's power supply abreak.
—LA
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the signal-to-noise ratio of the Krell, nor the
incredible detailing of sound made possible
by the PAM-3's almost total absence of hum
and noise. possible. At the same time, the
Klyne comes closer to the best sonic features of the Audio Research SP-10 than any
other transistor preamp Iknow, and superior to the SP-10 in providing the same
deep bass and extended treble as the Krell.
There is more apparent life, transient
speed, air, and holographic imaging in the
SK-5 than in the PAM-3, but you don't get
the same natural, large hall sound on full orchestral music. Both preamps have very
good imaging stability, but adifferent kind
of centerfill. The Klyne's is abit more forward and live, while the Krell "floats" acenterfill that is more recessed and has more
depth.
Words fail me as Ibegin to discuss nuances rather than absolutes; most available
adjectives tend to overstate the differences.
Some of these nuances will be apparent
only on avery fast and well-set-up system;
it won't be easy to compare the sound of
these pre-amps in adealer's showroom. Both
need several days of break-in to sound their
best. Both are designed to allow you to
match your cartridge precisely, and unless
you adjust these internal switches to your
ear (something you'll have ahard time doing
at any dealer), Idoubt you'll hear the impor-

tant differences between these products.

CHOOSING THE BEST
Which sounds right? Which is best? Well,
compare this review with my previous
reviews of the Audio Research SP-10 and
Conrad Johnson Premier Three, 5 or get
around the auditioning problem by finding
ahigh end dealer who will let you audition
this caliber of preamp at home. The latter
option is clearly the right choice, but, in all
fairness to the dealer, Isuggest you not expect to borrow all of today's "top four" for
home testing. Iwould suggest using my
reviews to narrow down the choices, and
find adealer, or dealers, who will let you
borrow the two you're most interested in.
Listening to the Krell and the Klyne has
again made me rethink my concept of what
areference system should sound like. They
are far superior to any transistor preamps
that have previously come my way. In theory, since they are more revealing and technically accurate, this should mean that they
converge in sound character. In practice,
however, the Krell and Klyne preamps are
like the best wines: the importance of subtle differences increases as the competition
becomes more intense; an informed personal taste plays agreater and greater role.
—AHC
Or IA,: alin»L ai J611*. review in Vol.8. No. 2.

TOP QUALITY STEP-UP DEVICES: THE
SOUNDS AND THE TRADEOFFS
Any reader of my reviews of moving coil
headamps and step-up transformers knows

My Own Prejudices Refuted

that Iam biased against any step-up device.

audio technology does not yet conform to

Ikeep hoping that this part of the audio

my prejudices.

At the same time, Ihave to admit that

chain will he eliminated. It seems to me

First. Icannot reject step-up devices on

that, as we add compact discs and 8-mm

the grounds that they are unnecessary.

tape to the existing parts of an audio

Granted, there are many good high and

system, we should he able to save on
something!

vide the apparent speed and detail of low

Stereophile

medium output cartridges; some even pro-

A Fusion of Art
and Technology
Synthesis was founded by William Conrad and
Lewis Johnson to design and produce loudspeakers
capable of creating the illusion of live music in
home listening environments.
Achieving this goal requires a
speaker that is tonally correct, images precisely, reproduces fine detail cleanly,
and is capable of reproducing
the wide dynamic contrasts
of live music.
Advanced computer measurement and design techniques, together with extensive auditioning of design
alternatives, have resulted in
speakers that attain unusual
accuracy in the reproduction
of music—truly afusion of

Inge

art and technology.

(ainthes15)
Synthesis, 2817M

Don

Avenue, Fairfax, Virginia 22031

ENTER EXCALIBUR'S THOUSAND DOLL

FLAWING*

Beginnings are all important, whether creating anew loudspeaker company or
putting together afirst-class system. To celebrate the birth of agreat loudspeaker — and remind you of the emotional satisfaction derived from music—
we begin Synthesis with asensational adventure. Afree drawing that may win
you apair of the remarldge Synthesis loudspeakers. For us, the important
test of any component is musical enjoyment. Not analytical highs or low end
response or constant fiddling, but the satisfaction of knowing that your
loudspeaker is faithful in reproducing music. Coupled with handcrafted
cabinets and avalue conscious price. Synthesis loudspeakers offer uncommon

fidelity to musical truth.
So come join our welcome to Synthesis and our give-away contest.

Return the entry finin below by mail. No purchase necessary Deadline fur
receipt: November 15, 1985. See rules below
Rules il the Came. All ISresidents are eligible. eAcluding emph8ees
EAcalibur. Spithesis, Conrad-Johnson and Sterrophile. One
entry per family Entries must be received by November li, I98i. Winner determined by random drawing. notified 18 mail. All UM'S
due are winner's sole responsibility Offer void where prohibited by lam: Noe purchase necessary
'I.M2110 S)nthesis louttspeidœrs
Monster Cable and Connectors

S850. %teemed retail
SRO t
suggested retail)
S1000.

YES!

Enter my name in the Synthesis drawing.
Iwill mail this fonn to:
Synthesis Draviing. 281 -N1 Doff Avenue. Fairfax. VA 22.031
Same
Address
State
Telephone

Zip

output moving coils. These include several

Idon't like high impedance loading as a

cartridges reviewed in past issues: the

way of improving signal-to-noise ratio;

Monster Cable Alpha 2 High Output, the

with most cartridges, imaging goes to hell
and the highs get too hard.

new Koetsu Black Gold Line, the Shinon
Red, and the Ventas.
The Ventas (also sold as the ClearAudio) is

Fourth, prolonged listening to transistor
preamps has convinced me that they are

particularly interesting because it offers a equally sensitive to cartridge output. Even
medium output cartridge with speed and

when the signal-to-noise ratio is tolerable,

detail equal to that of any low output mov-

the music often isn't. There always seems to

ing coil at any price. If your goal is the fine

be amagic point in the ratio of cartridge

detail, transient speed, and resolving
capability of the Ortofon or Audionote, it is

output to preamplifier gain. If the output is

possible to get these characteristics without

sound is compressed, the soundstage collapses, musical dynamics are restricted, and

the use of aheadamp—although the car-

too low for agiven transistor preamp, the

tridges you will have to use have atimbre

listening fatigue goes way up. Oddly enough,

that is slightly soft and oversweet in the up-

you generally find yourself listening to

per midrange.

unrealistically low musical levels—with the

The fact remains, however, that the best

inevitable psychoacoustic loss of bass and

low output moving coils offer unique com-

treble—to avoid hearing apparent "strain."
Tube preamplifiers aren't less tolerant of

binations of sound quality that are unobtainable with medium to high output cartridges. Anyone who really cares enough to
select acartridge specifically tailored to the
rest of his system may well have to choose
the low output solution.

low cartridge output; they simply provide
more immediate warning (excess noise) that
you're in trouble.
Much as Ihate to admit it, low output

cartridge output" crew. I've reviewed alot

moving coils still present awonderful range
of sonic alternatives not fully enjoyable
without adequate gain. Ialso have to admit

Second. Icannot join the "almost enough
of tube and transistor preamps, and many

that most of the step-up devices Iexamine

cartridges with 0.2-0.3 mV output at 5
cm/sec. While 1can live with the signal-to-

in this review do their jobs well at their
respective prices. Several—the Audio

noise ratios resulting from such combina-

Research MC-33, the Conrad Johnson

tions, they don't quite hack it. With any

Premier Six, and the Klyne —are brilliant
statements of their designers' tastes in sound.

tube preamp Iknow of, 0.4 mV of cartridge
output is needed to entirely get rid of tube

...And Defending My
Third. Idon't like even faint traces of
tube noise. It creates an annoyingly unreal
expansion of the soundstage in the upper

Prejudices
So why don't Ibreak down and convert
to step-up devices?

midrange (an effect that you never hear in

First, there is the expense. Every dollar

live music), and adrying-out of the sound.

you spend on astep-up is a -trade-off,"

I. Be very careful in trusting to specifications regarding
cartridge output. My recommendations regarding output
levels are based on my own home measurements. using I
kHz test signals on atest record. Nominal output ratings for
cartridges often disguise non-standard measurement
criteria, and many cartridges show amajor (3:II sample- tosample variation in output even within the same brand and
model. Since the iron law of audio seems to bc that the
higher the cartridge price the worse the consistency.
aluvr.ys listen to signal-to-noise ratios yourself Because of
ambient noise, this is impossible in any audio showroom
Ihas -evisited. Try acartridge/step- up/prramp combination at home to really hear signal-to-noise ratio (as well as
most other sonic differences). Good luck, however, in
finding adealer who will admit this, or let you try more
than one combination!

money that could have gone for speakers, a
better preamp, etc., if you'd chosen ahigh
output cartridge. And cheap step-up
devices are as bad as cheap gain stages in
preamps or integrated amps.
Second, even the best step-ups I've tested
are never totally neutral, nor do any sound
quite the same with all cartridges.
Third, the intrinsic colorations of step-up
devices are compounded by the fact that
step-ups are far more sensitive to sonic dif-
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ferences in cables than are most active elec-

sound of your entire system around its suc-

tronics. This fact inevitably imposes anew

cessor. It also means selecting from among

and audible coloration on your system with

very expensive alternatives. , Ihave never

even the best step-up.
Fourth, the interaction between the step-

preamp under $1000. I'm not sure that the

up device and other components creates an

found a decent high gain stage in any

almost impossible challenge in terms of get-

new preamp alternative it really is more expensive in the long run, given the high cost

ting the very hest balance of sonic charac-

of good step-ups and the fact the hest new

teristics. Not matching the sound of the

preamps are so much better than those of

step-up to your cartridge, cables, and electronics, is like serving asuperb vintage wine

two years ago, hut many of us have only
short-run audio budgets.

at ameal for which it is entirely unsuited:

Iwill say that there is no point in buying

the whole of your system will he less than

agood step-up for amediocre or had pre-

the sum of its parts. The sound will be

amp. If you can't afford one of the top-priced

bland, as you blur the various design
"flavors," or will acquire a"slightly bitter

new pre-amps, and do not have areally good

aftertaste." Unfortunately. few dealers will

ommend compromising on the PS Audio IV

preamp to use with astep-up device. Irec-

loan you along list of head-amps, and such

preamp. The PS-IV is not equivalent to the

devices are far more expensive to purchase

hest and most expensive preamps; it's too

outright than wine. You cannot clear your

lean, slightly hard, and lacks Ims, dynamics,

acoustic palate and go on to the next step-

and lower midrange energy That said, it still

up device for less than several hundred

provides good musical performance at area-

dollars.

sonable price. Most otherwise good, low-

Fifth, you can't solve the problem by
worshipping the taste of your favorite

to medium -cost preamps — the Adcoms.
Haflers, etc —have moving coil stages with

reviewer. Neither Inor anyone else is going

far worse faults. In fact, Iwould never use a

to go through enough combinations of car-

low output moving coil with these other-

tridge, cable, loading impedance. step-up
device, and settings to exhaust the field.

wise quite acceptable preamps. You are

There is, however, a high probability a

coil or atop-notch moving magnet cartridge.

much better off using ahigh output moving

reviewer (or a dealer who's familiar with

As for the average transistor "MC" stage

your specific system) will be able to suggest

on mass produced preamps and integrated

combinations most likely to suit your taste.

amplifiers, you'll never know what audio

The New Preamp Solution

gear can do if you listen to any cartridge
through the kind of dreck provided as mov-

Ican, of course, recommend that you
solve all of these problems via the famous

ing coil inputs on every low-priced preamp
and integrated amp Ihave ever heard. You'll

Cordesman New Preamp Solution (patent

he far better off with a high output car-

pending): If you want alow output moving

tridge than trying to listen to moving coils

coil, you will he better off with ahigh gain

through such equipment.

tube preamp like the Audio Research SP-I0
or with atrue top quality transistor design

...And Finally, The Products
Under Review!

possessing aspecial high gain stage like the
Electrocompaniet, Klyne, Krell, or Thresh-

still want to buy avery expensive step-up

old. You will get audibly better design con-

device.

(which still requires at least 0.3 mV output),

For all my concerns and caveats, you may

sistency, transparency, and coherence than
most combinations of preamp and step-up
device.
This solution, however, means giving up
your existing preamp and rebalancing the

e

2 Though it should he pointed out that there's a price
spread of S1600 to 13850 with the products mentioned.
Still, none am what you would call "budget - products.
—LA
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THE AUDIO
RESEARCH
MCP-33: $1395

can be of immense value in quickly getting
the right approximate load. Audiophiles who
have tried to keep their acoustic memory
sharp while replacing resistors will already
know that its damn near impossible. The
front-panel selectable gains of 16, 20, and
24 dB aren't luxuries either—a step-up
device with fixed gain may well have too

The Audio Research MC-33 effectively

much gain and noise for agiven preamp, or

allows you to add the front end of ARCS

too little, defeating the whole point of a

SP-10 to any other preamp. In the case of

step-up.
What the MCP-33 does not have is much

the newer SP-8s, the net result is very close
to an SP-10 at much lower cost, with the interconnect possibly being akey factor in
how close you get to the SP-10.

gain relative to tube noise level; let's say 24
dB of noise-free gain, compared to the
28-34 dB available in transistor pre-

The MC-33 has the same open, dynamic,

preamps. This puts us back to needing 0.2

holographic sound that makes the SP-10

to 0.3 mV from your cartridge at its optimal
load—and you still might hear a trace of

still my reference preamp. It is the logical
extension of William Z. Johnson's preamp

tube noise. Not that this requirement is pro-

design concepts, and it's amazing what this

hibitive: many low output cartridges—the

tube head amp can do to open up the sound

Kisekis and Koetsus, the Monster Cable

of apreamp (either tube or transistor) with
insufficient gain, slow dynamics, or poor

Alpha 2—give you this.

phono imaging and depth. Its also ideal for
the revised SP-8. If you like the sound of

from the low output Argents, Dynavectors,
etc.: their 0.2 mV output really is too low. As

themost current Audio Research preamps,
you can now add the gain capability of the

Audionote and Ortofon, forget it! Only a

You can't, however, get high end sound

for the truly low output cartridges like the

SP-10 to the SP-8, or even to one of the older

masochist could take the noise and loss of

Audio Research preamps. The MC-33 is a

dynamics. Note too that you are spending a
good hunk of what you would need to sup-

lovely product in spite of all my prejudices,
understand how high end audio is evolving.

plement your trade-in, say, if you wanted to
buy an SP-10, and getting only 5 to 8 dB

As for features, the MC-33 is powered by
asmall toroidal transformer triggered by the

more gain than aConrad Johnson Premier
Three without a head amp. It's trade-off

input from your home powerline. It has the

time.
You also cannot load at impedances

and is one you should audition—if only to

same front panel variable loading and Rolls
Royce finish of the SP-10, and is relatively
easy to place for hum avoidance. (Keep in

above 100 ohms, and this is often desirable.
Some cartridges prefer 47,000 ohms, and

mind that although all systems are relative,

many do well at 500-2,000. If you need

some are more relative than others.) The
MC-33 has outstanding electronic regula-

added soundstage in your system, you may
want high impedance loading even at the

tion to free you of power ,line effects. It is

cost of hardness and image wander.

also is non-inverting—a highly desirable

In summary, then, the MCP-33 is prob-

feature because many cartridges do not

ably today's ultimate tube preamp. The
practical issues are, as ever, whether you
need its features and how it will work with

work quite as well if you invert their leads
in the headshell, and inverting the speaker
leads to compensate means your tuner, tape

your system. It will introduce some new

unit, CD player, etc., will have reversed

sonic characteristics or colorations into any
preamp other than the SP-8 Revised (the

polarity.
The MC-33's front-panel ability to select
impedance-1, 3, 10, 30, and 100 ohms-
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MC-33 is not needed with the SP-10—nor
will it be effective in making the SP-10 able
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to deal with lower output cartridges); while

know exactly where to look; owners of

these "additions" may greatly improve the
sound of alow cost preamp like the PS-IV,

other preamps will need to evaluate carefully. The Premier Six can do asuperb job of

they do nothing for the Klyne SK-5 or

balancing out the colorations in many tran-

PAM-3. As with all other step-up devices,

sistor preamps, but cartridge and preamp

you must listen to test the effects on your

choice most be tailored very carefully.

system. Try Before Buy is amust with such
devices.

THE CONRAD
JOHNSON PREMIER
SIX: $985

THE KLYNE SK-2A:
$695
The Klyne •K 2A Headamp is as close to
an all-purpose, sonically neutral step-up
device as Ihave ever tested. It is also exceptionally free from ground loop,

acoustic

The Premier Six is also atube head :11111).

feedback, and placement problems. Its

although it uses four nuvistors rather than

features include 12 different impedance and

the SP-10's more conventional 6DJ8s. The
Premier Six also resembles the SP-I0 in it's

12 high-frequency contour settings. You
can load it up to 47,000 ohms and partially

faithful extension of the designer's basic taste

(sometimes fully) correct for the upper oc-

in sound characteristics.
If you already have aPremier Three, the

tave resonant peaks found with many mov-

Premier Six will provide a remarkably
neutral additional gain stage (but use Straight
Wire, Distech, Randall, or Petersen Cables).
It has the

same

superb midrange, the same

ing coils.
The Klyne is not, however, a tote) ,
neutral device, sounding abit restricted in
comparison to the MC-33 and Premier Six.
Nor does it provide the same holographic

extraordinary depth. While generally a

soundstage as the MC-33, or the depth of

highly neutral device, it also has the same

the Premier Six. Less dynamic and natural

colorations as the Premier Three. To my ear,

in handling the normal dynamic shifts in

these are aslightly full bass, along with slight

music, and just aslight bit dry, its sound-

losses of treble extension and dynamics.
The Premier Six has a gain of 28 dB,

stage is also just slightly smaller than it
should be in every dimension.

which together with the Premier Three puts
it 4 dB higher than the Audio Research
SP-10, and allows you to use 0.2 mV cartridges with aslightly greater chance of success. It is, however, a "bare bones" unit.
The gain is fixed at what may be too high a
level for some preamps or cartridges, and

As tube lovers continue
to prefer tubes, so
transistor lovers will
prefer the Klyne

changed

As tube lovers continue to prefer tubes,

The Premier Six's gain also drops signifi-

so transistor lovers will prefer the Klyne
SK-5 Preamp—it has fewer of the SK-2A's

loading

resistors

must

be

internally.

pedances, and there is an increase in noise

remaining faults in every way. Nevertheless,
the Klyne SK-2A probably remains the

and aslight constriction of the sound. This
effect is not particularly severe, but it means

audiophile who constantly changes car-

cantly (up to 6dB) at truly low loading im-

"best buy" in step-up devices for the

that the Premier Six tends to work better at

tridges and/or electronics, and is one of the

cartridge loads over 100 ohms.
Owners of the Premier Three or some

unheard to people living outside com-

other C-J preamp needing more gain will

muting range of agood dealer.
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few step-ups Ican recommend buying
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The Klyne SK-2A

THE AUDIO
RESEARCH MCP-2:
$1395

desire. You can switch between moving coil
and moving magnet loading. Separate input
jacks and a front panel switch also allow
you to hook up two turntables, although
one set of inputs must use moving coil, the
other moving magnet or high output
cartridges.

Audio Research brings the same Rolls

There are four different capacitance loads

Royce quality to its transistor preamp that it

at 47,000 ohms: 50, 100, 200, and 300 uF,
and there is a 10,000 ohm 300 uF load

does to its vacuum tube unit: the MCP-2
has virtually every front panel feature the
most dedicated cartridge fanatic could
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suitable for the old Grados and the Deccas
(although you should contact Audio
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Research for a 15,000 ohm, 50 uf load op-

holographic, hut abit more constricted; the

tion if you take the Deccas seriously).

Klyne is just ahair more open and dynamic.

There are five impedance loads for mov-

Both show an amazing lack of coloration in

ing coil. These include Special (you can use

timbre and frequency response. The Klyne

47,000 ohms, or any other load resistor),

does, however, allow you to use capacitive

100, 30, 10, and 3 ohms. There are also

loading to correct for the high frequency

variable gain settings: H), 16, 22, 28, and 34

peaks in many older moving coils.

dB. These are adequate even for the Audio-

The net result is a close draw in sonic
terms and features. The Audio Research has

note and Ortofon, and allow an excellent
gain match with virtually any preamp.
The Audio Research MCP-2 also closely

the superior front panel, with nearly equal
sound. The Klyne has more internal settings

approaches the Klyne in sound quality.

for moving coils, and a slightly superior

without quite matching it. The soundstag-

overall sound quality. There is, of course,

ing of the Audio Research is a little more

that slight difference of $700 ...

The Audio Research MCP-2

THE MUSIC
REFERENCE RM-4B:
$650

close to that of the Premier Six. It is fine for

The RM-4B isn't the hest tube pre-

gain match with the preamp. It is normally

preamp in the world, but it's quite accept-

supplied with 21 dB gain, but the gain is

cartridges above 0.3 mV.
The RM-4B is also quite flexible. It has
variable load resistors that come in plug-in
modules, and similar plug-in gain resistors.
It handles truly low impedance moving
coils better than the C-J, and allows abetter

able, very musical, and reasonably priced.

variable between 0and 30 dB. You can thus

You get the dynamics and sweet midrange

avoid blasting out your system.

of the best tube head amps, but lose the flat

A couple of tips: The designer recom-

highs and some control in the bass. You get

mends you leave it on all the time to max-

very good depth and imaging, but not the

imize tube life; it is phase inverting; it also

kind of excitement and finer detail found in

has two trim pots for bias, and your dealer

the Audio Research and Conrad Johnson.

can set these to minimize distortion with

The RM-4B is, however, more open and

low impedance cartridges. (I don't recom-

dynamic than the Klyne, and may well be

mend setting by ear; my experience is that

the perfect device for older tube preamps.

few audiophiles can do it.)

It is also well-made, and has a signal-to-

In summary, good value for the money.

noise ratio equal to that of the SP-10, and

The RM-4B is not the ultimate tube

Stereophile
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headamp and doesn't claim to be, but it is a

MC-2 with specific cartridges and preamps.

very viable alternative on grounds of both

The Electrocompaniet is not another Klyne,

price and sonics.

which can he used with virtually every cartridge and preamp. The MC-2 also has a

THE ELECTROCOMPANIET
MC -2: $445

trace of hardness that does not totally
vanish with any cartridge or preamp. It
benefits from the Monster Cable Interlink
Reference series or arelatively "soft" interconnect, and VTA/SRA need to be carefully adjusted to match this specific head amp,
as well as your cartridge.

The Electrocompaniet MC-2 is adifferent

Ishould also note that the MC-2 has

product in several important respects. First,

recently changed from aversion that only

it is not aunit designed for all cartridges. It

worked with cartridges with impedances of

must be used with moving coil cartridges

I() ohms or less, and had switch settings for

with internal impedances of 50 ohms or

feedback, to one that allows precise match-

less (A
.-hich does include most of the

ing of insertable resistors to any impedance

market), and does best with cartridges with

of up to 50 ohms and to agiven feedback

relatively flat high ends, rather than those

requirement. If you bought the earlier ver-

with rising high end response.

sion, this flexibility can be retrofitted for

With the right cartridges, however, it can

$45.

provide aspecial magic that surpasses even

Istrongly suggest that you try the MC-2

the Klyne SK -2A and Audio Research

if you seek a reasonably priced step-up
device for acartridge with low internal im-

MCP-2 head amps; it rivals the tube head
amps for openness and dynamics. There is

pedance. With the right cartridge and

excellent coherence and transparency from

preamp. the MC-2 can open up the sound

bass to treble, alarge, detailed sound stage,
and a remarkable lack of the problems I

more than any transistor or transformer
step-up Iknow of. You also can get afull 30

have come to associate with improper

dB of gain with excellent signal-to-noise

loading of moving coil cartridges.
This performance may result from the

ratio. See if you can find a dealer who
claims to love it, or call the importer, Karen

fact that the Electrocompaniet MC-2 is a

Sumner, at (207)929-4553. This product re-

current-sensing, rather than voltage gain.

quires alittle effort, but it can be worth it.

step-up device. According to the manufacturer, it dynamically adjusts to the true im
pedance of the cartridge. It also uses asec
ond stage with limited closed-loop feedback, and anumber of other circuit tricks
This circuitry proved outstanding with
the Koetsus and Kisekis, the Shinon Io
outputs, and the Monster Alpha 2. It was
less successful with the Audionote.
Dynavectors, and Argent Diamond. The

THE FIDELITY
RESEARCH XG-5
TRANSFORMER:
$460

MC-2 also worked very well as an addi-

Iam not agreat fan of step-up transform-

tional high gain stage with tube preamps, or
good mid -fi preamps like the PS Audio and

ers, regardless of their theoretical merits.
Many much-touted designs ring or exhibit
other test-bench aberrations. Even the

Adcom. It was far less successful with preamplifiers possessing upper midrange and

good ones tend to compress the sound,
making it lean. They reduce the size of the

as areplacement for the high gain stages in

upper octave brightness or hardness.
This means you will need to try out the
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soundstage, lose imaging accuracy or detail,
and reduce the dynamics and transient im-
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pact of the music.

changed less in sound character from

True to form, the Fidelity Research XG•

preamp to preamp than any device I've

has these sound characteristics, hut also has

tested except the Klyne SK-2.-

less coloration than any other transformer

Audio Research MCP-2.

and the

I've listened to. It also offers considerable
convenience. A front panel switch varies
both gain and loading: the Low positions
give •ou 34 dB and 3ohm loading. the Mid
position offers you 26 dB and 3-18 ohm
loading, and the High position 22 dB ol
gain and 18-40 ohm loading. These well-

EAR
TRANSFORMER:
$575

chosen combinations allowed me to get
good results with any of my low output
moving coils.

Irated this transformer tops in astep-up
survey done during a prior incarnation:,

The XG-5 has aPass position that allows

and it is still excellent. Time, however, has

use of moving magnet and high output car-

produced competing transistor and tube

tridges without disconnecting the trans-

step-up devices capable of much better

former (although there will he some effect

dynamic detail and increased soundstage

from the added switch and interconnect). It

information.

has good shielding, and is relatively easy to

Please don't get me wrong—this is an

place to avoid hum and ground loop effects.

otherwise neutral device with variable low

Like tube step-up devices, however, it is

impedance loading and good freedom from

more sensitive than transistor head amps.

hum sensitivii

and may require

passed it by. hinvevcr, and its status as an

Nl

mu: care to avoid hum.

The handpass for the XG

and ground loops. Time has

rated at

import makes it rather expensive for what

10-50,000 Ilz, seems well chosen. Band-

it offers. Also. the Fidelity Research XG-5 is

pass does not seem particularly important

at least as good, much smaller and more

in most tube and transistor equipment as

convenient to place, and cheaper.

long as it's not deliberately restricted to
such artificial limits as 20-20,000 Flz.
Transformers often, however, seem ti) have
trouble with extreme highs or lows. The
XG-5 does not.
The XG-i is also remarkably free of interaction effects with different preamps. It
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3The current t s price for the !lead is not really known,
since the importer who supplied the unit for AlIC's
ro' iem (A, j1011 Audi". 6- IQueen St W.. Toronto. Ont
has now drunk(' to stop importing it SSS is what it cost
hack when we originally reviewed this pmduo in %bluntly
(,. Number
fin those days. AIR: had pointed ears and along. forked
tail
—LA
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KOETSU
TRANSFORMER:
$850
The old Koetsu transformer was reviewed
for this report hut has been displaced now
that we are going to press (in fact, it was
displaced about four months ago). The new
version, which differs substantially from
the old, has just now been received and will
he reported on in afuture issue. Comments
on the old transformer will he made at that
time.

viding high gain with an incredibly low
noise floor and without unacceptable coloration. Ifeel great pity for the dealer and
audiophile who must work together to find
the best combination of these devices for a
given system. It's going to take at lot of
listening and borrowing.
The search, incidentally, should involve
transistor units which have carried at least
-2hours

of active signal to "break them in."

Tube units should have at least 30 minutes
of warm-up. And pay very careful attention
to interconnects and grounding. Make sure
you really listen to what you will buy, not to
associated problems or equipment.
Nly preference? Well. Icurrently use an
Audio Research SP-10 and Krell PAM-3 at

The Necessity For Choice
No dramatic punch lines come to mind
with which to close this review. Iend it
with great respect for the designers who
have managed to solve anearly impossible
problem in consumer electronics: pro-

home. If Ididn't. I'd use the Premier Three,
Klyne SK-5, or some other top quality
preamp that Idoesn't require a step-up
device. Ihave eliminated step-ups from my
system, but only by laying out the dough
for my New Preamp solution.

—AHC

THE NEW YORK AUDIO
LABORATORIES MOSCODE 600 SURFING BACKWARDS INTO THE
NEW WAVE
Hybrid (tube and solid state) stereo power

cornes across even in NYAL promotional

amplifier. Power: 300 watts per channel in-

literature, which rivals that of even high-

to 8 ohms. Dimensions: 16 1
2 "by 71
/
2 "by
/

priced turntable manufacturers in the abili-

14 /
2 " inches. Weight: 45 lbs. Serial
1

ty to obscure function with baroque form.

Numbers 0005 and 0165. Price: S1295.

A few examples in point: The amplifier

MANUFACTURER: New York Audio Labora-

comes with a diaper so the sonic excite-

tories, Inc., 33 North Riverside Avenue.

ment generated by its use will not embar-

Croton on Hudson, NY 10520. (914)

rass you with "losing control of some

271-5146.

private functions." (A little more genital and
a little less anal hyperbole would he

If all amplifiers sound alike. then Harvey

welcome, Han ..baby.) You are warned not

Rosenberg doesn't exist. His raison (few is

to jump out of the window when you play

that his New York Audio Laboratory

Prokofiev. Um are promised that you will

amplifiers simply do not sound like other

jump for "joy, jiving, diving, twirling and

amplifiers, nor are they intended to. This

quivering." If this isn't upchucking good
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Moscode 600—shown without its top cover
prose, and suitable for a Linn or SOTA
brochure, Idon't know what is.

And there's lots of exciting bass. Many
other amplifiers have better control, but the

Fortunately, however, the sound of the

Moscode extension is tremendous. It violates

new NYAL Moscode 600 is worth it —
almost. Not even aperfect amplifier could

the current trend in high end audio towards
slightly elevated highs (which produce

be worth this empurpled prose. The

more soundstage data) and less bass (which

Moscode 600 is unabashedly romantic

is cheaper). Many, however, would rather

without being highly colored. It is intensely

have the Moscode's bass power, even if

musical, and if it scarcely competes for

there's just alittle too much bass with some

Most Analytic Power Amplifier, well. .. ro-

speakers. This is not one note bass,

mantics are never analytic.

however; the 600 goes way down, and the

The 600 mixes very dynamic sound with
asweet liquid midrange and upper octave.

bass notes move with the music.

It is definitely tube-like in reproducing the

is a romantic amplifier, and Idoubt if
anyone will complain. In fact, this is the

dynamics of live music far better than most
transistor designs. Its greatest strength is it's

The soundstage is abit too large, but this

Decca of power amplifiers. The Tech Squad

musically natural midrange, which comes

may burst into your home at any minute to

through without atrace of hardness. A loss
of ultimate detail or resolution will annoy

arrest you for loving technically impure

some purists intensely, but this same lack of

music, but it's so much fun you're willing to
take the chance.

"accuracy" characterizes every Koetsu and

The imaging is abit off, with more dyna-

Kiseki Ihave ever heard, with the possible

mic detail than is natural, and the highs are

exception of the new Koetsu Black Gold

slightly softened and rolled off; the depth is

Line. This same lack of accuracy and detail

greater in the bass and midrange. But the

also characterizes the sound of most live

overall effect is damn close to the sound of

music. The image of one violin appearing in

live music in many of the older, better, con-

amassed orchestra, like the sound of one

cert halls and the kind of aging ballroom in
which Iused to hear jazz on Chicago's South

hand clapping, rarely occurs in nature.
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ohms. Like the hew Adcom GFA-555, this

Side.
How is all this done? Well, largely by sur-

power is delivered without any loss of

fing backwards into the new wave of

coherence, sweetness, or detail, but the

amplifier design. The Moscode takes advantage of work done by Bell Laboratories back

specs say nothing about distortion. The
unit weighs a solid .45 pounds, and is

in the 1950s. It uses atube front end with a available in any shade of flamboyant black
fairly conventional differential/voltage amp

you desire.

(6DJ8), but its exceptionally low impedance

All kidding aside, this is an amplifier for

cascode follower (6FQ -)drives amassive

serious music lovers with afair amount of

600 watts worth of complementary pairs of

self-confidence and trust in their own taste.

MOSFET output transistors. The Moscode

There is nothing particularly subtle about

600 has afairly sophisticated tube regulator

the Moscode sound: it carne through on a

(6LU8), massive power transformers and

very wide range of speakers, including

output capacitors, and what appear to be

many that are hard to drive. The Moscode

excellent quality parts. (Even the fan is fairly

600 delivers adifferent sound that may well
drag you further into the music than any

quiet.)
The specs give you a5-120,000 Hz band-

competitor. If you believe you can really

pass, 90 dB quieting. and 300 watts per

hear differences between amplifiers, then
—AHC
channel into 8ohms, with 500 watts into 4 you oughta hear this one.

THE KRELL KSA-50 POWER AMPLIFIER
CLASS A NEW WAVE
Price: $1900. MANUFACTURER: Krell Industries, 20 Higges Drive, Milford, CT
06460. (203) 874 -3139.

and interconnects rather than the amplifier.
Ican say that you will want to use interconnects like the Straight Wire, Distech, and
Randall rather than the Monster and MIT,

Some readers may feel that it is pushing

and that the amp seems to work best with a

poetic license beyond reasonable limits to
call the Krell KSA-50 a"new wave" amp. It

dynamic cartridge possessing aslightly live

has, after all, been around for several years.

midrange, like the Koetsu Black Gold or the
Kiseki Purple. This, however, brings me to

The Krell KSA-50 is new wave enough,

the sound qualities of the Krell KSA-50 that

however, to he an incredibly stiff Class A

are truly unique.

design, rather than apseudo-Class Acircuit,

Like most of the better Class A amplifiers

and its 50 watts per channel are supported

I've heard, the Krell KSA-50 sounds liquid

by enough of apower supply to drive an arc

rather than dynamic. While no two Class A

welder. You get about

amplifiers ever sound alike, they all share a

70

watts of RMS

power with 8ohms, 150 watts with 4ohms,

kind of mid-hall sound. Rather than give

and sufficient watts at 2ohms to threaten
my load resistors. There is almost enough

you "exciting" sound with agreat deal of

power to drive apair of Scintillas at their
ohm setting—though I'd prefer at least the

rather to disappear into the music. The Krell
does this more than any Class A amplifier

Krell KSA-100.

I've heard. Isuspect this is because of the

"forward" dynamic energy, they seem

The timbre of this amp is sufficiently

Krell's ability to deliver strong bass into vir-

neutral and uncolored that there just isn't

tually any speaker load, something for

much to say about bass, midrange, and tre-

which most Class A amps lack the power,

ble. They will tend to reflect the input signal

and because the designer (Dan D'Agostino)
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has gone to great pains to remove the last

the Quad ESL-63s, Thiels, and Vandersteens

trace of hardness from the upper octaves.

than to the big power gobblers. It can,

In any case, the KSA-50 can resolve all

however, reach far into the deep bass, and

the detail from the music without imposing
itself. Iwould personally prefer aslightly

proved able to drive subwoofers like the RH

more open sound, and slightly faster handling of transients, but this is quibbling.

than some amplifiers rated at well over 100

The Krell also impresses in terms of its

Labs with considerably more true deep bass
watts. This may be the result of the
KSA-50's amazing load tolerance. This is the

noise floor. As audio electronics continually
improve, it becomes ever more apparent

amplifier for truly difficult loads.

that agreat deal more "trace" or low-level

built. Ihave never seen any piece of audio

The KSA-50 is beautifully styled and

noise is audible than was previously

gear built quite so solidly, or, when the

thought possible. The Krell KSA-50 pro-

cover is removed, assembled with such ob-

duces an amazingly low amount of such
noise. In fact, the amplifier's only sound is

kind few competitors are likely to equal.

vious care. This is Rolls Royce quality of a

the mechanical sound made once it is turn-

The Krell does, however, carry a Rolls

ed on, and that is virtually inaudible. This

Royce price-tag (at least for an amp of its

kind of quieting will not be apparent at the

power rating): S1900. This brings us back to

dealer's, but makes quite adifference during

the little matter of taste. The KSA-50 is a

those late night listening sessions when the

superb amplifier, hut is it really any better

room is really quiet.

than the Audio Research D-70, or awide

The Krell also provides outstanding per-

range of other high-quality amplifiers? I

formance during passages of extremely soft

can't answer this question for you, only

music, or when you want to hear very low-

identify the salient tendencies and point

level musical information along with

you in the right direction. There is no

medium- to high-level information. The

substitute for your own ears listening to

KSA-50 is one of only avery few transistor

these excellent amplifiers in your own

power amplifiers that approach tube units

system. A dealer or reviewer can hype a

in their ability to accurately reproduce low

product, hut its no substitute for your audi-

level music.
This is not a high-power amplifier, of

tion. Ultimately, audio is aparticipatory, not

course, and is more suited to speakers like

—AHC

aspectator, sport.

KINERGETICS KPA-1 PREAMPLIFIER

Stereophile

Solid-state dual-mono stereo preamplifier.

Bennett, the designer, first worked out his

Inputs: Phono (MM, MI, or MC), Aux I. Aux

principles of hysteresis-distortion correc-

2. Tuner. Monitor (for 3-head tape decks).

tion for phono and tape circuits. He
believes that magnetic hysteresis (the

and Tape, Outputs: Tape I. Tape 2, and two
main Outputs. Controls: Power (to control

tendency for amaterial to stay magnetized)

3switched outputs on the outboard power

adversely affects cartridges and tape heads,

supply), Source, Monitor/Source. Mode,

giving them "memories" of previous

Phase control. Volume (Dual knob). Fre-

signals, thus blurring transients and reduc-

quency response (phono): IHz to 300 kHz,

ing sonic detail. In the KPA-I he extends his

+0, -3 dB. Maximum Output:

concern to other circuit elements, including switch contacts, capacitors, tran-

Input impedance, phono:

- .5

Volts.

kilohms. Sig-

nal/noise ratio: MM.
dB; MC. '3 dB. NI M
Phono Overload: 155 mV. Dimensions: I
-

sistor junctions, and internal signal lines.

W by 14 D by 21/2 H. Price:

these problem elements on the main PC

MANU-

Bennett incorporates physical samples of

FACTURER. Kinergetics. 6029 Reseda Boule-

board—tape playback heads, two stereo

vard, Tarzana, CA 91356.

cartridges, wire leads, and a string of
soldered contacts—to generate an inverse

The Kinergetics KPA-I is a basic stereo

and compensatory distortion signal. ,

preamplifier that provides a mixture of
purist design principles and full control

further control for problems in switch con-

functionality, all for acompetitive price in
the under-S10(X) range. Take the chassis: the

To

tacts, all cartridge input circuits are always
on. feeding into amixer-amplifier before

KPA-1 has been built on aslim-line hut wide

the passive RIAA compensation. The owner
must place shorting plugs into any unused

and deep chassis, and is connected to an

phono inputs.

outboard power supply (which contains no

Lest readers think that Bennett's design

less than six AC outlets) by afour-foot, non-

approach smacks more of astrology than

detachable power cord. There are no tone

rigorous electronic engineering, Iremind
you that the KPA-I is part of aserious audio

controls, individual volume controls with
no separate balance control, no subsonic
filter, and, most critically, no switch between

tradition. Walter G. Jung wrote aseries of
wonderful construction articles in the

the three different phono inputs. High quality capacitors are used throughout, and

Audio Amateur (Vol. IX, No. I, 1978) that

switch contacts, as implied above, are

preamp into astate-of-the-art device, the
WJ-1A. The WJ-1A was astock PAT-5 recon-

minimized.

transformed the pedestrian Dynaco PAT-5

Add to that the rear panel string of 24

figured with high-quality polypropylene

RCA jacks, with each input symmetrically

capacitors, which had much lower dielec-

separated side-to-side to preserve the dualmono isolation of channels; with the main

tric absorption than those used in other
preamps at that time. These modification

output jacks 13 inches apart, the owner

projects provided data for Jung's serious in-

must split paired interconnect cables in

vestigations into capacitor dielectric ab-

order to plug them in! And don't be too

sorption, which he and Richard Marsh later
wrote up in Audio (February and March,

fussy about interior decoration, because the
KPA-1's depth and heavy power supply pre-

1980). These articles provided the basis for

vent it from fitting on ashelf. In such exter-

much of the work that has gone on since

nals it resembles the much costlier Levinson

then in exploring the key role capacitors

ML-7 and Dennesen JC-80 (by John Curl)
dual-mono preamp designs, while the

can play in sonic performance.
Like the KPA-1 reviewed here, the WJ-1

remote-switched AC outlets are reminiscent

also had no switch contacts between car-

of McIntosh products.
The KPA-1's circuitry employs a wide
variety of compensation techniques. Owen

tA good explanation of this inverse distortion process is
provided in JGH's review of the Kinergetics cartridge and
tape head units in Vol. ". No. I.
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M.111.

triage anti line section. In my system, the

V at 1% THD + N, which is quite low

WJ-IA had transient speed, clarity, and

(though admittedly enough to drive virtual-

depth of imaging unavailable in the com-

ly any amplifier to rated power output). Fre-

mercial solid-state preamps of that time.

quency response for phono inputs, 20 Hz

One of my questions

whether the

to 20 kHz, varied ±1.5 dB for MC inputs

KPA-I, another innovative product built

and ±2.0 dB for MM, figures not close to

was

around hitherto questionable propositions,

the standards set by other audiophile equip-

would break new ground in solid-state

ment. The sonic colorations produced

preamp design. ,

thereby were easily heard. Phono overload

In general, the KPA-1 excelled with mov-

was way too low, measuring 22.7 mV for a1

ing magnet input. High frequencies and up-

kHz signal at 1.0% THD + N. Kinergetics

per midrange were well reproduced.

confirmed these measures as within range,

presenting strings, flute, and soprano voice

but added that overload should not occur

with agood deal of vitality. There was some

in normal listening conditions. In my listen-

fullness and excess airiness in bass peaks,

ing experience, however, it appeared that

thereby softening tympani and bass drum

overload occurred often.
All in all, the KPA-I is an application of

impact. With the KPA-I my Shure V-IS 'MR
was unusually convincing and realistic, sub-

"advanced" design principles, most of which

jectively equalling the performance of the

are well respected among audiophiles. High-

Phoenix dedicated phono preamp unit I

quality capacitors, minimal switch contacts,

reviewed favorably in Mil. 8, No. 2). Reel-to-

dual mono design, outboard power supply,

reel 15- ips tapes on the Tandberg TD-20SAE

and low noise—no one can complain about

deck had unusual amounts of intimacy and
ambience, sharpened transients, and en-

these features. The front panel controls are
also welcome, particularly the phase switch

hanced instrumental timbre.

and the option of having heavy-duty relay -

The moving coil input, however, was
brighter, harder, and had a flatter sound-

driven AC switching for power amps and
other components.

stage compared to my Levinson MU - with

It appears, though, that some of the basic

L3A phono cards. There was good focus

design principles, those that produce flat

and separation of instrumentalists and

RIAA response. low distortion for rated out-

vocalists within the flattened perspective.

put, and generous phono overload points,

The MC phono section was quiet, except

have been overlooked. Although the sonics

for occasional popping.

were quite good when using moving

Bench testing was carried out by my col-

magnet cartridges, the RIAA deviations

league. David Clark. at DLC Design in Farm-

recorded are the kind that will only work

ington Hills. Michigan. The phono section

well in 'a system well-matched to the particular preamp.

proved to he very quiet. with noise
measured at the tape outs (below a0. 77 5V
0-dB level) of 70.9 dllA for the MC input,

Certainly the KPA-1's sonics don't equal
the W.1-1A that Ihoped to re-experience.

dBA

Even though Walt Jung's construction proj-

for the MI input. Other measurements, how-

ect was an experimental tool, and not areal

76.0 UM for the MM input, and

7 5.8

ever, were not so excellent. For amidband

product, the comparison is fair: the KPA-I

1kHz input signal, the preamp put out 4.3

should sound and measure better than it

2Ifind this connection between the Kinerytetics product
under review and the lung preamp ahit strained After all.
the Jung prramp became well known because it sounded
good, not because it used "better - capacitors—the ex.
isœnce of which was not acknowledged at the time
Similarly. the case for hysteresis distortion ;IN j significant
sonic ill will he made by the sound of the KPA -I. rather
than the other was around. Other than the fact that both
pry-amps are different than what has gone heft Ift —which
in audio isn't that big adeal—I can see nt> connection be.
twren them.
—LA

Stereophile

does. There are good preamplifiers for
under 111000; if Owen Bennett would care
to make the KPA-I conform in mundane
ways to the competition. Iwould be in a
better position to assess the effectiveness of
his novel hysteresis-reducing circuitry. As it
is, Ican recommend the KPA-I only for use
with moving magnet cartridges, and it's not
agood huy even there.

—1.G
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Solid-state stereo power amplifier. Output

employed nonmagnetic materials in some

operation: Class AB. Rated power: loo

audiophile amplifiers, such as the dual

watts per channel into 8 ohms. Power

mono Sony Esprit TAN-9m) amplifiers. But

bandwidth at rated power: 3 Hz to 160

chassis magnetism is not the target of the

kHz. Slew Rate: 60 V/uS.

KBA-100's hysteresis correction. At the June

Dynamic

headroom: 3 dB. Phase: noninverting.

1984 CES, one Kinergetics engineer proud-

Dimensions: 16" W by 10" D by 61
2 " H.
/

ly displayed the circuit-board-to-speaker-

Weight: 29 lbs. Price: $795. MANUFACT-

connector leads within this amp: multi-

l7RER: Kinergetics Corporation, 6029

strand Kimber cable, with four of the eight

Reseda Blvd., Tarzana, CA 91356.

groups of strands not connected! He claimed that such careful dressing of leads reduc-

What do deep sea diving, helium speech

ed stray magnetic fields within the KBA-

decoding, and audio amplifier design have
in common? Hysteresis Distortion, answers

and greatly improved the sound.

the Kinergetics Corporation. The safety of

one as

saturation divers, who remain in ahelium
atmosphere for weeks, has been greatly aided
by the speech decoding electronics
developed by the Kinergetics Corporation.
Applying the same principles to audio, their
engineers discovered that hysteresis correction improved the sonics of tape recorders
and phono cartridges.
JGH, who reviewed their outboard processors for audio products that generate
signals with magnetic fields (i.e., tape
recorders and phono cartridges), gave the
Kinergetics processors alukewarm review
(Vol. 7, No. 1). Less expensive phono pre.
amps with "inadequate resolution at the
higher frequencies" could benefit from the
correction of cartridge hysteresis distortion;
better preamps revealed a"roughening" of
the higher audio frequencies. The Kinergetics unit for tape recorders produced
definite improvements.
Which brings us to the KBA-100 amplifier. How could hysteresis correction help a
device that deals with signals not generated
by magnetic fields? This was not clear to me
or to my cohort Dave Clark when we began
evaluating this amp. One possible angle had
to do with internal magnetic fields within
the chassis of the amplifier.' The Japanese
have been fascinated with the liabilities of
magnetism in the chassis, and have

I. The term **hysteresis" applies to anything whose
physical state at agiven moment lags behind the force
which causes achange in that state. Thus, it also applies to
the charge in acapacitor, the magnetic flux in acoil, and
the current through an amplifying transistor.
—JGH
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The amplifier, when first opened, strikes
a

cross between cost-effective-

construction corner-cutting and purist
soldering technique. No fancy double-sided
PC boards, no component designator, no
solder mask adorn the KBA- 100. On the
other hand, all leads are soldered, with
none of the push-on connectors that produce service problems after several years of
use, and Wonder Caps were much in
evidence. , Each channel can be removed
from the back of the unit for easy servicing.
Interestingly, and inconveniently in some
circumstances, the AC cord ran out of the
side of the unit instead of the back. Digging
under the kludge of Kimber cable, aheavy
copper wire ran in

a

semicircle from the

back panel, with no connection to any
signal-bearing component. Was this to correct hysteresis or reduce hum fields?
The KEiA-100 was tested at Dave Clark's at
Farmington Hills Lab, and showed no
definite evidence of an effective "distortion
correction" circuit in static tests. The amp
delivered aminimum of 129 watts per channel at clipping (3% THD) into 8ohm loads,
20 Hz to 20 kHz. Clipping was observed on
the scope to be gradual, rounded, and
"soft." Slew rate, specified at 60 volts per

2 After talks with a number of unquestionably perfectionist audio manufacturers, none of whom happen to use
'Sonder Caps in their products (for sonic rather than
financial reasons). I've become convinced that many
manufacturers do use them for the PR value. This is not to
say that they're had capacitors: it's just that the Wonder
Caps are sometimes so obvious—and so out of place—
that the manufacturer seems to be going more for the
name recognition, and perhaps on the off chance that IAR
will look more favorably on their product (doubtful), than
for sonic excellence.
—LA
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microsecond, actually measured 15 on the

Kinergetics' sound resembles (but does not

positive-going waveform, and 12 on the

equal!) this 19 -9 amp. The VSP ran rings

negative. Distortion (THD +N) at the rated

around both.

100 watts per channel ran as high as 1.25%
at 20 kHz, although the unit is rated at

There is strong competition at the
KBA-100's price point. Ipersonally prefer a

0.01%. Signal-to-noise ratio was found to

number of other amps in the under-S1000

he 68.2 dBA below the Iwatt level: at rated

category: the Amber Series 70 ($579), B&K

power, this translates to 88.2 dB below 100

ST-140 (S445), Audire Forte (S -95), Audible

watts, which is not good enough for the

Illusions S-150 (4995), and the VSP 150

reproduction of CDs.

(S9 -'5).

How did the KBA-100 sound? Compared

If the KBA-100's proprietary "distortion-

to my reference Levinson ML-9, the

anticipating" circuit produced higher-thanaverage measured distortion, but its listen-

Kinergetics was not as good on orchestral
music. It produced a dull, grainy sound

ing tests showed the amp in amore positive

when driving the Snell Type A/111s: there

light, that would be intriguing. But its sonic

was no life, no dynamics, and aconstricted.

performance backed up the e. -atic test-

anemic soundfield. The top end wa.s softened

bench behavior. The two channels behaved

and distant, while the midrange had araw,

in very different ways on the distortion

punchy quality. Changing cartridge VTA
and switching to Hitachi LC-OFC speaker

measurements, so it is unlikely that the

cables

connected

to

Spica

hysteresis circuit was responsible for the

TC- 50

distortion results. Regardless of the

loudspeakers did nothing to improve the

sometimes poor correlation between

amp's musicality in my listening room. I

testbench data and subjective listening

dragged in other 100 watt /ch amps, in-

results, this amp's distortion ran much

cluding aVSP-150 and my old Threshold

higher than 1950 tube products. Overall,

Stasis 3. The Stasis had always struck me as

the KBA-100 does

an amp that sacrificed detailing and speed

purist construction techniques and in-

for asoft, musical quality. In many ways. the

novative design.

flot

sonically live up to its
--LG

THE SPECTRASCAN BPA-101B
AMPLIFIER
Solid state stereo power amplifier. Output

routine. It's chock-full of interesting and in-

power: 100 watts/ch into 8 ohms, 175

novative design features. And sonically,

watts/ch into 4ohms, 350 watts bridged-

wow! Ifeel it hits state-of-the-art, and even

mono into 8 ohms. Full power frequency

advances the art, in some ways. The de-

response: 2 Hz to 120 kHz, with input

signer of this sonic wonder is an erudite

capacitor in-circuit (may be wired for DC

Scandinavian by the name of Jan Hoigaard,

response). Slew

40 V/us. Damping fac-

now hailing from Colorado Springs (also

tor: 200. Input impedance: 10,000 ohms.

the home of Rowland Research—maybe

Shipping weight: 36 pounds. Price: $1195.

the Rocky Mountains will become the new

MANUFACTURER: Spectrascan, Inc., 1110A

Hotbed of High End!).

rate:

Elkton Drive, Colorado Springs. CO 80907.

The Model 101B is the successor to the

(303) 599-9254.

Model 100B (now discontinued), with

This modest-looking amplifier featuring a

supply in the 101B has been improved and

familiar class A/B circuit is, in fact, far from

several better quality caps have been utilized

which 1lived for almost ayear. The power
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in the signal path. The sonics of the 10IB,

stage

especially at the frequency extremes, are

temperature are continuously monitored.

load

currents

and

heat

sink

much improved over the earlier model.

Any abnormal condition, such as ashort

Bass attack is now stentorian, while the up-

circuit, will simply shut down the power

per octaves have mostly lost their zippy

supply until the condition is removed.

character (particularly in the DC-coupled

What's clever about this arrangement is that

mode) and are smoother to boot. While the

it operates on the power supply and not the

Spectrascan will still not win any beauty

gain stages. It is either on or off, with no in-

contests, the new cosmetics are a far cry

between states and none of the conven-

from the original Campbell's Soup-can

tional current-limiting in the output stage,
which works gradually.

Why didn't we ever publish areview of

There is also a clipping detector that

the 100B? Well, Ipretty much liked my sam-

measures the voltage between the collector

ple, but SWW thought his was close to terri-

and emitter of each of the output trans-

ble. In order to resolve this difference.

istors, and turns on aclipping warning in-

SWW sent me his, and when Igot around to

dicator when this voltage drops below 1.0

testing it I found three things: it didn't

volts. This gives an accurate indication of

sound nearly as good as my sample; there

transistor saturation, independent of load

was intolerable DC offset on one channel:

current and speaker impedance.

and the unit appeared to be running hot.

The following sonic impressions are based

When we requested a third sample from

principally on my experience with the

Spectrascan they instead sent us four (count

Martin-Logan Monoliths. Front end com-

them, 4)10113s.

ponents included the Sao Win 'table (latest

The power supply is tightly regulated,

version), the Win jewel-tip moving coil cart-

which means that there is essentially no

ridge and phono preamp, and the NXCII

dynamic headroom over the rated power

Tempered Arm. Digital source material was

output. Although the subject ola regulated

available through the Nakamichi OMS -5
and NEC -05 CI) players.

vs. a-brute force" (large capacitor reservoir)
unregulated supply remains unsettled, Mr.

Unquestionably, the real glory of this

Hoigaard is a firm believer in electronic

amp lies in its superb clarity and resolution

regulation and claims many strong advant-

of inner detail, most notably at low to

ages. For example, the specified output

moderate program levels, where the amp

power is always available, even with trans-

operates in pure class A bias. There's less

ient waveforms (i.e., not just with sine

overlying fuzz with this amp; inner detail is

waves). The shift in transistor operating

easily discernible without strain. The

points resulting from power supply voltage

BPA-101B, for instance, chased aS1100 'SP

variations is minimized. Also, normal opera-

Gold right out of the house, simply on the

tion is guaranteed under low AC line voltage

basis of midrange resolution and trans-

conditions.

parency.

All of the above sounds quite plausible.
The success of this approach, of course,

Cleo Laine
at Carnegie Hall (RCALPLI -5015), while far from an audiophile

depends on the regulation being fasi

recording, is atreasure trove of foibles and

enough to keep up with the transient

audience noises that 1find useful for assess-

demands of the load. The sonic excellence

ing resolution. (I also like Cleo Laine). The

of the final product lends credence to Spec-

Spectrascan sailed right through this

trascan's theoretical basis, leaving little

obstacle course. In fact, it was consistently

room for argument.

able to unravel complex musical textures

Protection circuitry is provided for

with an effortlessness and naturalness like

misuse and fault conditions. The output-

no amp I've ever heard. Its ability to
separate and focus the harmonic textures of

IOr perhaps this is what Alvin Gold means when he
refer> to aprodtact*, looks is "agricultural. —LA
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the various instruments is, in my opinion,
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state-of-the-art. It does not, however, pos-

Idid try apair of the amps in the bridged

sess the kind of three-dimensional palpa-

mode and can report that two are better

bility that the best tubed amps seem to

than one. There's asignificant improvement

confer on the soundstage. But neither is its

in low end pitch definition and impact.

depth perspective pancake flat. It is able to

That enchanting midrange, if anything, is

layer the soundstage quite well; each layer is

more detailed and effortless. Even the quali-

just more compressed than it should be.
The lower octaves are tight and wellcontrolled, but concussive bass impact appears somewhat tame and shy. So what did
you expect, perfection?

ty of the treble is slightly improved,
possibly because of the doubled slew rate
in the bridged mode.
There's enough improvement here that
the purchase of two amplifiers would not

The amp is shipped from the factory AC-

be mere extravagance—in fact, that's what

coupled. It is fairly simple to switch connections on the boards for DC coupling,

I've acquired. And at $2390 apair, that's still
asignificant saving over the five-kilobuck
amplifiers out there.

though avoltmeter capable of 50-mV DC
resolution is required. Instructions are provided in the owner's manual. DC coupling

One final comment: contrary to what
Spectrascan says, about 30 minutes warm-

involves

up is required for the best sound.

the

removal of one small

polypropylene cap from the signal path, yet
the audible benefit is significant.

think of abetter way to buy aslice of the

In the AC-coupled mode, there are prob-

state-of-the-art pie without burning ahole

lems from about 5 kHz on up. The

in your pocket. A bridged pair of the BPA-

Despite its minor imperfections, Ican't

brightness region (5-8 kHz) is slightly em-

101Bs offers advantages that for me

phasized, as evidenced in the character of
vocal sibilants. The character of surface

outweigh its small imperfections in imaging
and upper octave smoothness. If you're in

noise is also slightly exaggerated. Iwouldn't

the market for an amp, you've got to give

call it the more noxious "transistoritis," but

this one a listen. Highly recommended.

the treble above 8kHz is not as smooth or

—DO

delicate as the real thing, nor as forgiving
and sweet as a good tube amplifier. DCcoupling totally eliminates the 101B's excess
brightness, and removes a great deal of
grain from the high end. Even with DC
coupling, the extreme highs are still not entirely satisfactory—there's still insufficient

IGH Comments:
Ialso used the BP-10IB on the Martin Logan
Monoliths (which. by the way IstilI like very
much), and Iconcur completely with DO 's
assessment of the high end when operated in
AC mode. (The in-circuit capacitor appears

sheen and delicacy. Tonally, the overall im-

to be a tantalum, of all things!) fdidn't

pression is of alight and airy midrange with

judge the sound of two bridged Spearas-

aslightly closed-in high end.

cans. at $2390. to be any better than what I
get fmm the 5950 Electron Kinetics Eagle 2.

As far as I'm concerned, though, the
degree of improvement wrought by the DC

In short. Iam little less impressed than was

coupling mandates it for best sonic results.

DO with the Spectrascans (and alot less in

A caveat is in order, however. DC coupling

their AC-coupled mode), and am not ter-

allows for the possibility for severe low frequency disturbances of your speaker's

ribIr impressed by their cost effectiveness.

woofer. You can also pop your voice coil
right out of its gap (permanently) by dropping your tonearm with the volume turned
up. DC coupling, therefore, requires greater
care on the part of the user, and an
awareness of the LF problems that can
result.
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THE BELLES ONE AMPLIFIER

Solid state stereo power amplifier. Output
Power: 100 watts into 8ohms. Price: S/00.
MANUFACTURER: Belles Research, A-1

strain abit to make out the spatial detail of
the soundstage. And there are other, more

Country Club Road, East Rochester. NY

notable, shortcomings. First, the performance in the upper octaves is definitely

14445.

transistory, with a little steeliness in the

The Belles line has been around for several

lower treble (8-10 kHz) and a slightly
closed-in and grainy quality to the extreme

years now and, up until recently, distribu-

treble. There simply isn't enough delicacy

tion was handled by Techport, the folks

and sheen up there, resulting in asomewhat

who handle Perreaux and Gale. This relationship was recently ended, and now Dave

unnatural, electronic character. Second, the
Belles One is not very good in the differen-

Belles—the designer and founder of Belles
Research—is personally handling the

tiation of depth. This is obvious even with
CDs and inescapably clear with analog

distribution and marketing. Iwish him

sources. The depth dimension is greatly

well. From what I've seen so far, his prod-

diminished, making it difficult to place in-

ucts deserve wider recognition by the
audiophile community.

struments front to hack.
This points out the need to carefully

The Model One is really a very good
power amp. It possesses a clean, lively

match the Model One to aparticular pair of
speakers. Complementary treble errors are

character, reinforced by a strong and

to be avoided, lest you suffer the dreaded

tuneful bass line. The octaves from 500 Hz

listener fatigue. With the Martin-Logan

down have the very attractive combination
of excellent clarity and true pitch defini-

Monoliths, for instance, the Eagle 2(which
costs almost $200 more) outpoints the

tion. Bass dynamics are impressive, belying
the modest power rating of 100 watts per

aging, and is also more relaxing at the high

Belles on the basis of spaciousness and im-

cellent; this amp should prove an excellent

end. Iwould recommend using the Belles
with speakers that are alittle soft at the high

side. Control of dynamic woofers is exchoice for vented loudspeakers, which fre-

end, and in situations where depth present-

quently display problems with low end

ation is not of primary importance.

control.
Resolution of inner detail is very good,

ments might give you the wrong impres-

It's possible that the above negative com-

especially in the lower octaves, though this

sion of the Belles. True, it doesn't deliver

is not in the same league as the Spectrascan
amp. What this amp does do in the lower

state-of-the-art performance at its modest
price. On the other hand, it does do very

octaves is as good as any amp under $1000,

well—the Belles and the Eagle 2are the two

including the $950 Eagle 2.
Unfortunately, the Belles has some prob-

best amps under $1,000, in my experience.
Overall, the Model One sets afine standard

lems. The mid frequencies are not as

at its price point and represents good value

smooth as the best Ihave heard. The focus

or the money. Ido recommend an audition

of individual instruments across the sound-

with your speakers, though.

stage is good, hut not incisive; Ihave to

Stereophile
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PROTON P930 RECEIVER 8( P520
INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

P930 receiver. Rated power: 30 watts

9% "D. Price: $390.

RMS. Dimensions: 16 V
I" W by 3% " 1-1 by

„- ."'

mug
il
////471.111 I'

P520 integrated amp. Rated power: 20

ER: Proton Corporation, 737 West Artesia

watts RMS. Dimensions: 16 1
2 "W by 3%"
/

Blvd.. Compton CA 90220.

II by 9% "D. Price: 8200. MANUFACTUR-

Stereophile

Has DO lost his marbles? What is ahigh end

current drive capability, deep bass is defi-

reviewer doing reviewing areceiver? Am I cient in impact and control, although the
the

midbass is well defined. Image specificity

glowing tubes, an acknowledged con-

not the man with the helium bottles,

across the soundstage is good hut depth is
rather foreshortened.

noisseur of audio exotica? All true. But
another interest of mine is good value at
mass-market prices. After all, it is relatively

In the long run, the treble hardness proved
the most difficult thing for me to overlook;

easy to design equipment with audiophile

Ibecame increasingly irritated the longer I

pretensions when price is unimportant; the

listened. With a cartridge and speaker

real trick is to squeeze maybe 70% as good

system that offset that quality,'

sound as the best equipment for 10% of the
price.

could well offer excellent value.

the 930

It does have avery nice FM section. Since

Both of these products are moderately

Iam located in afringe area and at the foot

powered but claim excellent output into

of a mountain range, my FM reception is

loads ranging from the "standard" 8ohms
all the way down to 2ohms. They also have

plagued by weak signals and multipath

input facilities for both MM and MC cart-

sistently pull in more weak stations with a

reflections. The 930 tuner was able to con-

ridges; Itried both inputs and found them

minimum of background hiss than any

to be very quiet. The MC input can easily

other tuner I've had in the house. The ex-

accommodate atrue low-output MC cart-

cellent sensitivity makes it possible to even

ridge, hut Isuspect that the low-priced MCs
likely to be used with these products will

get by with asecond-rate antenna. Some of

aggravate some of the amp's treble problems.

go to the Schotz design features, which in-

First let me address the sonic attributes of

clude variable bandwidth in proportion to

the credit for the tuner performance must

the 930 receiver. The sound is quite open,

signal strength and automatic blending of

spacious, and lively Iwas impressed by my
first listen to this unit because its sound is

stereo signal treble to minimize noise.
Sound quality from FM was also very

quite unlike typical mass-market audio: it is

good, as far as Icould tell on the basis of the

not markedly veiled, homogenized, or

few half-decent FM stations within reach.

shrill, as is usually the case. Retrieval of in-

Lousy FM is the norm in New Mexico.

ner detail is good, as is midrange fmus. The

which is why Idon't much bother with it

middles are pretty clean and listenable, with
only avery slight overlying haze.
There are, however, some problems.

The Model 520 Integrated Amp

Most seriously, on complex passages or

similar sonically to the 930 receiver, except

The model 520 integrated amp is very

when driven to higher-than-moderate

that my sample's MC input was not as quiet

levels, the Proton 930 hardens and

as on the model 930 and, unfortunately, the

brightens the upper octaves, as well as adding

520's sound was even more relentless'

some sizzle to treble transients. These
problems were audible with every speaker

bright than that of the 930. A treble cut of
several dB (yes, both models have tone con-

system Itried it on: the Watkins WE-1,

trols) cured this, hut at the expense of

Spendor SPI, and Phase Tech PC-60

midrange clarity.

speakers.
The treble lacks delicacy, and there is a

Both units feature an anti-clipping circuit,
which is designed to "soften" clipping by

slightly grainy quality to the sound, with
voices occasionally taking on araspy col-

gently limiting any wave form which would

oration. Probably because of the limited

The circuit can be switched in or out. I

otherwise drive the amplifier into overload.
preferred it out; when it was in, it sounded

IThis refers to DUN Plasmarronics speakers. which
"transduce - using aplasma that requires helium gas. Interested? The Plasmatronics were reviewed in Volume t.
Number 4.
—JGH
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2Inexpensive loudspeakers. that don't add hardness at high
listening levels are even hankv to find than cheap amplifierr',
that don't
—JGH
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as if the amplifiers were compressing dyna-

the 520() price range—but that excess-

mic range somewhat. To my ears, there was

brightness problem really precludes a

amore natural bloom to the music without

recommendation. If Proton can get rid of

the anti-clipping.
A truly useful feature on both units is the

qualities, the 930 and 520 could he quite

that, while retaining the other positive

ability to break the signal path between the

readily recommended for audiophiles on a

preamp and power amp sections. for the in-

tight budget. As of now, they can't. —DO

sertion of asignal processor into the signal
path without tying up the tape loop. This is

JGH Comments:

Meamebile. NAD already offers comaccomplished simply by removing two Uparably priced items in their line whose mashaped jumper connectors from the back
jor failing—a softness and veiling—would
panel.
Ifeel that Proton's audio line seems to offer more promise than fulfillment, even at
their modest prices. It's not that the sound
is really bad—and Ican't think of an integrated amp to recommend over the 520 in

he alot easier to live with than the gratuitous
brightness of these Proton models.

3ptin't miss the Sudi,, theamkate's rundown in intiltnited

amps in dn. ',tn.

THE NAKAM ICHI OMS -5 CD PLAYER
Front drawer-loading Cl) player. Price: S995
MANUFACTURER: Nakamiehi USA Corpor-

means excellent transient response with

ation. 19701 S. Vermont Ave.. Tbrrance, CA

Most CD players share asingle D/A converter between both channels, with se-

90502.

minimal ringing.

quential switching (multiplexing) between

Although the OMS -5 and its more expen-

right- and left-channel information. Since

sive brother, the OMS -7 are Nakamichi's
first CD players, both embody so-called

it is impossible for both channels to be "on"
at once, this introduces aslight timing error

second-generation technology. For exam-

between left and right channels—an inter-

ple, there's "oversampling" of the data.

channel phase difference that worsens with

followed by digital filtering and a gently

increasing frequency. I The Nakamichi

sloping third-order analog filter. In over-

players provide dual D/A converters to

sampling, three additional data samples are
computer-generated from each sample on

decode both channels simultaneously.

the disc. The values of the intermediate

multiplexed D/A approach is that left and

Another advantage of the separate versus

samples are such that the average value of

right signals are separated before conver-

the four samples equals the original sample;

sion, thus minimizing noise and distortion.

no information is changed. Because there

Much attention has been lavished on the

are now four times as many samples per second, the sampling frequency has been

analog and mechanical sections of the

shifted from 44.1 kHz to 176.4 kHz, which

to eliminate capacitors from the circuitry,
and has independent power supplies for

puts it far enough above the system's

player. The analog section is DC-coupled,

20-kHz audio limit to allow for total

right and left channels. And because there

removal without sharp, "brick wall," analog

is

filtering.
When done correctly, as the OMS -5
demonstrates, oversampling provides constant group delay right up to 20 kHz, which
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some

evidence

that

shock

and

IEven though the error gets worse with frequency. Il can
he perfectly compensated for (except when listening in
mono) hv moving one of the speakers about I/8" closer
to the listener That's not avery big deal, in spite of all the
fuss made over it
—LA
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vibration—both external and, internally,

high end. The Nakamichi, by comparison,

from the drive motor—increase the in-

is laid back and recessed, with more ap-

cidence

parent high end output. The Nak's mid-

of digital

read

errors.

the
is

range bloom—the ebb and flow of the

mounted on a zinc alloy die-casting

music—was more convincing to me,

Nakamichi

disc-drive

mechanism

suspended on coil springs: it floats free of

however. It is also slightly cleaner at the fre-

the disc-loading tray and the main chassis.

quency extremes. String tones are noticeably

The disc is driven by a very smooth-

sweeter on the Nak, bass ahit more defined

running linear-torque motor.
The OMS -5 lacks programmability and

and extended. The complete sound of the
OMS -5 is suave and exceptionally detailed.

remote control, Nith available on the more

reproducing string timbres better than any

expensive OMS

player I've heard. It is not fazed by complex

($1295.00). The two

models are otherwise identical.

passages, and maintains its tonal character

The OMS -5 looks and feels expensive. At

and resolution capabilities in the face of any

almost I
- pounds. it is unusually heavy (a

orchestral score. This. I'm sure, is partly due

good sign), and is reassuringly solid. The

to the excellence of its analog section. I've

disc-loading tray, while not as fa -acting as
that of the new Sony CDP-52oES, does

opaque when really challenged.

heard lesser players become strident and

look beefier and better machined. But, cer-

I recommend that you auditit in the

tainly, looks and construction quality alone

OMS -5 in the context of your own system,

aren't enough to persuade anybody to shell
out akilobuck for the OMS -5. By now you

sound—in which case, you wouldn't like it.

must be wondering how it performs
sonically.

especially if you prefer a brash, forward
For me. the Nakamichi represents the best

The answer is that the OMS -5 is simply

player money can huy. Nakamichi has done
for CD players what they've already done

the hest CD player I've heard. It is substan-

for cassette decks: set a new standard.

tially better than the Meridian MCD (at least

—DO

the one on hand in Santa Fe) , in resolution and
midrange clarity, as well as low end extension
and definition.
JGII and I had ample opportunity to

JCII Comments:
Brash. indeed!
I prefer
to
characterize
the
midrange/high-end differences between

compare the Nakamichi with his favorite (to
date) CD player, 3 the Sony CDP-520E5,

the Sony and the Nakainichi as akin to the

during along listening session. There was

differences between an excellent tubed

total agreement about the sonic character of

preamp and asolid-stale preamp

each player, but we disagreed as to

excellence Iprefer the Som. for the saine

equal

preference. The Sony sounds somewhat

reason Itend to favor tubed preamps: it

more up-front and "alive," with asottish

gires the music more you-are-there
aliveness. There is no question but that the

2The Santa Fe MCI). one of the firm to arrive in the co un.
is equipped with the tantalum capacitors found by
George Graves to he so disadvantageous in %%dunk. 8.
Number 4. Current production of the MCD does not include these tantalums.
—LA

3It

seems CD players were made for footnotes. The current favorite is the Kyocera DA -901. at $1695. Next month
(right around the time you read this) well be auditioning
the $2000 Cambridge player. The Meridian MCD Pro is inhouse, and the Sony 650 is reportedly on the way It took
about 40 days for the Kyocera te) overhaul the Sony 520;
in fact. 40 days seems just about average for the most recent -best" to be replaced by anew best. Want to make
the right decision, one that you can live with for at least
five years? Buy aturntable Want agood compromise? Buy
an inexpensive Philips-style player at alow price. It will
probably be as good as the "hest - was six months ago, and
you can spend the money you save on CO,
—LA
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Nakamichi has a more

-suave"

sound

than the Sony, but live music is only
-suave - up

to apoint. And what you hear

from either player will. of course depend
on every other component in the system.
Although both the Sour and the Nakamichi bare Ifeel. the smoothest -sounding
be end of am. players I've beard. with
most recordings both retain a trace
neSS

of harsh-

at the extreme high end. There is no

war of knowing whether this is characteristic of the recordings or the players until
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time as aplayer which produces less (#.

these players (were Iauditioning them at

it comes along Six months ago Imight baie'

that time) pnwides about as good sound as

gone out on a limb and said that either

CD can deliver Sow Iwill not be so rash.

Mich

o
f

PIONEER PD-5010 CD PLAYER

PIONICIL«

Jr_
G

Single-sampling CD player. 2"-track ran-

It has random 27 -track programming,

dom programming, repeat capability, two

two-speed audible scanning, track search,

audible search modes. Price: 5299.95.

and repeat features. The audible fast for-

MANUFACTURER: Pioneer Electronics, P.O.

ward is one of the best in speed and in-

Box 1720. Long Beach, CA 90801.

telligibility; music even lacks the "Chip-

The PD-5010 prompted areview because it

that was "just right" in audio level, and

is easy to operate, either in the program

sounded clean and undistorted. On the

mode, or in the manual mode using track
search. Also. the Pioneer lists for 11299, and

debit side, there is no elapsed-time or

munk" sound. There is aheadphone jack

remaining-time indicator, both of which I

is discounted to under $200. Its ruggedness

find handy when dubbing tapes. They can

and not-so-bad sound were other consider-

also be used to locate aparticular musical

ations. As it turns out. the PD-5010 meets

segment within atrack, which would have

the needs of someone wanting to get their

been nice since the Pioneer has no indexing

feet wet in CD without spending too much.

provision.
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Measurements

Without this correction the sound is un-

Noise in CD players adds to any noise on

natural, sounding both too forward and

the discs, and can be asignificant irritant.

somewhat bright.

This is especially aproblem when playing
back the noisy CDs mastered from analog

Dynamic peaks are snubbed, and the real
wallop that pops the fuses in your ears isn't

sources (which includes some labeled as

there.' Voices are smooth until they reach

digital). S/N figures of 70-75 dB are typical
on these discs. Add another 5 to 10 dB of

become shrill and grating. This is exactly

fortissimo levels, at which point they

noise in the CD player and the resultant S/N

what Iwould have expected, given the

will be in 60-70 dB range. Ilike to see 80 dB

5010's performance on square and sine
waves. Compared to oversampling

of S/N for quiet, enjoyable listening; figures
below 70 dB become actively annoying.

machines, the Pioneer lacks the fast risetime that indicates good transient response

Happily, the PD-5010 does not add any
appreciable noise to the playback process.

or the flat-topped square waves that in-

CDs that were intolerably noisy on several

dicate solid low end performance.

machines were borderline acceptable on

I'm not able to he wildly enthusiastic
about the PD-5(110, but, compared to other

this player, which exceeded its S/N spec of
96 dB by afull 4dB. It is one of the most
electronically quiet players I've encountered.
Maximum interchannel phase error was

single-sampling players, it has the least offensive sound. It is more musical-sounding
than the Pioneer PD-70 (an older, discon-

asignal). Phase error within each channel

tinued model that retailed for $630), the
Mitsubishi DP- 105 ($450), and the Radio
Shack CD-1000 (S259). , Iwould equate the

was a rather low 5 degrees. Square wave

overall sound quality of the PD-5010 to a

12 degrees using the Philips

410

055-2 test

disc (with either test tones or pink noise as

response was not great: there is overshoot

limited phono cartridge: it will sound ade-

followed by adrop in level (which indicates

quate on undemanding material.

adynamic overload), followed by the crea-

In summary, Ithink you'll find that the
Pioneer can sound acceptable playing less-

tion of asecond harmonic, some ringing,
and higher order distortions (3rd, 4th, 5th,

than perfect digital CDs, noisy analog ones,

etc.) of decreasing magnitude. Peak ampli-

or material with limited dynamic range.

tude sine waves (regardless of frequency),

This player has limited application. It is

and most music signals, showed mild clip-

neither avery good nor very poor machine,

ping, indicating harmonic and intermodula-

which is agood result considering how in-

tion distortion on the order of 2percent.

expensive it is—and how expensive some
of the poorersounding competition is! It

Frequency response was not flat, drooping above 16 kHz. Reproduction of sine
waves was asymmetrical, with less output
on the positive-going portion than the
negative. There was very little notch or
crossover distortion at zero voltage (the
point where asine wave goes from positive
to negative or vice versa).

Sound Quality

Ii worth a listen if you're just getting
started. On the other hand, some of the
Magnavox Philips based machines are quite
reasonably priced these days—and you
might want to spend more money and get a
really fine machine like the Sony 520, the
Meridian, or the Mission. All of these yield
sound quality improvements more than
commensurate with their elevated prices.
—DAS

The PD-50I0 is very quiet, as noted in
the laboratory tests. There are audible
bumps in the response curve at 2 kHz, 5
kHz, and 8kHz. Playback response of this
player can be brought up to the "pleasing"
category, but only with some very good
tone controls or a graphic equalizer.

Stereophile

I(im)d! Iprefer my ear fuses intact.

—LA

2 Another singlesampling player to look for at agood
price is the II. II. SC011 9391)A—hasically aworkedover
Yamaha
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THE SUMIKO fVUV'T TONEARM REVISED

Gimbal-hearing pivoted tonearm. Length:

quired damping from the headshell —

239 mm. Effective mass: 14 grams. Source:

including. ironically. Sumiko's Talisman and

Reviewer owned. Price: 5250 for the arm

Alchemist—suffered a significant loss of

and 535 for each headshell. MANUFAC-

upper octave resolution and tended to

TURER: Sumiko, P.O. Box 5046, Berkeley.

resonate in the midrange in ways that

California 94 - 05. Phone: (415)843-4500.

would vary depending on the turntable and

(If you call, ask for

cartridge.

The Wasp"). ,

Fortunately. the Sumiko NINIT arm has
Our new local audio nirvana, Excalibur

now been revised in ways which signifi-

Audio, informs me that the initial model of

cantly improve its sound character. It is not

the Sumiko MMT tonearm recently became

yet arival to the Fletcher Arm (which only

the best selling separate tonearm in the

costs about five times as much). , but its

Fair enough, it deserved it at the price. Un-

faults are now far more subtle and less likely

fortunately, however, it did have several

to show up with the kind of turntable and

defects, the worst of which was a rather

system with which the MmT will probably

noisy headshell with low quality wires, and

be used.

apoor joint between the headshell and the
tonearm.
The results of these defects were highly
cartridge-specific. Cartridges which reINew and mystified reader. nto win to consult Alit
review of Tweck. in Vol
No h.. and Sumikii .sreply in
%OF
No

100

2The Fletcher Arm is also distributed by Sumiko. and is
ipparenhis going out of production due to CX(CSNiVI: de.
mane Even in its heyday The Arm was never readily
available. hut instead was in aconstant state of back.order
We are told that the machinist who handcrafts each one is
going into retirement. which will also retire Kt Milk:lion of
The Arm
—LA
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The Revised Sumiko
Headshell
Starting at the front, the new Sumiko
headshell is far more inert than the old one,
and has excellent linear crystal wires. It

Grace owners take note. You can improve
your music without taking up arms (heh,
heh).
The only sonic rivals Iknow of to the
Sumiko headshell are the Grado and Audio-

cleans up the sound of both moving
magnet and moving coil cartridges, and

quest (SAEC) headshells. The Sumiko may

does an excellent job of damping the vibra-

better suited to moving magnets, moving

the the best middle ground. The Grado is

tion from that kind of moving coil that

irons, and moving coils that don't put alot

transmits lots of energy to the headshell.

of energy into the headshell. The Audioquest is amodified version of the Orsonic,

The new headshell is longer and conveniently mounts almost any cartridge, and
now has areally nice azimuth adjustment

and better suited to the larger, longer, and

which works much more smoothly and

It is difficult to make any clear recommendation as to which is better beyond

positively than the various ones made by

heavier moving coils.

tonearm in Vol. 7, No. 8). Screw acartridge

these general comments, however, since the
choice between the three headshells is so

down really tight on the Sumiko headshell

highly cartridge-and tonearm-specific, and

with the Sumiko cartridge mounting bolt

will be heavily influenced in the bass by the

kit, tweak all the connections with Sumiko

tonearm- turntable interaction. All three

Orsonic (see my review of the SAEC

Tweek, strangle aSumiko Gerbil over the

headshells, however, are far better than ans-

turntable bearing, and the Sumiko MMT

of the competition. Isuggest you consult a

headshell will provide performance equal

good high-end dealer for detailed advice on

or superior to any separate headshell. at any

which headshell to pick for a given

price.

cartridge.

In fact, I'd recommend you consider the
new Sumiko headshell as a desirable

The Revised Sumiko MMT

modification for any tonearm that takes

Arm

"universal" headshells. It is amazing just

The revised MMT tonearm retains the ex-

how much a really decent headshell can

cellent bearings, optional fluid damping,

clean up the sound of older tonearms and

and high overall quality of the original, but

record players. Pioneer, Kenwood, and

has anew headshell input socket with stur-

Stereophile
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dier metal and two slots rather than one.

tridge, apattern of interaction that makes

This headshell socket will also hold a

detailed reviewing of tonearm sound

precise azimuth adjustment far better than

character extremely difficult, hut it will
always show up as better midrange and up-

the old one.
When the new arm is combined with the
improved headshell, the sonic result is a

per octave resolution and often as increased
imaging stability.

definite extension of midrange and upper

If you have the earlier MMT, incidentally,

octave detail, and freedom from much of

you can get many of the advantages offered

the midrange resonance problem in the

by the newer model in the following

original version. The remaining weakness

manner:

seems to be that the arm does not really

1. Buy the new headshell:

have enough mass near the tonearm mount-

2. Remove the rubber washer that conies

ing board to allow it to provide the kind of

on the headshell at the point it fits into the

full deep bass, and damping of resonance at

tone arm:

other frequencies, that you can get from

3. Wrap afew turns of fibre tape around the

some much more expensive tonearms. It is

end of the arm near the headshell-to-

interesting to note that the bass and

tonearm joint, and again about hallan inch

midrange on the MMT cleaned up con-

forward of where the arm rests on the lift

siderably when Imoved the arm from its

bar. The revised MMT will also benefit

own light mounting hase to the very heavy

slightly from this sanie mod.

Lustre base (which comes with variable

líiti should also strongly consider buying

VTA adjustment). There was further im-

abetter tonearm lead from Distech, Randall,

provement when the MMT was used with

MAS. Peterson, or Straight Wire. Thc revised
arm and/or headshell have sufficient resolu-

the

'PI mounting hoard rather than with

the SOTA.

tion to benefit even more than would the
The revised MMT does not end up as a original from atop quality tonearm cable.
rival to the SAEC —or other toncarms that

cost twice as much (or more)—but Iknow

The Bottom Line:

of nothing near its price that surpasses the

Very good value: highly recommended.

NIMT in sound quality, except the Rep

—AHC

300B. The Rega. however, is a hitch to
mount on anything other than the Rega
turntables, does not have separate head
shells, and has somehow crept up from thc
$100 for which you can buy it (and export
it) in the UK to acost of 8240 from dealer ,
in the U.S. Iam loath to admit that the Rega
is worth every penny of the S240, which

THE GRADO
SIGNATURE
TONEARM

makes it aphenomenal huy at the UK price
The Sumiko MMT fits virtually ever
turntable that can take separate arms and is
far superior to the arm that comes on the
AR turntable. It is also better than the
similarly priced Ariston Opus, Logic Datum,
Mayware IV,

Linn Basiks (both of them).

MAS 282-11, and Grace "0"-11. The precise
superiority will vary by turntable and car-

Price: S485. MANUFACTURER: Grado
Labs, 921 Tice Place. Westfield, NJ 07090.
(201) 233-5893.
The Grado Signature tonearm looks like a
weapons system from The Empire Strikes
Back with a pronounced hard-on, and it
won't fit under any civilized dust cover—

!t The Mayware is actually quite ahit cheapen hut can only
he purchased direct from England: PO Ham %K. Edgware,
Middlesex. England.
—LA
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hut it's agreat tonearm. It joins the ranks of
the best tonearms of any configuration, and
is a strong candidate for the best with
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detachable headshell. It is remarkably free
of obvious colorations, and is compatible

dynamic, loses no low level detail, doesn't

with awide range of cartridges, including

no easily identifiable sonic character. No

such challenges as the Decca and my antique, high compliance, ADC-100.

and the Grado does sound slightly different

The Signature's features include:

produce sudden changes in timbre, and has
device is ever sonically neutral, of course,
from any other tonearm with agiven car-

• Easily adjustable VTA/SRA.
• A lift/lowering device at the end of a

tridge. Nothing, however, that sounds

long rod that eliminates the awkward grab

lost using the Grado, and nothing unnatural
is added.

for alever at the tonearm base.

musically natural on the best competition is

• Outstanding internal wiring—the most

The more you listen, the more you forget

sonically neutral cable Iknow of—which

the tonearm. Only lovers of resonant or

eliminates the extra expense of $30 to $100
for adecent cable.

noisy arms will have anything to complain
about, for this arm adds no life or sound-

• A very good, and non-resonant, head-

stage information that your cartridge might

shell with exceptionally rigid coupling to

lack. It also does not blur or eliminate the

the arm.

information provided. Stability is excellent,

• An exceptionally non-resonant arm tube.

and arm mass is compatible with both mov-

• Easy azimuth adjustment.
• Combined spring and counterweight

ing magnets and moving coils. Iam informed

tracking weight adjustment which, as
claimed, minimizes the effect of warped

cartridges.

records.
• Low bearing friction, horizontally and
vertically.

that

it

even

functions

with

Grado

In fact, my only quarrel with the
Signature tonearm is with an early Grado
brochure's claim that "The Signature is ajoy
to behold. ..visually a thing of beauty."

• A unique resonance trap at the main hub,

Form may follow function, but "joy" and

where the arm attaches to the turntable.

"beauty" is laying on the farina flour with

• Low tracking error. Claimed as +/.6
degrees at the outer diameter of the record,

a trowel. Buy the Signature tonearm for
what it is: a $485 arm with sound com-

0degrees at two-thirds diameter, and +0.5

parable to far more expensive products,

degrees at the inner diameter, the tracking
error is almost as good as most straight-line

convenience of changeable headshells, and

possessing superb user adjustments, the

arms (many of which rely on alittle error to

what may be the only top-quality tonearm

move them).

cable included in the tonearm price.—AHC

The Grado Signature does, of course,
have afew drawbacks. If you don't read and
obey the instructions fully, it won't work
This requires literacy, and has led to complaints from those who refuse to take thc
time for proper set-up. You'll need to spend
$30 for anew dust cover if you own aSOTA
or Linn, or with most other turntables (ex-

THE ARISTON RD40 TURNTABLE
AND OPUS ARM

cept the VPI), do without. Setting cartridge
overhang and tracking weight can be apain
until you get the (over)hang of it and can

Belt-drive analog turntable. Price: $295 for

pull your own (tracking) weight.

basic turntable; $375 with arm. IMPORTER:

This said, let me go back to the basic
point. Several months of listening, cartridge

cent, Toronto Ontario, M6G 3Y7.

Ariston Audio of America, 591 Melita Cres-

reviews, and other tonearm tests confirm
that the Grado is comparable to the best

Unbelievable as it may seem, not everyone

fixed headshell arms. It is open and

can afford a tonearm and turntable com-
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bination that costs over $1000. The other
95% of the worlds audiophiles must make

ment: the platter is slightly concave, and the
clamp tightly holds the record to the platter

do with something cheaper. The two most

and mat. This gets rid of a considerable

obvious

amount of the extra energy and resonance

of

these

choices

for

U.S.

audiophiles are the AR turntable with the

Ifind in the AR (AR might consider adop-

AR or Sumiko MMT arm, and the Dual

ting asimilar arrangement) and most other

505-11 turntable (which comes with its own

low cost turntables. In fact. the Ariston approaches much more expensive models like

arm). There are, however, anumber of good
British alternatives that receive less atten-

the VPI and Oracle in quality of record

tion, but which still merit consideration.

damping.

These include models from Ariston,

The RD-40 performs well in most other

Dunlop, Townsend (the Elite Rock II),

ways. Its sound.stage has good focus, stabili-

Heybrook, Logic (the Tempo Electronic),

ty, depth, and width. The Oracle, VPI, and

Michell, Mission, Rega, Revolver, and

SOTAs are much more solid and focused,

Walker. These may not be household names

but the RD-40 does better than the Dual

to U.S. audiophiles. but each manufacturer
makes agood and relatively low cost turn-

505-2, and rivals the cheaper AR. Getting

table and tonearm combination.

placement on solid furniture, and prefer-

The Ariston RD-40 is one of these lesser
known products, and is remarkably low

ably not on aspringy floor. Ifound that the
RD-40 does best on awall-mounted shelf.

this performance does, however, require

priced for aBritish import. The basic turn-

The RD-40 has acceptable deep bass

table costs $295, and with the arm, $35. If
you are in the mood, an upgraded version

(though not equal to the VPI or SOTA),

with a DC Hall-effect motor adds about
$100, or you can get the version with both

slightly live midrange, and good but slightly

Hall-effect motor and a heavy platter for

acoustic breakthrough than the AR, and
considerably more so than the SOTA, but is

about $200. Ihaven't tested these upgrades,
but I'd listen hard before Ibought them.
The basic Ariston is agood buy at $295-

good mid- and upper bass, asmooth and
live highs. It is somewhat more sensitive to

still fairly good. It is consistently musical,
although the midrange shows some signs of

$375, but Iwonder about $5004600. The

minor coloration compared to any of the

stock RD-40 sells for only 140 British

top-priced turntables. These colorations

pounds in the UK, and 190 pounds with the

seem to be dependent on both turntable

arm. I'd upgrade to the Ariston RD-80, or to

placement and which arm you use, so Ican-

some other higher cost model, rather than

not describe them precisely, but the colora-

goldplate alow cost original like the RD-40.

tions show up as a loss or gain in the

The basic RD-40, however, is excellent

midrange and upper midrange—this com-

value for money. It's abelt-driven suspen-

pared to the smoothness of aSOTA or VPI.

sion turntable with a remarkably well.

The RD-40 also does not have the speed

machined main bearing assembly. The de-

stability and accuracy of the top competi-

sign uses three heavy aluminum castings:
the base, the chassis, and the platter. The

pitch, and more musical, than cheap direct

end result is visually striking since the

drive units. This shows up in terms of a

motor and suspension are under the platter;
it looks like the platter is rotating on ashort

more stable string and piano sound, and
results in less listening fatigue. The RD-40

column without any box. The tonearm is

may measure much worse than the inex-

mounted on another smaller column.
The unit is quite heavy, and well-built

sounds better.

tion, but sounds much smoother and in

pensive Japanese units, but it definitely

where it counts, although it has an all metal

If you opt for the Opus tonearm, don't

frame and asuspension that scarcely have

expect the end of the world for your 80 ex-

the feedback immunity of an AR or aSOTA.

tra dollars! The arm limits the bass abit, and

There is also agood mat and clamp arrange-

seems to have some midrange problems
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around 500 Hz and at the top of the upper

SME. Uncut hoards are available for the

midrange. The arm is not had for the

adventurous. I'd stick with the Opus or

money. and is better with moving coils than

MMT. Although the MN1T costs three times

the arm on the Dual 505-2, but you still get

as much as the Opus, the Ariston/MMT

no more than you pay for. The sound

combination, at about S520. is only 38%

character of the arm is musical, hut it is ahit

more than the Ariston/Opus combination,

recessed and lacking in bass punch. Setup

and offers significantly better sound.

is also mildly difficult in that the headshell

In short, the Ariston RD-40 and Opus

is removable with aset screw on the bot-

arm are a viable cost-effective alternative

tom, and does not seat precisely on the

for those few high end audiophiles who

tonearm shaft. This makes azimuth adjust-

somehow neglected to inherit all the wealth

ment abit fiddly. You can, however. smooth

they need to fund their hobby. If you have

out the arm's sound by wrapping the

been thinking of the Dual S05-2 or AR, you

tonearm tube with several rounds of Scotch

should also consider the Ariston RD-40. By

fiber tape at the end near the headshell and

the time you read this, it will also incor-

again about one-third of the distance from

porate a few improvements. The Mark II

the pivot.

version will add aspace age dust cover, an

Imuch preferred the RD-40 with the im-

improved suspension, and higher tolerance

proved MMT arm. The bass was better with

machining. An improvement in the suspen-

the MMT. and the midrange and soundstage

sion could be particularly important in

were smoother and more accurate. Precut

making the RD-40 Mark II a top low cost

mounting boards are available for the MMT.

turntable.

—AHC

Grace, Hadcock, Linn. Opus, Signet, and

MORE CARTRIDGES-A SUPPLEMENT
PublisherS note:

third quartz rml in the center of the track, adds

Thor troy some last minute additions to
AMs' cartridge catch-up in lidume 8..Vilin-

mass and rigidity to the track assembly, and
increases the damping. The Triquartz

ber 4Mat couldnt .quite fit. Here avy are It

comes with athicker and much less reso-

will be helpful to re-review bis comments in

nant cover, a much more precise hase

Me earlier report in order to completely un-

(where the arm mounts to it). and oilite

derstand this one

bearings in the end molding to provide a

The Veritas/Clear Audio Cartridge: A Further Addendum
The Souther Triquartz Arm:
An Initial Report

sion of the arm comes with both written

perfect fit without binding. This new ver-

My new sample of the Venus also came

and very handy cassette instructions, and
costs S850—the same price of the original
SLA-3. The SLA-3, in its improved form,
will continue to be available in the U.S. at a

in the form of the regular Clear Audio cart-

cost of S550, and with a new name: the

ridge. which can he mounted in any

Souther Junior.

tonearm (the original Ventas was permanently fixed to aSouffler tonearm tube).

I'll report on the Triquartz in depth in a
later issue, but, briefly, it is amuch improved

It worked with reference quality in the

and easier to set up version of what was

Grado arm, in the excellent new Dynavec-

already one of the top-ranking arms in the

tor 507A, and in the new, improved Tri - world. Preliminary tests confirm that it can
quartz version of the Souther arm.
This improvement to the Souther SLA-3 Im-

provide fine detail equal to or better than
pivoting arms in the $1200 range, and

proved (now designated the Triquartz) adds a superb overall balance when set up with
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the proper mass at the headshell. Unless

tape recorders knows that correct playback

you have alot of confidence in your dealer

requires precise head alignment. Specifical-

to fix you up with the correct mass, check

ly. the gap in the playback head has to be at

with Souther on this (61"-828-5050). I've

the same angle with respect to the tape as

seen some careless installations, and far too

was the record head gap. (Although the

few dealers check the results of their work

gaps could be set at almost any angle, the

with resonance and tracking tests.

standard for audio recorders is 90° with

Other, more massy arms may have

respect to tape motion.) Any discrepancy

somewhat more solid bass and apparent

between the record and play head angles

"life." but the new Souther has superb in-

causes aloss of high frequencies. The wider

formation retrieval over the entire record,

the discrepancy the greater the high -

and an exceptional sweetness that makes it

frequency loss, and the lower the frequen-

the rival of anything I've auditioned. It does

cy at which the HI' attenuation starts.

asuperb job of tracking mildly warped and

Proper alignment for tapes played back
on the recorder on which they were made

eccentric records—s()mething few straightline tonearms can boast of. Highly recom-

is no problem in two-head machines. since

mended for the Appolonians among you.

the record and play heads are one and the

Dionysians will have to use the wrong mass

same. On three-head machines, whether

to get aromantic. but less accurate. sound.

open-reel or cassette, there has to be some

—AHC

means for bringing the record head into
proper alignment with the play head. This

Errata re. the Grado 8MR and
10MR

is usually done by means of an adjustment
screw that varies the sideward tilt of the

There were some erroneous specifica-

record head. And whether two-head or

tions in the discussion of the Grado cart-

three-head, open-reel or cassette, the play

ridges that appeared in \blume 8. Number
they might have led you to think that the

head has to be aligned to that 90 °standard,
so that tapes made on other machines will
play with full high frequency response.

8MR and 10MR spec out almost the same. In
fact, they differ. The 8MR offers 500 ohms

In open-reel machines, the tape is guided

impedance, possesses 20 millihenries in-

by fixtures that, like the heads, are rigidly

ductance, and has an output of

mV. The

attached to the deck. It is these guides, and

10NIR offers only 200 ohms impedance. has
aminiscule 10 mH impedance, and puts out

nothing else, that determine the path of

2mV. Sorry for the error, Joe.

need be aligned only once, with full con-

—LA

tape motion. So the record and play heads
fidence that any tape will pass by both
heads at the same angle and, in the case of

MOBILE FIDELITY
SOUND LAB
GEO-TAPE

guidance external to the cassette, so the
cassette shell becomes asignificant factor in

An alignment tape for audio cassette

the tape's motion and alignment with the
heads. Due to variations in the design and

recorders and players. Requires no test

pre-recorded tapes, at the same angle at
which it was recorded.
In cassette decks, however, the tape is
guided by rollers in the shell. There is little

equipment. Source: reviewer's purchase.

manufacture of shells, there is no guarantee
that the tape will sit exactly perpendicular

Price: $16. MANUFACTURER: Mobile
Fidelity Sound Lab. P.O. Box 919.

with respect to the heads, or that even if it
does at one point it will do so for all points

Chatsworth, CA 91311.

along the tape. Even worse, when the tape

Anyone who knows anything at all about

passes through the shell at the wrong angle
it is likely that the error will be in the op-
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posite direction when the tape is flipped
(We r.

These variables of tape motion require

these firms duplicate on Nakamichi
machines, which push the pressure pad
away from the tape. If your machine allows

that any three-head cassette deck which

the pad to touch the tape, it may introduce

purports to extract the best possible performance from cassettes have some means of

enough skew to twist the tape out of alignment with the head. So we're back where

aligning the record head with the play head

we started!

for each cassette. These variables also make

The only solution is to get an alignment

it difficult to find the "correct" alignment

tape you can trust. For open-reel this is

for the playback head, which has been con-

easy; several companies make them, with

firmed by my experience.
Ihave owned or used several open-reel

the most popular being from Magnetic
Reference Labs. (MRL is one of those all-

decks, and Ihave never found one that ar-

too-rare firms where the president answers

rived with its play head misaligned. On the

your technical questions on the phone.)

other hand, Ihave never seen any cassette

Finding agood alignment cassette is much

deck that did have its play head properly

more difficult—or was before the Geo-Tape

aligned. This is partly due to the fact that
cassette decks are flimsier than open-reel

came along. This product may not be
perfect, but it's astep in the right direction.

decks, and the heads are more likely to get

A head alignment tape traditionally has

knocked out of alignment during shipping.

some high frequency (anywhere from 10

Another reason for the difference may he

kHz to 16 kHz) recorded with "standard"

the relative ease with which a "perfect"

alignment. The play head is adjusted until

open-reel alignment tape may be made.' It is
extremely difficult to do this with acassette

maximum output is obtained from both
channels, simultaneously. (You do not align

and so there is probably alot more variabili-

record heads with atest tape. You first make

ty among cassette alignment tapes than

sure the play head is aligned, then adjust

among open-reel. Since the technician who

the record head for maximum output from

aligns your deck before you buy it is pro-

that play head.) Alternatively, an oscillo-

bably using atape that was not made by the

scope X-Y (Lissajous) display 2 may be used
to align for least interchannel phase error.

deck's manufacturer, this variability may
make it appear that the head is misaligned,
whether or not it really is.

In either case, test equipment is required;
head alignment is not done "by ear." Yet

you cannot expect the average recordist to
In short, there is no guarantee that the
cassette deck you bought has properly loobe dragging out an AC voltmeter, let alone
aligned heads, even if the technician fussed an oscilloscope, every time he needs his
over it all afternoon. And although recorded

head checked (his tape head, that is). A head

cassettes are duplicated on open-reel equip-

alignment that may be reliably performed

ment, they are then loaded into shells
which may skew the tape so much that full

by ear would be highly desirable, and that's

high- frequency response is not obtained in

what the Geo- Tape allows one to do.
It's aclever approach. MFSL has recorded

Not all cassettes are duplicated on open-

the identical noise (hiss) signal on both
tracks, but with opposite electrical polarity.

reel machines. Delos, dbx, Direct-to-Tape,

If mixed together at identical levels, these

and Mobile Fidelity make real-time (I-to-1
speed) copies on cassette decks. Some of

the heads, you set your preamp for mono

IOne recitals ahigh-frequent) test tone on the tape, then
flips the tape over and "plays" it through its ham- material.
with the oxide surface away from the head surface. The
head alignment is then changed slightly in both directions. If either change increases the signal output, the
recording head was not exactly perpendicular to the tape
direction.

2A Lissajous (pronounced "lissip0") pattern is obtained
by feeding one recorder output to the scope's vertical inputs, the other channel to its horizontal inputs. Vt hen the
two channels have the same level and identical phase, the
screen will show asingle straight 4S-degree line. Phase
shift is indicated by the line separating int() two. If phase
shift becomes great enough. she trace ha-comes first an
oval and then acircle.

your recorder. What's alistener to do?
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hiss signals will cancel each other. To align

10"

and then adjust the play head azimuth for

Rather, it allows you to tweak your play-

minimum audible output. If the head is not
properly aligned, it will not read identical-

head alignment (by ear) for a particular

level signals from the two tracks, and

easily return to its original (Geo-tape) align-

cancellation will be incomplete. Note

ment just as easily.

recording, with the knowledge that you can

however that any minor misalignment be-

Its use when you get your new cassette

tween the two halves of the stereo head will

deck home is obvious. Less obvious is its

make it impossible to get complete hiss

use before you buy the deck. Ifound it was

cancellation. The object is to achieve

impossible to get a perfect "null" from

minimum hiss (a null).

many decks; some residual noise remained.

The heads in the mastering deck used by
MFSL are aligned with a BASF reference

This isn't surprising; both channels of atape
deck can't be absolutely identical. However,

tape (rather than by the "absolute" techni-

with some decks there was aslight once-

que described earlier), so the Geo-Tape is,

per-revolution "jump" in the noise level

at best, a secondary reference. Still, that

which indicated periodic changes in the

does not keep it from being immensely

tape skew Whether this was connected

useful.

with some transport characteristic, or was
an idiosyncrasy of the cassette housing, is

After setting the head alignment of my

Nakamichi 680 to match the Geo-Tape, I not clear.
found Iwas unable to audibly improve the
What is clear is that the depth of the null,
sound of any of my existing tapes, or any
and how well the null is maintained, is
commercial tapes, by further alignmentdependent (in part) on the quality of the
tweaking. Even if the Geo-Tape isn't
perfect, its errors are well within the range

deck's heads, electronics, and transport.
The Geo-Tape could make it easier to

of the errors of other alignment tapes and

separate the sheep from the wolves, so to

commercial recordings. So you can use it
without fear that you're going to louse

speak, when shopping. 3

something up (unless your machine was

easy to align a playback head as it is to

badly out of alignment in the first place).

In short, the Geo-Tape makes it almost as
demagnetize it. It virtually guarantees that

This is the real advantage of the Geo-

all your cassette decks will be aligned to the

Tape. It doesn't matter whether or not it
brings your heads into "perfect" alignment,

same standard, regardless of when you purchase them. Highly recommended. —BS

although it seems to be so close that any difference is only measurable, not audible.

3That's agood analogy. Bill. but what do you want to huy
in atape deck. asheep or awolf?
—LA

CROWN PZ1V-319 PRESSURE ZONE
MICROPHONE
Boundary microphone, hemispherical pattern, with electret capsule. Source imped-

standard 3-pin XLR connectors. Price:

ance: 150 ohms (at interface output). Rec-

ternational Inc., 1718 Mishawak Rd.,

ommended load impedance: 1000 ohms.
THD: 3% at 150 dB SPL. Uses two 9-volt

Elkhart, IN 46517. (219) 294-5571.

11360 each. MANUFACTURER: Crown In-

alkaline batteries (500 hours continuous

The boundary microphone is not anew idea.

operation), or may be phantom-powered
from 18 to 48 volts. All components use

It was conceived as asolution to aproblem
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that occurs when microphones sit close to
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the stage or to awall.

became possible with the introduction of

To understand this, picture amicrophone
pair several feet from astring quartet, the

miniature electret condenser capsules with

mikes level with the violins (about 3.5'
above the stage). Since recordings are rarely
made in carpeted rooms, the sound which
reaches the microphones will be amixture

integral FET preamps. These extremely
small capsules (those in the PZM-315 are
less than aI/4 "square) offer the potential
of extended high-frequency response and
very short rise and fall times (good transient

of the direct sound from the instruments

response). At the same time, the high gain

and strong reflections from the stage.

and low noise of the FET amps make it

Obviously, the reflected sound will have

possible to amplify the miniscule output of

travelled alonger distance than the direct

such asmall element without having the

when it reaches the microphone. At fre-

signal swathed in noise.

quencies where the difference in path length

Ed Long constructed several mikes using
this technology, and produced recordings

is an odd multiple of ahalf-wavelength, the
reflected sound will he anti-phase with

with what he dubbed the "Pressure Zone"

respect to direct, and will result in cancella-

process. The name is trademarked, and

tion. At frequencies where the difference is

Crown's microphones are licensed to use

an even multiple of ahalf-wavelength, reflected sound will be in-phase with respect

this designation. However, the principle of
operation is considered "obvious to anyone

to direct, and will result in reinforcement.

skilled in the art," hence unpatentahle.

Because the stage is highly reflective, the
result is arecorded sound with alternating

small case connected to the mike with a

holes and peaks (of about 6dB!) in its frequency spectrum. This is certainly undesir-

short cable (supplied). The PX -18 interface
uses atransformer; the PA-I8 is an active

able if one is miking asolo instrument under

amplifier. (The transformer unit has lower

The power supply and preamp are in a

studio conditions, since it severely colors

noise, the active amplifier lower distortion.)

the sound.

The Crown PZ mikes come in avariety of

The closer the microphone is to the stage,

configurations, from tie-clip mounted and

the smaller the difference in path length

hand-held to the studio/live-recording con-

between direct and reflected sounds. Since

figuration reported on here.

the frequency of the first null is inversely

A PZ mike must be mounted on alarge
flat surface (boundary) to achieve full bass
response. The most obvious such boundary

proportional to the path difference, lowering the mike will have the beneficial effect
of raising that frequency. And since succeeding nulls and peaks are multiples of the
first null frequency, ahigher null frequency
means that they will he more widely

is astage floor, hut this has obvious limitations. Two PZMs on the floor become a
spaced pair of hemi-directional pickups,

separated. Thus, there will he fewer peaks

whereas most amateur recordists prefer
coincident mikes.

and dips. (These effects are explained in any
good book on recording technique. See

created by mounting PZ mikes on opposite

pages 131-133 of John Eargle's Sound

sides of a suitable barrier. The barrier is

Recording.)
If the mike were directly on the stage,

usually a2' diameter circle, or a2' square,
of 1/4 "Plexiglas. The position of the mikes

there would he so little difference in the

on the barrier is important. Just as the out-

path lengths that this effect would he eliminated. Several companies make aspecial

put of adriver is diffracted when it reaches

Fortunately, a coincident pair may be

the edge of the enclosure, so the sound

stage mount (usually of flexible foam) for

reaching the PZ microphone is diffracted by

just this purpose.

the edge of the boundary. The lowest fre-

About ten years ago, it occurred to Ed

quency at which principal diffraction ef-

IDng that amicrophone specifically designed

fects occur is determined by the distance of

to sit on the floor would be agood idea. It

the microphone from the edge of the
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barrier.
It is wise to locate the microphones

The reason for this is that there is another
source of coloration not explained in the

asymmetrically on the barrier. This textbooks, and probably known only to
distributes the diffraction effects over a myself—no kidding! In the concert hall, the
range of frequencies. rather than allowing most important components of the amthem to "pile up" at 4)ne. Centering the

bience arrive to the side of your head, say

mike on acircular barrier is the worst case

about ±45 degrees from a line drawn
through your ears. The brain recognizes

set -up, because the distance from the
center to the edge is the same for all posi-

this as ambience, rather than just muddling

tions on the edge. Therefore, the mike cap-

it together with the direct sound, because it

sule must not be centered on adisc, or the
diffraction effects will all be at the same fre-

arrives from the sides.
Conventional stereo and quad recordings

quency (about 280 Hz). Moving the mike

lose this directional information. The

just afew inches off-center eliminates this.
A square barrier is even better. Not only

direction as the direct. The brain can no

delayed sounds now come from the same

is it easier to obtain (Plexiglas comes in rec-

longer isolate them, so they are not heard as

tangular sheets), hut the distance from

ambience. Instead, they combine with the

center to edge varies—particularly if you

direct sound, introducing horrendous

offset the mike from the center. The most

colorations.
This is not just theory; Ihave tapes which
demonstrate the effect. Although the PZMs

even distribution of diffraction effects
would place them at third-octave intervals.

remove the wrong coloration, it is never" theless heard as an improvement, simply
because it results in areduction of over-all

For a2' square sheet, this means placing the
mike capsule forward by 3". and up by

(from the center)!
The harrier must be made of Plexiglas or

some similar material. Glass and metal are

coloration.
My first test of the 3ISs was perfunctory,

not acceptable, principally because neither
is sufficiently "dead" acoustically.

TC-4v mikes. Using my -4-channel Otani I

Many advantages are claimed for PZMs
and. by extension, for any boundary mike.

was able to make instantaneous comparisons between the two mike sets by

13y the very nature of their use, their fre-

simply listening to their respective tracks.

involving adirect comparison to my PML

quency response is identical in all direc-

The results were so promising that Idecid-

tions. A moving source will not change in

ed to convert the PZMs to the coincident

character, and ambience will be reproduced
with the same sonic flavor as the direct

setup described above.
If you're a long-time reader of Stereo-

sound.
Another supposed advantage is the

pink, you may remember that JGH ranked

reduction in coloration brought about by
the suppression of stage reflections. But a
bit of thought suggests that this is not an advantage. Consider: if you stand at the mike
position and the sound is "good — ,part of
that "goodness" is the coloration produced

the PML TC-4v just ashade below the classic
Sony C500. Well, to say that the Crown
PZMs whip the TC-4v by acountry mile is
an understatement!
Two or three layers of darkness are lifted;
it's as if a brilliant light has been turned on
the orchestra. Detailing is noticeably im-

by the stage reflections. In theory, removing

proved, and, best of all, coloration is drasti-

them would only make the sound less ac-

cally reduced. The TC-4v sounds "lumpy,"

curate. But in practice, it actually improves

as if its response was full of little peaks. dips,

the sound.

and tiny resonances. By comparison, the
315 sounds ruler-flat.

IFor othcr •ileN you can calculate the necessary location
as folio.. move the the mike forward (or hack Ifrom the
center hy an amount proponional to the cube mot of two.
and up (or down) by an amount proportional to the
square of the cube root of two.

With respect to coloration, afunny thing
happened when Irecorded The Little Orchestra of Princeton. The conductor
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wanted the mikes well back, for a good
blend. This is the setup she had requested

And although several pages show typical

for previous recordings, and, since the or-

mike setups for a variety of applications,
not one of them shows the use of PZMs on

chestra was paying, Igave them what they
wanted.

aplate or disc. Crown wants you to write
for a booklet of application notes; why

Iwasn't happy with what Iheard at the
mike position: the orchestra seemed too far

can't it be included with the mikes?

away. Worse, the sound was quite electronic
(a common problem in auditoriums). Lo
and behold, on the recording the sound
was much closer, and the colorations were
gone! This was one of those rare situations
where the recording was legitimately "better" than the live sound (i.e., it sounded
more like the orchestra should sound). Jerry

In summary, despite the inconvenience
of hauling and mounting four square feet of
Plexiglas, and the imaging problem, the
PZMs are now my preferred mikes. They are
livelier, more detailed, and far less colored
than anything Ihave used before.
The combination of digital recording and
PZM mikes has produced "best recording
we've heard of our orchestra" comments

Bruch of Posthorn Recordings says that he

from more than one group. This does not
has never had this experience, and is at a prove that the PZM/PCM setup is more acloss to explain it.
curate, but it does show that people like it
When used on a 2' square barrier, the
better than what they're used to hearing.
PZM-31Ss are supposed to be flat to 80 Hz.
Rumor has it that aspate of boundary
Below that frequency, they roll off until

mikes is on the way from AKG, Milab (PML),

they're about 6dB down at 40 Hz, at which

Neumann. Schoeps, and others. If they're
better than the Crown.s, they'll be incredible

point the response flattens out. Although in
principle Idislike the rolloff, in practice I
appreciated it. Outside the studio, there is
often agreat deal of low-frequency garbage
This junk is usually more audible during
playback, because of coupling between thc
speakers at low frequencies. This shelf in
the response seems to help, because the
PZM3ISs are free from the kind of exaggerated, "billowing" bass I'm used to getting from other mikes.
With headphones, the PX3ISs give the
best spread of sound and the least "in thc
head" effect 1 have heard from a nonbinaural recording. On the other hand, imaging with loudspeakers tended to be
left/right, without the smoother spread I
was accustomed to getting with my conventional mikes. Oddly, closing my eves completely removed this "detent" effect, and
gave one of the smoothest spreads I've ever
heard from regular stereo miking. This effect may have been caused by my proximity
to the speakers (Acoustat Sixes), or perhaps
to our seeing such alarge sound source.
The instruction manual is not had, with
lots of technical specs, a glossary, and

—BS

STRAIGHT WIRE
¡HE MUSIC CONDUCTOR

LSI INTERCONNECT
LINEAR SERIES IMPEDANCE is an important development that advances the state of the art in music
reproduction.
Other audio cables add tonal colorations and mask musical information
due to non-linear series impedance
This problem, caused by inductance
and "skin effect", begins at midrange frequencies. LSI INTERCONNECT is the ONLY cable with "wideband" impedance linearity (±001
ohm from 100 to 20,000 HZ for a
two meter length). Special copper
conductors, an air-space dielectric,
and custom teflon-insulated plugs
are essential features that enable
STRAIGHT WIRE LSI INTERCONNECT
to achieve incomparable sonic accuracy.

several useful schematics. The writing,

O. Box 78, Hollywood, FL 33022

though, is not up to Crown's usual standard.

(305) 925-2470
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T

he desirability of disc clamping has

been recognized since the first use of the
phonograph disc player at the turn of the
century. The founding fathers of the phonograph and gramophone, Thomas Edison and
Emile Berliner. devised clamping techniques
which, in derivative form, are still in use to-

The Use
And Abuse
Of Vacuum
Clamping

day. In fact, the two most viable clamping
systems (screwdown and vacuum clamp)
had both been employed by the beginning
of the twentieth century. From the very
onto the spindle to exert enough force to

beginning, Berliner had aclamp that screwed

You may ask, Why use such an elaborate
answer to aproblem that seems, on the sur-

overcome the record slippage which was a

face, soluble by simpler methods? The

major problem due to high drag from the
heavy acoustical pickups of the day.

may minimize the effects of record prob-

Edison, on the other hand, anticipated

lems to some degree, they are not cure-alls.

the future use of lighter and less rigid
materials for discs, devising avacuum holddown system. This system was universally
accepted by the record industry when the
thick wax blanks used for mastering were
replaced by lighter, thinner, acetate-coated

answer is that whereas simpler methods

Reflex clamping effects an improvement in
disc performance, but cannot produce the
flatness or intimacy of contact achieved by
vacuum. This flatness and intimacy of contact are necessary to eliminate the four primary problems we were trying to overcome.

aluminum blanks. Ironically, both systems
fell into disuse for record playback—until
the 19 70s.
First to re-emerge was the mechanical
clamp, whose various forms culminated in
the dedicated screwdown reflex system.
Although used for different reasons, this
system bears an uncanny resemblance to

Thomas Edison
and
Emile Berliner
devised clamping techniques
which are still in use today.

the original Berliner device. In the later
seventies we saw the reappearance of
vacuum clamping, in both the add-on
market and dedicated integral forms. It was

The first and most obvious problem is

at this point that SOTA became involved

subsonic energy generated by the playing
of warped records. This is an all-pervasive

with

vacuum

clamping.

It was obvious to us that designing aturn-

problem that stresses all aspects of the

table to meet all the needs of the modern

record-playing system, both mechanical

record would require an active clamping
device. Vacuum was the logical choice for
us. since it had already proven itself both in

amplitude (relative to the recorded signal) is
generated by the vertical excursion of the

and electronic. Energy of enormous

the recording industry and other engineering applications. Where cost limitations were

stylus on a warped record. Due to the

afactor, we recommended reflex clamping

tridge suspensions, sonic degradation from
intermodulation of the audio signal by the

for use with our standard Sapphire turntable.
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nonlinear visco-elastomers used in all car-
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subsonic

warp

frequencies

occurs

which results presents the brain with a

immediately.
This subsonic signal is also passed on by

psycho-acoustic dilemma: How to syn-

the

its

tle sonic clues are continuously being

degrading effects, dependent on the par-

altered in arandom manner? The brain cannot so synthesize without creating uncer-

system's

electronics,

where

ticular design, will manifest to varying

thesize acoherent sonic picture when sub-

degrees. This typically causes circuits to be

tainty in the soundstage, and the process

driven into nonlinear regions (even into
clipping), a problem exacerbated by the

can possibly result in severe listening
fatigue.

bass boost of the RIAA network. The

We see, therefore, that the disc has to

amplified subsonic signal is passed on to
the speakers, where it produces woofer ex-

make intimate and uniform contact with the
mat, and must also be as nearly flat as possi-

cursions far in excess of even the lowest

ble in order to relieve the record playing

bass notes, and causes yet further intermodulation distortion by forcing the driver

and the listener of psycho-acoustic stress.

process of mechanical and electronic stress.

to operate in its nonlinear regions. At the

Having identified the problems soluble

extreme, speakers bottom out and, at the

by avacuum hold-down system, our next

very least, evince doppler distortion.
The second major record-playing prob-

job was to figure out how to execute such a
system. It was apparent to us that the only

lem is commonly referred to as warp wow

satisfactory implementation would be a

and flutter, in reality afrequency modula-

continuous vacuum system. The alternative

tion of the audio by the warp frequencies.

was the intermittent or one-shot vacuum

This is the result of the back-and-forth mo-

system, rejected because it cannot provide

tion created by the stylus's movement up

aconstant hold-down force from beginning

and down through an arc determined by

to end of the playing time. The inconsisten-

the length of the cantilever. This form of

cy of hold-down force would result in a

distortion has an apparent effect similar to

constantly changing sonic character. The

the IM distortion produced by the nonlinear

amount of this variation is dependent on

suspension of the cartridge, and in extreme
cases may be mistaken for speed inconsist-

the efficiency of the vacuum integrity; in
worst cases complete loss of vacuum would

ency in turntables.

result, before completion of play. The only

The third problem, again warp-related, is
incipient mistracking due to variations in

initial levels of vacuum, which can create

vertical tracking force caused by the instan-

other problems.

taneous acceleration of the cartridge/tone-

Our next step was to investigate the
amount of vacuum necessary to achieve

arm effective mass.
The final problem is complex resonances

way to avoid this problem is the use of high

our objective. From our initial research, we

within the vinyl of the disc, excited by the

found the minimum average vacuum need-

stylus tip as it plays the record. This has two

ed to hold adisc flat to he just under 1" of

notable manifestations: first, an emphasis in

Hg. Using our mat, the highest average

the upper bass/lower midrange regions.

vacuum allowable before the overcoupling

caused by the bulk resonance of the vinyl.

effects of the mat became noticeable was

with some associated time/amplitude

3" of Hg. The use of the term "average"

anomalies (smearing); second, localized
complex resonances (LCR) resulting from

bench tests using a wide selection of

imperfect disc contact with the platter mat.
Each area of the record's surface has adif-

takes into consideration the results of many
records, and the resultant figures were

ferent characteristic dispersion of stylus-

verified by many listening sessions to
establish minimum and maximum levels,

induced energy, caused by the different

based on listener preference, of the vacuum

degrees of contact between record and mat.

with different records.

The constantly changing sonic signature
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There was another issue to be dealt with.
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first raised by aman of considerable scien-

by single-shot or intermittent systems.

tific intellect. Mike Wright of Dayton-

however, could reach its much as 15" of Hg

Wright: the outgassing of plastomers under

at the outset. We were not. therefore, sur-

excessive vacuum. He postulated that if the
vapor pressure of those plastomers exceed-

prised at reports from owners of these systems who complained of what they per-

ed the "atmosphere" underneath the disc

ceived as increased surface noise due to

(very low, due to the vacuum), the

dust or grit becoming embedded in the sur-

plastomers would, in effect. "boil off." leaving the surface of the vinyl. To satisfy his

faces of the discs; this was felt to be exacerbated by hard record-playing surfaces. Our

own curiosity, he subjected arecord to 10"

results showed, however, that the surfaces

of Fig for 6 hours: the exposure destroyed

of these discs had become entered, consist-

the record surface.

ent with the outgassing of plastomers.

We therefore set about to determine what

In summation, when designing a turn-

level of vacuum would reach the vapor

table to satisfy all the dynamic and inter-

pressure of these plastomers. We found that

related needs of table, arm, and cartridge,

four factors had to he considered: amount

we are still left with the problems inherent

of vacuum, length of time under vacuum:

in the records themselves. Vacuum hold-

ambient temperature at which the ex-

down systems reduce thee problems to the

periments were made; and the particular

point that they are no longer the limiting
factors in record reproduction, and, if ap-

vinyl tOrmulation used on the record.
Under real world conditions, we discovered no evidence of surface deterioration

plied properly. they do no damage to the
vinyl. In the two years since doing this

for vacuums of less than "'" of Hg; at 3" of

research. the correct functioning of our

Hg there was no deterioration under any

SOTA vacuum systems has corroborated its

circumstances. The initial vacuums achieved

validity.
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•HIghest Quality Parts
.Regulated High Current,
Low Impedance Power Supply
.Fully Automatic Muting with
Separate Mute Switch
.Premium-imported Tubes
•CustOm-Wound Transformer
.0-Feedback High Level Section
•Precision Machined Non-Magnetic
Chassis Parts and Control Knobs
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aUalltv musical reproduction.
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APAX MARKETING
for nearest dealer call 14151 463-2380

Music Interface Technologies
How many people know that Bruce Brisson created such
noteworthy products as Interlink Reference ,Powerline'. 2,
Spectral MH-750® ,and Spectral MI-500® ?
How many people know that Bruce Brisson designs and produces these MIT products?
MH-750 Music Hose critically acclaimed for its neutrality, clarity, dimension, frequency response, and dynamic range
MI-330 interconnect designed to equal MH-750 in performance
MH-650 moderately priced, high-performance Music Hose
(MH) with the neutrality and clarity unique to Bruce Brisson's
products
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Research and Development:

Distribution:

Music Interface Technologies
3037 Grass Valley Highway, Ste 8212
Auburn, CA 95603
(916) 888-0395

Transparent Audio Marketing
P.O. Box 117, Rt. 202
Hollis, ME 04042
(207) 929-4553

Interlink Reference' and Powerline , 2are registered tradenames of MonsterCable'
Products, Inc., 101 Townsend St., San Francisco, CA 94107.
Spectral MH-750 and Spectral MI-500' are registered tradenames of Spectral Audio
Associates, 550 Weddell Dr., Sunnyvale, CA 94089.

ELECTROCOMPANIET
MUSIC INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES
PRISMA
RESPONS
VAN DEN HUL MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES
audio interfaces that faithfully reveal the source
Transparent Audio Marketing (formerly Electrocompaniet,
Inc.) distributes these finest audio products. We are committed
to the philosophy that the best transducer is neutral and
transparent. Many products are designed to overshadow or
compensate for shortcomings that some other products or
source material may possess Although this approach to component matching may result in pleasing musical effects, we
believe that these effects obscure the true artistic intent of the
music and performance in acoustical space. Transparent
Audio Marketing asociates only with products that were
designed to reveal the source.
We challenge music lovers and audiophiles to ask us more
about these bold statements and the products that reflect our
philosophy.
hansparent Audio Marketing, Inc.
Box 117, Rt. 202 • Hollis, ME 04042 • (207) 929-4553

Where to Buy Stereophile
The following loyal & beloved high fidelity dealers sell Stereophile over their counters, thereby
qualifying for this list of saints! They also suffer slings and arrows in the form of unfavorable
reviews of products they sell—but somehow survive, nevertheless.
Dealers interested in selling Stereophile should telephone Gail Anderson at 505 982-2366.
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Ariston Audio of America

ponents. It is equally true that few make

Editor:

this sort of investment until the matching

Thank you for your thoughtful and

components virtually demand it. The RD-*()

positive review of the Ariston RD-I0 turn-

system of turntables allows the turntable to

table. Long recognized in Europe as an ex-

keep pace with the evolution of the rest of

cellent and affordable turntable, your

the system. Buying an RD-to not only op-

review marks its first real recognition in U.S.

timized the existing hi-fi system, it

circles. It was especially gratifying to note

minimizes further investment by being able

that the table stood very well in comparison

to grow to meet the demands of any subse-

to several well known reference standards

quent acquisitions of other components.

wsting many times more than the RD-11).
The only comment Iwould like to make

As noted in the review, one should listen
carefully belbre parting with the additional

regards the merits of our more expensive

money. Iagree wholeheartedly with that

models—the RD-to Plus with the DC

caveat. Idon't think anyone will he disap-

motor, and the RD-to Superieur with the DC
motor and the heavy platter and springs.

pointed by what they hear.

Our own listening tests and the reactions of

Again, let me thank •alta for most kind
words about the RD-to.

our dealers and their customers have shown

Rick Gregory
Toronto. Ontario. Canada

that the RD-to Plus and the RD-10 Superieur.
when equipped with superior tonearms
and cartridges, do in fact bring the tables'
performance closer to those of the
reference standards. And in the case of the

Nova Electro -Acoustics CPA-100
Preamplifier

RD-81 Superieu r. those standards are equalled

Editor:

or surpassed—and still for less money.

We were delighted to read Steve Watkin-

The RD-81 was not designed as asingle

son's perceptive report on the Nova

moderately priced model, offering two optional upgrades. It was designed as three

accurately described many of the CPA-1(M's

separate and distinct products sharing com-

sonic virtues, which we have achieved by

mon design features, notably the chassis.

using an all-discrete. all JFET gain-block

subchassis. and main bearing. Each RD-t0
model is offered to the public as aseparate

design.

factory-built product. The unique feature
of the design lies in its modularity. Pur-

in head amp so as to provide the purchaser
with the greatest number of options when

CPA-100 (\iguane 8. Number 3). Steve has

The CPA-100 was configured with aplug-

chasers of the RD-to or RD-to Plus may

putting together or upgrading his system.

retroactively acquire features of the more

Since many audiophiles already own an

expensive models without having to jet-

outboard step-up device, or are using a

tison the hulk of their original purchase. (I

high-output cartridge, we did not feel that

should add that the packaging of the

they should have to pay extra for abuilt-in

original retro kits proved to be unsatisfac-

head amp. By the

tory and this is currently bring reworked to

want to use moving-coils can do so conve-

make them more "user friendly.)
Why offer this kind of choice? It is true

same

token, those who

niently by adding the PPA-101 head amp
card for only S300. Sonically, the advan-

that a S1500 turntable, arm and cartridge

tages of not needing an extra set of

combination will achieve significant im-

premium interconnect cables and avoiding

provements in almost any hi-fi system.

unnecessary mechanical contacts in the

regardless off the nature of the other corn-

signal path is certainly worth considering.
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DOMESTIC
HARMONY
Superior Sound
Quality
For information on the
QED Hi-Fi System or
QED Audio accessories
call or write:

MAY AUDIO MARKETING LTD.
646 Guimond Blvd.
Longueuil, Que. J4G 1P8
Tel: (514) 651-5707

A

JANS BASS SYSTEM

FOR MANY YEARS A
REFERENCE STANDARD FOR SUBWOOFER PERFORMANCE
ITS THE CHOICE WHEN ONLY THE BEST WILL DO

ASK FOR OUR COMPLETE LITERATURE THE REFERENCE BASS SYSTEM

JOH\ VAROVSKIS ,A,,D10 SYSTEMS, NC

2889 Roeding AvenLe, Bronx, N

trk10461 (212) 892A19

Correct impedance loading is easily achieved
by selecting from four input impedances

Plurison—The Elipson Speakers
Editor:

(5.62 ohms, 40.2 ohms, 600 ohms, and pro-

Re: Your report on the Chicago CES.

vision for plugging in a resistor of your
choice). Three gain settings (14, 20, and 26

We are the Canadian distributors for the
Elipson products. The Elipson company in

dB) allow the head amp to achieve the op-

France asked us to answer to you on the

timum signal-to-noise ratio for any given

report they received because we are getting

moving-coil cartridge.

closer to the publishing date and com-

Product improvements that may occur
are always available to our customers for a

munications are faster between Canada and
the LS. than between Europe and the LS.

nominal charge. Because of this update

First, be sure Iam glad you took some of

policy and our plug-in head amp option,

your precious time to visit our stand. Natu-

CPA-100 owners have never had to fear that
their preamp will become obsolete.

rally we do not agree with your comments.
It is certainly not the general feeling Ihave

In closing, we would like to mention that

received from the people from many other

the CPA-100 has only one tape loop, not

magazines who had the opportunity to

two, as your summary specifications indicated. We now offer the preamp in black

discuss your judgment which is, Iam sure,

with genuine oak side panels as an alter-

very good.

native to our popular silver with walnut or
oak. The current price of the CPA-100 is
$1995.
Again, we appreciate your insight and
thoroughness.
Dick Schoener
Los Angeles, CA

Symdex Audio Systems
Editor:

evaluate our products. However, Iwill not

You will certainly agree with us that a
Show is not asuitable place to make afair
evaluation. Maybe, as you suggest in your
writeup, we should not have used the room
if we did not find it acceptable. But imagine
our disappointment if, after that long trip
from France, we would not have been able
to plug them in!
Please take note that if you want to listen

Ienjoy your magazine and find it quite
informative. In this spirit of providing information to your readers Iwould like to make
acorrection to Bill Sommerwerck's article

more carefully, in amore appropriate environment, we will be glad to loan you a
pair to complete your evaluation.
D. Jacques, President

in the July issue. On page 52 of Volume 8
number

3 in

the CES wrap-up section.

regarding the Merlin loudspeaker. Bill indicates it "appears to be the first American
speaker with built-in spikes." Symdex has
been using special built-in spikes in our
speakers for over ayear (the debut was the
summer CES, 1984), having recognized the
enormous sonic benefits of doing so. In
fact, we are now offering our "Spikes" in a
kit for installation into any type of speaker
or stand (list price of $35.00 for a set of
eight). Further information can be obtained
from Symdex Audio Systems, Inc., Box
8037, Boston, MA 02114, (617) 281-4447
Ithank you for this opportunity to inform your readers. Keep up the good work
at the magazine.
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Montreal, Quebec, Canada
This is a most polite answer to what must
he conceded was a very negative review
The policy of -reviewing" products based
on their performance at a CES is under
review itself—see

As

We

See It" in this

issue.

The New York Audio Labs
Moscode 600
Editor:

In reviewing AHC's review Igive it extremely high marks, but alas it also exhibits
some significant flaws.
AHC is accurate in stating that Ibelieve
that

all

audio

devices

are

musical

Leland Wallace

instruments—including the listener and the

Boston, MA

listening room. The question of what is

Stereophile
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Rarely have Science and Art served
Music so well.

)1

Essence speakers provide innovative answers

A,

in the areas of acoustical wavelaunch properties, vibrational isolation,
minimal diffraction, and
maximum information
retrieval.
Priced from 5750 per pair

essence
Essence

1918 South 33rd Street

Lincoln, NE 68506

402/488-4569

}

"musical" and "accurate" in electronics
nests in the sable aerie with "Which is the

travagant gift? Did he think Iwas trying to

appropriate piano for playing Beethoven

order more, as Christmas presents for their

bribe him? Ifantasized that reviewers would

Sonatas—Bosendorfer, Beckstein, or Stein-

friends. Ihave failed miserably. Oddly

way?" Or is AHC pirouetting about ator-

enough, AHC's criticism to the effect that I

turous cognitive/engineering question:

should have been more genital recently

How does one create asystem of audio gizmos whose job it is to create the illusion of

send all reviewers. ..1 better not say.

crossed my mind. Perhaps next year Ishould

alive event, which has infinite variations,

(3) AHC's murderous impulses. Why does

using source material which is fractional.

AHC hate Prokofiev and would prefer him

condensed and manipulated? Iwould like

to have been murdered? As apunishment

to suggest that one of the best answers to

for such thoughts Ithink AHC should be
forced to either take some ballet classes

the above question is. "Intuitively and with
tubes."
An important design goal for us is
"musical intimacy." Who wants to listen to

with me or listen to old Dynaco transistor
equipment ...or both!
In closing, let me suggest that AHC's

music in the home if it doesn't have a caveat is well taken: we design equipment
for people who are confident in their
palpable physicality? We seek to create an illusion which is sensual, tactile, and vivid.
Helping AHC conjure up his own romantic
musical past is proof that we are achieving

musical perceptions. We think music lovers
are being offered an affordable new alternative to all tube circuits. Check it out—and

our goal. AHC may call this romantic; Icall
it the luscious imperative—just like the real

by all means request some of our literature.

thing.
The fact that this new circuitry has

goose bumps.

You might experience state-of-the-art
Harvy Rosenberg
Croton on Hudson, NY

already achieved such high marks for
musicality is testament to the essential
"rightness" of Julius Futterman's original
tube/MOSFET concept. Though Isatirize

Souther Engineering—The
Ventas Cartridge

my own unbounded enthusiasm for this

Editor:
We read the recent review of the Veritas

concept. it is true that no one has a
mediocre reaction to it—you either love it

cartridge with amixture of excitement and

or hate it. Romantics will get goose bumps.

frustration.

Those wishing amore restrained personali-

achievements of Peter Suchy in the areas of
dynamics, transparency, and coherence

ty may use different input tubes, which we
will be glad to supply.
The significant flaws in AHC's review:
(1) Inaccuracies. My writing is not
obscure or Baroque in form; rather it is a

Excitement because the

were being recognized. Our frustration occurred over the issue of tonal balance and
impedance loading.
First the excitement. When Peter Suchy

very sophisticated blending of late 19th cen-

brought us aClearaudio cartridge to listen

tury Romanticism and street rap. NIy

to almost exactly one year ago (September

modest expositions are aparagon of clarity;

1984), we were immediately impressed by
the clear improvement in resolution (such

the quintessence of lucidity. Some of my
prose has been compared to the mesmerizing twinkle of the crystal chandeliers at the
Vienna Opera House.

agood word!) over cartridges we had used
previously. (As atonearm manufacturer we,
of necessity, experiment with many, many

(2) Unhappiness with The Audio Pamper-

cartridges.) In our experience, one problem

rite. Isimply can't understand why this

that seemed to accompany truly revealing
cartridges was that of excessive brightness

brilliant piece of hyperbolic self-satire is
receiving such anegative response. When

in the upper midrange and lower treble. In

was the last time AHC received such an ex-

these cases, voices became hard. exhibiting
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Finally. Someone's done it right.
A full-function budget preamplifier that provides state-of-the-art performance
...only from PS Audio
Solderless Kit

Assembled

'329

419

Up till now, budget preAnd look what you get
amplifiers have typically
with the SR-1. Moving coil
sounded poor, or were so
ready Full cartridge loading
bare-bones they were apain to Close-tracking stereo volume
use—or both
and balance controls. Passive
PS Audio's SR-1 Source
RIAA EQ. Defeatable line
preamplifier not only solves
stage Taping flexibility that
these problems, but will offer
allows you to record any proyou years of musical enjoygram source while you listen
ment and ease of operation
to any other source. Remote
The SR-1 will set new
power supply. Class Aheadsonic standards for budget
phone amplifier And of course
preamplifiers
the uncompromised sound

you expect f•qm PS Audio
AKIT BUILIJER'S
DREAM, The SR-1 is the
world's first solderless kit
This will undoubtedly be the
easiest kit you've ever assembled Typical times are under
one hour, start to finish. No
experience necessary If you
can read, you can assemble a
PS kit—no sweat! And PS kits
are fully warranted for 3
years. parts and labor!

. 15 OBISPO CA 93401 (8051543 6655
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I-IIGHPHONIC MC CARTRIDGES
CREATED BY AUDIO ENGINEERS FOR AUDIOPHILES
Highphunie pure muying-coil cartridges will track even the must dif Eicuit passages at
lust 1grain — or less. These cartridges have design f
eatures that no other rnanuf au
curer offers and each is made with a care and precision that larger firms can't equal
illustrated the MC-RS Specifications Especially narrow line contact stylus 10 1x1 2
mill Cantilever Ruby Response 10-75 000 Hz with no high-end 20kHz rise Channel
separation greater than 32dB Channel Output Balance within 2 1000ths mV (within
O25dEN for superb imaging U S list $350 Highphonic cartridges are known for their
exceptionally clear balanced and uncolored sound reproduction
FOR OUR FULL UNE BROCHURE ANO DEALERS INQUIRIES. WRITE:
ANALOG EXCELLENCE, P.O. BOX 69A97, LOS ANGELES, CA 90059

excessive sibilance. Record noise also

dealers.

became annoyingly apparent. What really

The second open review of the Meridian

excited us about the Ventas was the lack of

MCD by Mr. Graves raises a number of

these problems in the presence of such

questions. Bob Stuart unequivocally states

great transparency. Here was acartridge that

that Meridian has never produced an MCD

would resolve detail to an unprecedented

with tantalum capacitors in the output. The

level,

bright

68 (not 63) microfarad capacitor used is of

character. Loading the cartridge at SO ohms,

without

the

expected

the solid aluminum type mentioned by Mr.

per the designer's recommendation, clearly
provided the smoothest sound in the

Graves as being used by Philips in his

critical upper midrange and lower treble

tors look very similar to tantalum capacitors,

without loss of detail. We were thrilled!

Magnavox player. While aluminum capacithey are most suitable for audio use.

Perhaps we went too far in our quest for

Moreover, the aluminum caps in the MCD

the lowest amount of high frequency harshness. Discussions with Peter Suchy, our

styrene units. High value capacitors for

are bypassed with polypropylene and poly-

dealers, Souther owners, and reviewers in

AC coupling of audio circuits remain aprob-

the last couple of months have resulted in

lem in the design challenge facing any audio

some revised recommendations for loading

engineer. Even at less than one-third of

the Ventas. For most solid state electronics
50 to 200 ohms seems agood range to work

the required value, the polypropylene caps
used by Mr. Graves are, as he himself

in. With vacuum tube electronics, which

pointed out, physically too large to be used

tend to have a sweeter high frequency

in the MCD

character to start, loads from 1500 ohms to

We are happy that Mr. Graves found the

47000 ohms should be tried. In all cases,

MCD to be "far superior" to the FD1000. As
to improving the MCD, Mr. Graves will no

careful listening will reveal the appropriate
loading for a given

ystem. It should be

noted that the loading will not affect the

doubt be happy to hear that the new MCD
Pro is DC coupled, with no capacitors in

superb resolution of the Ventas in any

the output. This, along with anumber of

significant way.

improvements to the digital as well as

Our own experience has taught us how
difficult and time-consuming cartridge
evaluation can be when properly done. No
"quick and dirty" listening could have

analog circuitry of the MCD, enables the
MCD Pro to set anew standard for the quality of CD playback. The original MCD,
somewhat improved over the units shipped

resulted in the comprehensive review

to reviewers ayear ago, remains available as

presented by AHC, and we thank him for

aless expensive alternative to the 41-100 Pro

his effort.

version. The sound quality of the current

Louis C. Souther
Canton, MA

MADRIGAL, LTD,
Editor:

MCD remains unsurpassed among commercially available players except by its professionally oriented younger brother.
For the benefit of our readers, Iwould

Thank you for your comments on Meri-

like to offer acaution to those who may

dian products in your latest issue. Regarding

consider modifying commercial products
they have bought, acaution that goes beyond

apotential full review of the MIO interactive

loudspeakers, we will he happy to supply a beyond the loss of warranty any such
pair for you to audition in New Mexico in

tampering produces. Mr. Graves is apparent-

the near future. An unexpectedly sharp in-

ly technically competent to experiment

crease in the demand for Meridian speakers

with electronic circuits for himself and

in the United States has put us in a tem-

evaluate the desirability of the results in his

porary backorder position with the MIO,

particular system. The value of capacitance

but we will loan you apair as soon as we

used, however, could result in significant
variation at the low end response of the

have caught up with the needs of our
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MCD into some preamplifiers. Modifica-

Madrigal on the nature of the capacitor

tions that seemed to help in some ways in

used in at least Mr (irapes' example of the

particular circumstances may very well not

Meridian MCD. Since Madrigal made the

produce the same results in other en-

above point he went back to the MCI) and

vironments. The average consumer would

examined it. and continues to think that it

be unwise to presume that the original

uses tantalum capacito,. It doesn't really

designer of his equipment was unaware of

matter too much: the important point was

the possibilit y of the suggested modifica-

that the unit sounded mud; better when

tion. As often as not, the alleged im-

polypropylene capacito

provements have been considered by the

u-ere substituted.

is gr«lifying that no capacitors at all are

original designer and rejected due to a

used in the output of the MC!) Pin an exam-

tradeoff of performance in other respects.

ple of which is here in Santa Fe and will be

As in everything, caveat emptor.

reported on quickly

Thank you again for your continued interest in products distributed by Madrigal.
J. Michael Wesley
Middletown, CT

.1Ir Grate's agrees with the next to last
paragraph in Mr.

Wesley's letter: the

modifier must judge for himself the success
of his modifications—not all results will be
good. and no warranties will be valid!

There continues to he disag,reement be-

the way Mr Graves' correct name is

t
Weeli Mr Graves, 11170 is an electrical

George M. Graves II. not George W Gras es

eng,ineer and 11110 deals with electronic

II, as we listed ihi,l %Mime 8. Number 4.

parts on a daily basis for Fujitsu. and

Randall Research Cable Systems
...the indispensable component

17925-A SKY PARK CIRCLE • IRVINE. CA 92714 • 17141261-9141

• TELEX 382175

RECORD REVIEWS
REFERENCE QUALITY POP BLACK VINYL
Stephen W. Watkinson

P

erhaj» IC. aconspiracy to boost the sale

Norwegian Odin label, have announced

of CDs. hut 1985 lusn't been astellar ear kn.

that Radka Tôneffs Fairytales (Odin LP03)

good-sounding pop releases. Two of the big-

is again available. This record has the

gest disappointments were both from N.X'EA,

distinction of being the most subdued

Phil Collins No facke Required (Atlantic 812-40-1) and Eric Clapton's Behind the Sun

exhibitors at aConsumer Electronics show.'

recording ever to become popular among

(Warner Bros./Duck 9 251('(1- I). On both I.Ps,

Its quiet ballads contrast sharply and most

track-to-track sound quality varies from poor

favorably with the sonic spectaculars nor-

to just plain dreadful. What's worse, the same

mally heard at CES. Fairytales is an outstan-

can be said tor the music.

ding record in all respects. lbneff's haun-

George Thorogood and the Destroyers'

ting voice is so well recorded it sends achill

new release. Maverick (EMI America

up your spine. This record is afavorite of

ST-1 - 145). is no better in sound quality. hut

everyone Iknow who owns acopy. and I

it does offer some first-rate music. This is

suggest you get yours before supplies are

Thorogood's fourth LP. and with each new

again exhausted.

release he seems to move closer to hard

The new Pro Arte release. An Evening

rock. But his blues roots are still evident,

With Bill Crofut (Pro Arte PCD- 216), is

and his style is more developed and unique.

another winner in the natural sound

The music on Maverick has power, drive.

category. Recorded live at Goshen College.

and feeling. The lyrics are entertaining and

this record manages to be exciting and en-

the heat gets your body moving. As the

joyable despite a lack of sonic fireworks.

liner notes imply, this is a record that

Though not quite as clean or detailed as his

should he played with the volume cranked

earlier studio album All Through the Night

up.
Dire Straits new Brothers in Arnts is one

(with Benjamin Luxon—Pro Arte PAD 188),

new release which doesn't disappoint in

outstanding, and the live concert at-

the soundstage and sense of presence are

either sound quality or musical achieve-

mosphere shines forth into the listening

ment. While not up to the outstanding

room. Crofues audience sing,s along better

sound quality of Lore Over Gold, it is first-

than any I've heard—I suspect he had the

rate in all respects. Ride Across the River

college choir seated front row center.

has low bass as good as has ever been laid

Coming up next time is acomparison of

down on 'a pop recording; )
,
ou'll definitely
hear just how low your system can go.

the British and American pressings of some
top sounding LP's. The strong dollar has

Many of the cuts are in the style displayed

made UK pressings attractive in terms of

by Knopfler on the cal and Local fieros

price, but is the reported superiority of

soundtracks, best described as "synthetic

British pressings myth or reality? We'll tell

mellow," hut "So Far Away," "Money for

you whether, and when they're worth the

Nothing," and "The Man's too Strong" are

effort.

—SWW

in a more conventional style. Highly
recommended.
Electrocompaniet. importers of the
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it's abo one of the kw digital LPN to ever achieve
popularity at really high end exhibit', So (me would
believe it was. digital!
—LA
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KYOCERA MICHELL MUSICAL CONCEPTS NAKAMICHI PINK TRIANGLE
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60 Speedwell Avenue

Morristown N J 07960

(201) 267-6700

SPI

Building on Success
Everything considered, Ifeel the SP1 is
the best loudspeaker available for under
$1500/pair ...When it comes to replicating
the illusion of areal musical performance,
these are matched by few speakers, all of
which cost more. At $850/pair they are
asteal."
—Stereophile, Vol. 8, No. 3

Distributed in the U.S. by
RCS Audio International, Inc.
1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW.
Washington, DC 20007
(202) 342-0400
U.S. distributors for British Fidelity. Mordaunt-Short,
Spendor, and Logic.

BERLIOZ: Requiem
BOITO: Mefistofele prelude
VERDI: Te Deum
Atlanta Symphony and Chorus,
Robert

Show conducting

Telarc CD-80109-2
This two-CD set combines two six-yearold recordings (the Boito and the Verdi,
both digital recording previously released
on LP) with one from 1984. All were made
in the same hall, with the same recording
equipment (Soundstream digital recorder,
Schoeps Colette mikes), and the differences
between them make for an interesting study
of the changes taking place in Telarc's
recording practices. The Boito and Verdi are
somewhat close-up, alittle brash, and extraordinarily high-powered (the bass drum
in the Boito is awesome)! The Berlioz is
quite abit more distant, warmer, fuller and
ultimately truer to the music, reproducing
the sound of the large performing force in
its large space as realistically as any recording I've heard.
Berlioz' Requiem is atypical of that composer's works. This is not atowering, bombastic composition like "The Damnation of
Faust" or "Symphonie Fantastique." It is,
rather, aprofoundly reverent and reserved
work of uncharacteristic introspection. The
performance on this recording is about as
satisfying as Ican imagine, and the record-

loudest passages are effortlessly clean.
Again, the performance is sublime.
Of the three works here, the Boito is
likely to be the most challenging to audio
systems, with its tremendous range of dynamics and its gut-shaking bass drum. (Incidentally, this bass isn't meant to be "tight"
much of the time, as it is frequently rolled
to produce an ill-defined rumble.) Iwould
be willing to take a small bet that there
aren't 10,000 audio systems in the U.S. that
can handle this recording at natural playback levels. 3This is, in fact, the first recording Ihave encountered which, when set for
arealistic volume level during the quietest
passages, overloaded my 250-watt/channel
Eagle 7A/Watkins WE-1 system during the
loudest passages.
It has been some time since Ihave felt
this enthusiastic about arelease which violates my First Law; Ihappily recommend it,
without reservation, to anyone who appreciates the grand and glorious sound of
this kind of music.

JGH

KODALY:
Peacock Variations, Dances from Galanta,
Dances of Marrosszek
Budapest Symphony Orchestra,
Gyorgy

Lehel conducting.

Hungariton SLPX- 12252
There are certain kinds of music, firmly

ing itself is simply breathtaking. Idon't

rooted in nationalism, that are simply be-

think Iwill hear another combination of in-

yond the ken of any conductor from a
different nation. Most works based on the

terpretation and recording that approaches
this one for some years to some.

folk music of any nation tend to fall into

Iam not familiar enough with the few
recorded versions of the "Prelude to

that category, and most works by the Mit-

Mefistofele" to rank this one, but Idon't see

Smetana, and Kodaly—as well.

teleuropean composers—Bartok, Janacek,

how it could have been done any better.

The "Peacock Variations," based on HunBass baritone John Cheek's Mefistofele is a garian folk tunes, were written by aHungarfine blending of archness and menace, the ian composer, and are here played by a

Atlanta chorus is marvelously responsive
and disciplined, and the performance flows
and builds to amassive climax that is almost

Hungarian orchestra directed by aHungarian conductor. This is no guarantee of

too much to stand. This is glorious music!

definitive performances, but the odds are in
favor of it. And the odds came through. All

Verdi's somber "Te Deum," with its con-

three of these works are accorded the best

trasting pianissimo and fortissimo passages,

interpretations I have ever heard. I am

is a natural for the CD medium. The
quietest sections are surrounded by noth-

tempted to elaborate, but the truth is that

ing more than the hall ambience, the
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3 How about 1,000 systems? Ithink that's more realistic.
LA
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Anew
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Lucid tube-like midrange and extended frequency extremes in
an exciting and powerful solid state design.
The best of both worlds ..
• ,buted by _777 C. 20 Mountyiew Ln. Unit C • Colorado Springs. CO 80907
y4
CI. • •
,

• 13031528-U88
13031528-8389

dealer ,lg.-1es welcome

SOUTHER ENGINEERING CORPORATION
429 YORK STREET, CANTON, MA 02021

Dealer inquiries invited.

617-828-5050

when any work is done to perfection, there

is still well worth owning, for its complete-

is not really much to be said about it except
that everything feels ultimately "right."

ness and the generally satisfying readings of
the music, but the Lehel is amust-have if

Unfortunately, it's back to Holt's First

you love this music.

Law, at least partially. The recording is less
than definitive. Only five years ago, this

SHOSTAKOVICH:

would have come in as avery good record-

Symphony No. 15

—JGH

ing, and it is certainly far better than the

USSR Ministry of Culture State Symphony

average symphonic release from RCA and

Orchestra,
Gennad) Rozdestvensky conducting.

CBS. But just during the past two years, superlative orchestral recordings have been
sprouting, like dandelions, from Mobile Fidelity, Reference Recordings, Telarc, and
Varese-Saraband. And, while recordings of
such high calibre still aren't the norm, there
are enough of them to now have raised my
expectations of quality and eroded my
tolerance for imperfection.
This Hungariton disc is good; it's just not
very good. My pressing was very quiet,
and, although the recording was multimiked, the balances are not only judicial,
they sound superbly right for the music.
The recording still, however, lacks the richness, suavity, and liquid transparency of the
current pace-setters. The high end is
slightly grainy, the bass alittle lean, the perspectives alittle flat, and there are traces of
classic IM distortion during some loud passages (i.e., loud timpani cause aperceptible
chokedown of the rest of the sound). In
other words, this isn't audiophile showoff
fare. The best thing that can be said of this
recording is that it doesn't intrude on the
music, which still makes it arecording of
substantial musical worth. Buy this for the
music and the superlative interpretations,
and don't expect too much from the
recording. If you like Kodaly's music, and
don't insist that every recording you own
be of audiophile quality, this recording is
one to get.
The closest competition for this recording was in acutout Decca (London) boxed
set of the complete orchestral music of
ICodaly (CSA-2313), with the Philharmonia
Hungarica under Antal Dorati—another
Hungarian orchestra with a native-born,
but

expatriate,

conductor.

The

Decca

recording is alittle richer and less grainy,
the performances almost as animated, the

JVC CD VDC- 528.
Ihave been wondering recently if we aren't
seeing the beginning of the end of rotten
recordings. I'm now not too surprised
when yet another superlative-sounding
Telarc or Reference Recordings disc arrives
for review, but when a Soviet-made
Melodiyia blows me away with its sound,
not to say a stupendous performance, I
must conclude that something earthshaking
is going on.
Melodiyia recordings have never been
held in high regard in the U.S. because of
their cheap vinyl, gritty sound, and shrill
high end, but Iwonder now if the fault did
not lie largely with the disc .transfer and
production, rather than the master tapes.
This JVC CD is remarkable!
Gennady Rozdestvensky's reading is
faultless, and the sound (from an excellent
analog master) is very, very clean and liquidly, transparent. It is quite bright, although not with the kind of steeliness that
bespeaks peaky mikes or gratuitous equalization. Rather, it sounds as though the orchestra itself was rather on the brilliant side.
This is not an unmusical brightness, just
showy, and it does the music no disservice.
The recording was, Isuspect, multimiked,
but it was done more from the EMI than the
CBS approach. That is, most of the pickup
was apparently from asingle high pair of
mikes, with spotlighting being used only
occasionally and sparingly.
The disc is available only through import
houses (it still hasn't been officially released
in the US.), but it's well worth the effort te
find acopy. Definitely recommended.
—JGH

playing just ahair less suave. The Dorati set
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THE WATKINS LOUDSPEAKER
Reviewers have described its sound as being musical,
convincing, realistic, detailed, accurate, listenable, and
absolutely superb.

It has "revived" audiophiles who

were "burned out".
on it.

Manufacturers are using it to listen to their

design work.
CES.

Electrostats have been traded in

It has been used by elite companies at

It is a dynamic loudspeaker.

It is the Watkins

WE-1.
Even in view of the above, we do not consider the
WE-1 to be perfect.

We are confident, however, that

there are none better.

Watkins Engineering

For complete specs,
write or call:

1019 East Center St.
Kingsport, TN 37660
(615) 246-3701

WU&
AUDIOPHILE STEREO
Underground Sound. started by George Merrill with apromise to our clients to provide them with the best performing Audio equipment in each price category, has
served the music lover in the Mid-South for 10 years Unwavering in this philosophy. Underground Sound has been and will continue to be very selective about
the brands we carry. In addition to an excellent offering of equipment, we also
offer state of the art advice. (the most important part of any purchase) as well as
many performance modifications, and a bimonthly newsletter.
Brands of outstanding performance.
Turntables:

Merrill, Thorens. Nad

Speakers:

KEF. Quad, Thiel

Tonearms:

Well Tempered, Souther. Eminent Technology. MMT. Profile, Stax.

Electronics:

(amps,

tuners.

preamps) Spectral. Spectrascan.

Quad.

Hafler,

NAD. Superphon
CD Players:

NAD

Tape Decks:

NAD Tandberg

Cartridges:

Grado. Alpha, Audioquest. NAD, Stax

Headphones: Stax
Used equipment offered and trade-ins accepted
2125 Central Avenue

•

Memphis, TN 38104

•

(901) 272-1275

nique; they don't sound like the kind of

THE SONY CD SAMPLER
Volume 1: Jazz

problems you get from shortcomings in the

Sony Corp. of America, 1Sony Drive, Park

recording medium. What bothers me more
is that Sony would release a disc as
gimmicked-up as this to promote CD.

Ridge, NJ 07656
The first CD Player Iever heard was an early
version of Sony's CDP-101, which came
with asampler disc of '60s jazz. It wasn't
the greatest recording, but it was one reason why Iam still convinced that the graininess of most CD sound is software-related.
That disc had absolutely none. Neither does

Enough record critics have already lambasted CDs for revealing too much of a
mediocre recording's mediocrity; for Sony
to promulgate this kind of thing in what is
ostensibly ashowcase for CD is inexplicable and, in the last analysis, insane.

JGH

this one.
These are live-performance recordings,
made

in

various

small

clubs

around

Southern California by Ruggles-Reber & Associates, who have been releasing on alabel
called "Dig-It" Recordings. The high-powered lineup of featured artists includes Rob
McConnell, Tommy itclesco, Lionel Hampton, Shelly Manne, and Bill 'trous, and
the numbers are "TO.," "Lover Man," "In
Yisa

Goy,"

"Avalon,"

"Chloe,"

BACK ISSUES

(SEE PAGE 140)

and

"Birdland."
The recordings are noticeably multimiked and, while the balances are generally
good (except for the Bill 'trous cut where
the trombone is barely audible), the instrumental

placements

are

ridiculous:

drums at hard left, the rest of the group
scrunched together at the right, and so on.
The sound is relentlessly brilliant, as is so

Yite/ertieteing
at a Eleale/e neo4 you

much Japanese software, yet this was
recorded by an American team. In other
respects, it's incredibly good. Artists, audience, and applause are more realistically
reproduced than Ihave ever heard before.
And the high end (not the brightness range,
which is excessive, but the extreme top), for
what may be the first time on CD, is right
on! Ihave found that most CDs require high
end taming in order to sound natural. This
one doesn't, although if your speaker system already tends toward brilliance, this
disc will probably drive you up the walls.
But the graininess is gone; the sound is un-

COUNTERPOINT SA-12
TUBE/MOSFET POWER AMPLFER

believably liquid and entirely without
texture.
But as arecording of literal reality, Ihave
to say this disc is adisaster. The things that
bother me about it are, Ibelieve, related to
microphone choice and recording tech-
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Itirmlec $10001

Counterpoint...nothing &lover, the music and you.
1'0 BOX 12294. Dept A. I.a Jolla. CA 92037

16191453-91190
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PUZZLER

Here's alegitimate puzzler, for which
the first correct respondent receives a
year's free subscription. Address
responses to the attention of the
"Puzzler Department."
Henry W., age 45, had long prided
himself on his hearing acuity, and indeed, he had seemed for some years to
be able to hear high-frequency problems in sound reproduction that few
of his friends could hear.
One day this past August, it occurred
to him that he was not hearing as much
at the extreme top as he used to, so he
decided to check out his high-end
hearing range. (Eight years before—the
last time he had checked it—he was
good out to 15,500 Hz.)
He borrowed an audio oscillator
from a friend, connected it to his
system, adjusted the volume for acomfortable 1-kHz level, and swept it upwards. He was amazed to find that,
despite the rushing noise from alarge
cooling fan at one side of the room, he
was hearing the oscillator's output up
to 16,800 Hz!
He was so pleased about this that he
bragged about it to his audiophile
friends until they were sick of hearing
the story. But the friend who had lent
him the oscillator began to notice that
Henry seemed oblivious to small
amounts of stylus mistracking. He proposed a new test. He connected his
oscillator and swept it upwards.
Henry's hearing, through the same
speakers as before, now died at 14,000
Hz. Flabbergasted and chagrined,
Stereophile

Henry pondered how he could have
heard 16,800 Hz on one day and only
14,000 Hz afew weeks later. (He had
not had acold nor been taking aspirin
on either occasion, both of which can
temporarily impair high end hearing).
The mystery remained unsolved until several weeks later, when Henry was
stopped at a railroad-crossing gate
while an Amtrak train went through.
What did Henry observe that unraveled the mystery?

OPUS 2
offering the finest in audio since 1965

Acoustat

Acoustic Research

Apogee

Audioquest

Denon

Dual

Krell

CWD Furniture

Kloss Video

Magnepan

Nitty Gritty
Perreaux
Revox

NEC
PS Audio

Sota

van den Hul

Koetsu

Monster /Alpha
Oracle
Pyramid

Souther

Systemdek /Profile

Adcom

Spica

Ortofon
Rauna
Sumiko

Talisman Tiffany

Vandersteen Audio

OPUS 2
747 Brookhaven Circle
Memphis, Tennessee 38117
901-683-0117

VPI

FOLLOW-UP

THE QLN MODEL
ONE; THE QLN
"SUPERIOR"
SPEAKER SYSTEMS

top rank of our Class C recommended
-peakers.
Together with the new QLN subwoofer,
there's asignificant improvement in bass extension below 60 Hz and dynamic range
(although Istill nine st mie constriction). At
51360/pair. however. I'm not as enthusiastic
about the "Superior - system as Iam about
the Model One. At that price there's alot of
stiff competition. From the Acoustat 1+ I.

Iliked the QLNs (reviewed by BS in Vol.

for instance. which Iwould rate superior to

8, No. 3) when Iheard them at the 1985

the Superior. But, then, the Acoustats are

Winter CES. SO Ihad BS ship them to me

more demanding of placement, and are

when he completed his review.

quite gutless in the bottom registers. Overall

BS is certainly not Ming: the model One

Ithought the Model One awell-halanced. if

is avery clean speaker. top to bottom, with
good focus and transparency through the

somewhat overly polite, speaker; the

midrange octaves. Despite the lack of deep

—DO

Superior is better. hut not as good adeal.

bass, the tonal balance is quite realistic. 1
find the upper octave balance similar u
what you hear from afairly distant seat in .,
concert hall. The 2-6 kliz range is a bui
recessed, lacking the ultimate in convincing
impact and transient attack. The extreme

H. H. SCOTT 595T
FM/AM TUNER

treble is alittle rough and tizzy.
There's aremarkable lack of boxiness in
the lower octaves, which must in great part
he due to the use of a rigid and well-

The Scott 559T tuner that received a
favorable review in Vol. -. No. - has been

damped cabinet. The midhass is quick and

repackaged into a slimmer cabinet (same

tight. Resolution of inner detail and imaging

electronics), known as the 595T. and has

are both very good. but the depth perspec-

dropped in price from S249.95 to 5199.95.

tive is slightly diminished.

The 559T received an "A" rating for its ex-

To my mind, the greatest failing of the

cellent stereo image and separation. Both

QLNs is inadequate dynamic bloom. The

tuners have noise reduction that actually

sound fails to expand realistically when go-

removes noise without seriously degrading

ing from loud to very loud. This constric-

the audio quality, and have (treasured)

tion robs the orchestra of the ultimate in

separate mute and stereo on-off functions.

conviction and visceral excitement. On its

At the price, which is usually discounted.

own, the Model One is a polite, very

the new Scott represents an outstanding

listenable speaker. hest suited for voice and

value in lower cost tuners. The model 559T

small scale music. It clearly belongs in the

is still available, by the way.
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If you can't get a
double bass out of a
91
/ "box,
2
it isn't a
Wharfedale
Diamond
"1984 Loudspeaker of the sear itaiegoiy One) Federation of British Audio
Now available in the U.S. to music lovers on small
budgets.
'Ms initial response to the Diamonds was disbelief!
They are among the hest balanced speaker systems I
have heard!''

—Stereophile. Vol. 8. No.

Wharfedale
Quality and innovation since 1932
-00

Billings Street

Aurora, CO 80011

Suite E
0031:S66-4i!

Are You Vacuum-Ready ?
SOTA Is And a Whole Lot More!
Analogue is not only alive, but growing with
leaps and bounds. Come and hear how SOTA's
new offerings resolve the maior unknowns in
your system
• SOTA Acrylic Supermat - : For most
quality turntables, this sensational new mat
system brings SOTA's latest technology to
your system Acrylic coupled to vinyl transfers
energy. then damped fully by Intermat ."below.
This single product may revitalize your record
collection. Top with our new Reflex Clamp to
complete systems approach.
• SOTA Vacuum Supermat - :For STARs
or vacuum Sapphires, this new mat combines
the best of acrylic with the best of vacuum
hold-down. In terms of minimizing distortion
and maximizing impact. the Vacuum Supermat
will change your idea of what an analogue
player can do: improved dynamics. soundstage.
imaging.

P.O. Box 7075, Berkeley, CA 94707

• SOTA Vacuum Conversion': For Sapphire owners only. the most refined and successful vacuum-clamping system yet devised.
Eliminates most warps and couples vinyl to mat
with low-level, continuous vacuum Easy
exchange of platter (45 min) plus pump, controller. tubing
• SOTA Electronic
A/C Line Conditioner
Isolates and regulates
outside interference to

Flywheel - : Massive
for SOTA tables only.
motor drive from all
improve pitch control.

• SOTA Musicables'": World-class Interconnects. tone arm cable, and speaker wire
The finest application of solver/ Litz technology
ever made Available in any length.
• SOTA II Head Amp: Our new MC stepup combines the best of "tube - sound with
noise-free reliability of solid-state topology.
Wide impedance choice. A/C supply

industries

AUDIO MART
Rates: Private, 50 cents per word; Commercial S1.2 5per word, $45.00 minimum. Multiple insertions must be prepaid; we do not bill for Audio Mart. Credit cards accepted; send card
number and expire date with ad.

FOR SALE
MERIDIAN CD PLAYERS: WHEN GOING ('D.
WHY NOT GO WITH THE BEST? AUDI()
NEXUS, NJ. (201)464-8238. (200

-30-2409.

RESPONSIBLE PERSONAL EXPORT SERVICE
specialising in English loudspeakers by low cost
airfreight. (Wet Ili Fi. 35 high Street, Neu.
Malden, Surrey. England. Telephone: (I)
942-956"; lelex: 8814591.
EXPERIENCE COUNTERPOINT. THERE IS NO
SUBSTITUTE. A rare accomplishment and very
affordable. SA3 $995. SA - 5595, SAI2 $995.
Prepare yourself for avivid experience. Also Ad.
corn. Fourier. Nitty Gritty, M&K. Vampire. ASUtiC.
Parasound. Jamo and more at The Electronics
(:onnection. Lincoln. NE 68510. (402)435-3095.
THE BEST EQUIPMENT. EXPERT ADVICE ANI)
OUTSTANDING PRICES. Electrocompaniet.
SOTA. Vandersteen. Sumiko. KOCINU, Peterson.
Syrinx, SME —much more! Call for newsletter.
Galen ('ami Audio. (512)494-355/.
B&K, BEL. CLEARAUDIO, Dayton Wright. Klyne,
Morrison, Souther. Straight Wire. VPL and others.
Hear these components at Audio Abode. Dallas.
Texas. In home auditions available. (214)
369-2092.
BRITISH EQUIPMENT DIRECT FROM THE UK.
Most quality makes of equipment available at advantageous prices. For price list and price quotes
write to Audio T Dept. D. PO. Box 152. Enfield.
Middx EN2 OPL. LW or can (00366-5015. For
demonstrations visit our showroom at 190 West
End Lane, London W6. Call (01) -'94-'7,
148 for
an appointment.
S1DEREALKAP NOT JUST ANOTHER GENERIC
capacitor with a wonderful name. the
SiderealK.2p was designed from its inception 10 he
the finest sounding capacitor available for audio
today. Find out what the music lover's capacitor
doesn't sound like. Call (6/9/
or write
to: Sidereal Akustic, /969 Outrigger Way Ocean-

156

side. CA 92054. Free literature and price informalion upon request. Ask your dealer about
SiderealKaps.
CONRAD-JOHNSON MV - 5A-1 POWERAMP,
warranty transferable. $989; Conrad-Johnson
PV-3K preamp. $2-19; Yamaha PX-3 turntable.
S4 -'9. All mint condition and low hours, prices
negotiable. (203)859-2628.
ARC 1) - 6A AMPLIFIER. COMPLETEIN RETUBED. $695. (503)324- -'66/.
MOBILE FIDELITY CHRISTMAS SALE! Sealed
Beatles collections available. UHQRs. Out-ofprints at wholesale prices: Hy Like An Eagle, 515;
Magical Miele!) ,Ibur, $20. Accommodations for
Christmas shipping. Nautilus, Sheffield.
American Gramophone. Call the proud
distributors of Imaged Stereo's "Imager"
loudspeaker. SOI 'ND ADVICE. (816)36/-2 -/3.
HIGH ENI) AUDIO W: Audible Illusions tube
preamp. 5595—affordable perfection. Alphason.
Zeta. Nim .r. Nlichell Gcrodeck. 'PI MK-11.
Systemdek. AR, Talisman. Sumiko, Grado
Signature, Bedini. Nyal Nloscode. B&K. Creek.
Adcom. Randall. Straight Wire, Monster, Spica.
QI.N. more. Trade-in sale. Call (-14) 861-5413.
Diamond Bar California.
FIGHT THE HIGH COST OF RECORD CLEANING MACHINES & FLUIDS! Every audiophile
knows that avacuuming record cleaner is essential for getting the most music out of his records.
The problem is NUTTY GRITTY and VP1 cost too
much! I manufacture a powerful vacuuming
record cleaner that cleans arecord 100% effectively. Isell direct to the public. No dealers. No
reps. My cleaner sells for $125. It) day home trial.
My cleaning fluid sells for $20 per gallon. Free
sample. Write to: The Record Doctor: 1313 N.
Grand Are, #388. Walnut. CA 91 -89.
ELECTROCOMPANIET AMPLIW1RE. 50 W. -8)
amps high purity sound. latest update with warranty. 5995. (505) - 5- -66 -2. Leave message.
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mid/wool driver.

siiit

I 1 1.53/SA with double

((V') 8-6-

5- 7 err

6:00.
THE AUDIO CHEAPSKATE CLEANS OUT HIS
CLOSET. PART I. Eagle 2 power amp, S649.95
Hitachi

FT5500

tuner. SI49.95. Onliyo EQ-to

Now—an
ADVANCED TUNER.
AdMiiI1111111111P

equalizer. S119.95. Oracle mat. S19.95. Ortoron
NW 1001' cartridge. NM hours. 559.95. B&K sI
continued on page 138

Wliti Remote Power Suppty

Kinergetics KBT-1 Broadcast Tuner
overcomes the largest single
barrier to good sound by radio ..
BACK ISSUES

(SEE PAGE 140)

GREENFIELD EQUIPMENT

the broadcasting station itself.

Audition this technological breakthrough
at your Kinergetics Dealer.

ESOTERIC AUDIO SYSTEMS
ACOUSTAT • ACCuPHASE • ADCONI • ARISTON •
AUDIO INTERFACE • BEvE RIDGE • BERNING •
COUNTERPOINT • DECCA • DISTECH • DYNAVECTOR
• EAR • ELECTROCOMPANIET • ELECTRON KINE•
TICS • ENTEC • GRACE • GRADO • HAFLER • ITC •
JSE • KISEKI • KIMBER KABLE • KOETSU • MICRO

fASR

up a KINERGETICS
re3 I(VC OR PORATEO

6029 Reseda Blvd •Tara na. CA 91356 •18181 345-2851

SEIKI • MIT • MONSTER PRODuCTS • ORSONIC •
PRECISION FIDELITY • PROFILE • REGA • SIDEREAL
ACOUSTIC • SHINON • SOuTHER • SPICA • STAx •
SUPERPHON • SuPEX • TRIAD • vP1 • VAN DEN HUL
xiiilitions by appoontrnent • Shipping and export lacIldoes
7805 Greenfield Street • River Forest, Illinois 60305

312 ,771.4660

PAC1413Urin.

7/85

Experience
Intelligence!

AUDIO
NOISE SUPPRESSOR
For all recorded sound media

The choice of recording industry. archives and conectors

around the world

Three processors for reduction of transient and steady state
nut special features for optimum reproduction ot old
records. lateral or vertical

noises

Mono model $1.950; Mono/Stereo $2.450
Write for literature to
P0 Box 335 Dewitt NY USA 13210-0335

DRAMATICALLY IMPROVE YOUR "NEW" AR
TURNTABLE. We guarantee the following products to
improve your AR's transparency, detail and smoothness or we will refund the purchase price.
1). AudioGuest Sorbothene Mat
35.00
2). Predrilled Aluminum Armboards
MMT, Linn, or AR arms
30.00
3). Hum-shielding for AR Platters:
Platter shield
39.00
The Audio Advisor, Inc Box 6202 Grand Rapids. MI
49506 (616) 451-3868. Shipping sa00/Item.

Stercophilc

Kindel P-200 Mk II

KINDEL AUDIO
3615 Pref,,-. -•.b•

A 92507

714 787

Is

202 power amp. $365. Quad 34 /405-2 combination. latest. 565. Write, don't phone-he isn't
there-Sam fellig ch. Stercophilc PO. Box 1948.
Santa Fe, NA'
501 Include phone number and
when to call. Sam will phone if equipment you

NATTY GRITTY BI.EMS. We have a kw
cosmetically damaged Model 1.0s. 5199 each plus
shipping. Full warranty. Send cashier's
check/money order with order. 4650 Arrow
Highway (44. Montclair. (:A 9rm.

want is still available.
SOUTHER SI A-3 REVISED. 5450 or best offer.
mint condition. guaranteed. call Alan after 500
PM. at (201).366-9536.

SOI. ND CHOICE AUDIO-CHICAGO AREA.
I.inn. Nairn. Rep. Onkyo, Systemdek, Dual, Spectrum. Akroyd. Target Aces_ Creek. Heybrook,
%PI, Wharfedale diamonds, others. Call for free
newsletter. (3/2) 369- 61 - .

MARTIN-LOGAN MONOLITH SPEAKERS

List

S4.135o. sell S3,500 (0.BD.). (2/3)4/3-2392.

AUDIO BASICS-CLAREMONT, CAL. Linn,
Nairn. Conrad-Johnson, PS Audio. Rotel, Super-

AUDIO RESEARCH D-60. CROWN SL- 1preamp.

phon, JSE Infinite Slope. Rogers. Quatre,
Systemdek, & more! Send stamp for list, including demo & used specials! 9-6 W Foothill
#139. Claremont, CA 91'11. C14) 593-9946 or
593-141 I.

Both mint. 5650. (6/5) 928-3256.
AUDIOQUEST, B&K COMPONENTS. Live Wire,
Rote'. Pulsar Acoustics. Superphon. Hickory
Audio. /43 Grand Are.. Lafayette. LA "(1503.
(318)98/-6659. eres and weekends.
SOUTHER OWNERS. OBTAIN THE ULTIMATE
performance from your system with the Ventas
cartridge. Hear it at Audio Abode. Dallas. TX.
(214)369-2092.
QUAD ESL-63. STANDS. LATEST. $1895; AR table
without arm. sealed. 5250; Decca Ribbon
Tweeters. 5250; Quad 405-2. new, grey. $435;
Lux T-110 tuner. $295; Linn LP-12. latest updates.
$495; NEC 2020A, flat screen, stereo, monitor,
$675; SOTA, oak, $650; Harman•Kardon 6901
receiver, 5495; Premier arm. $145; Dynavector
23 RS-MR. new, $180. All plus shipping. (313)
48-085.
SP1C.A TC-50. used 20 hours. S350/pair. Vandersteen 2C. mint. $8 7 5/pair. Robertson 4010, 1630.
P.S. Elite amp $450. Hrybrook turntable and arm.
Imonth old, $375. (312) '45-5639.
NEW GRADO TONEARM. Factory sealed box.
5325. (305) 585-$59".
ARIZONA AUDIOPHILES: LINN, NA1M,
VANDERSTEEN, Audio Research, Sumo, Spendor.
Rogers, Mordaunt -Short. Systemdek. Dual, and
the unbelievable Rotel line. Goodbye NAD. hello
Rotel. Our systems from $400 sound better
because we care. The Listening Post, (602)

NITTY
GRITTY
RECORD
CLEANING
MACHINES & SUPPLIES. Most items in stock. Call
toll-free for ordering & prices. 1-800-222-3465.
We can't he heat! HCM Audio, 1600112 Mangrove
Chico, CA 95926. (9/6)345434/. Free literature!
Visa/MC.
OPEN-REEL PRE-RECORDED TAPES. Large
selection of out-of-print classical tapes. LPs and
"fis. including early RCAs and Mercuries. Free
catalog: Polyphony Box or3535C. Oak Park, IL
60303.
COME VISIT OCEAN STATE AUDIO! We are New
England's newest Hi-End Audio Salon. B&K.
NYAL Moscode. Futterman ()TL. Rotel. Superphon,
SOTA, Systemdek
IIX, Eminent
Technology, Premier-MMT. Profile. SUM1KO.
Alchemist. Andante, Audioquest, Talisman,
Clements. Dayton-Wright. Spectrum, Spica,
Wharfedale-Diamond. Straight Wire. Peterson,
Tweek, Mod Squad. Call for an appointment T. W.
Sat., after 11 AM. M. TH. F. after 3:30 PM. EST.
Trades welcome. Call or write for free newsletter.
Ocean State Audio. 985 Cranston SL, Cranston,
RI 02920. (401) 943-2580. Visa/MC. Free
shipping.

NIARANTZ NB POWER AMP W/POLY CAPS, ex-

QUALITY AUDIO IN THE MIDWEST-Rotel.
B&K, Sumo. Revox, PS Audio, McLaren, NYAL
Moscode, Melos, Quicksilver. Crown. Berning,
Magus. Lazarus. AR-Connoisseur, Mordaunt
Short. Spendor, MCM. Goetz. Sound Lab, MicroSeiki, AR. VP1. Audioquest, SAEC, Alphason,
Grado. ET. Shinon, Alpha. Dynavector, Hiphonic,

cellent. $585; Futterman H3A poweramp w/new
caps. VG, $600; Theta B rev. preamp w/power

Distech. Music Link, others. Newsletter. Musical
Images of Kentucky, 1102" Buckeye Trace.

supply mod, black, exc.. $550; Klyne SK-1 prepreamp. mint. $180: Helius Aurum tonearm. ex-

Goshen. KI' 40026. (502)228-3200.

cellent, S200. Dick Olsber: 86 Joya Loop, los
Alamos. NM 8544. (505)6'2-9263.

AT LAST. HI-FI SPEAKERS FOR PROFESSIONALS!
JSE INFINITE SLOPE: 100dB/oct. crossovers!

96'4250, Tempe, Al. Since 199.
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hiti heretic2
ISSUE TWO includes:
A special, wide-ranging report on preamplifiers, including models from Counterpoint, Klyne, ConradJohnson, Stax, McLaren, PS Audio, Amber, Rotel, and NAD: Part
One of our look at turntables under $500, featuring the Rega
Planar 2 and Planar 3, Revolver, Rotel 850, Dual CS 505-2, and
NAD 5120; Part Two of our survey of loudspeakers under $300,
including outstanding models from Linn, Heybrook, Rogers, Royd,
and Mordaunt-Short; and Part Two of the under-$500 integrated
amplifier survey, featuring the QED A230, Arcam Alpha, Rotel
8208X, and asecond look at the Creek 4040; and more.
If you believe high-quality sound needn't cost afortune, send $16
for a1year (4 issue) subscription to:
HIFI HERETIC
P.O. Box 1549
Gloucester, Virginia 23061
Please specify whether subscription should begin with Issue One
or Issue Two.

enigma

by sound associates, inc.

e,rg
,eng r
,e) r o mas it
avrrurfl.,J
perplen,ng balli.ng of
See,,,, gdy
catJe matter etc
see revS -Ee,
Accurate. powerful 20 Hz bass response in a
freestanding. enclosureiess, dipole array
Inconceivable , To be the most accurate low
frequency subwooler system ever designed
the Enigma Array HAD to be enclosureless
The Enigma designers would like to tell you
why and agreat deal more about the Enigma
System
If you demand the best and have never
experienced articulate yet concussive bass
reproduction we'd like to hear from you
A complete lull color product brochure and
Comprehensive technical manual
Disclosures'

Acoustic

is available for 5500

Send to
Sound Associates Inc
Suite A
11112 North Port Washington Road
Mequon, Wisconsin 53092
If you prefer a return phone call to discuss
the Enigma. Call TOLL FREE 1-800-331-6677
in Wisconsin call 414-242-3301
and leave your name and phone number
Complete system

52895

STEREOPHILE BACK ISSUES
WHILE THEY LAST!

VOLUME I, Issues 1through 12
1962-1966 (a reprint in one volume)

.. S 25.00

VOLUME II, Issues 1through 12
1966-19 -1 2(a reprint in one volume) .

25.00

VOLUME III, 1972-1976
Issues 3, 5, 6,

7 ,9,

11, 12

4.00

Issues 1, 2. 4. 8. 1()

".50

VOLUME IV, 1977-1981
Issues 1, 3. 5, 6. 10

4.00

Issues 2, 4,

7 .50

,8, 9

VOLUME V, 1982
Issues 1through 10
VOLUME VI, 1983
Issues 1, 2, 4, 5, 6 .. .4.00

*

4.00
Issue 3

7 50*

VOLUME VII, 1984
Issues 1, 3, 5, 7, 8
Issues 2, 4, 6

4.00
7.50 *

'Xvroxed copies
EVERYTHING ABOVE NEATLY PACKAGED

$225.00

ORDER NOW, ORIGINAL COPIES ARE LIMITED
Send me the following back issues:
-

Original copies at S.1.00 each:

-

Xerox copies at 5-.50 each•

-

Volumes Ior Il at 525.00 each:

EVERVIllING ABOVE!!!

ToTA L

$225.00

Ienclose acheck.
Charge my VISA or MASTERCARD

Number
Expire

SEND TO•

RETURN Tins FORM TO STEREOPIIILE. P.O. BOX 1948. SANTA FE. NM 8-501

Patented l'hase Shirt lia.. bidding `,‘ swill!
Lifetime Transferable War (alit ' Matched Perre-aux, VSP. Belles (lieu limen. Thorens. AIWA
digital.
decks.
EoNMEISTER —exclusive
metropolitan DC showroom 000 229- /66-/.
ROBERTSON -1010 5450. Mike. (918)481- 5M2.
THE BEI. 1001 CLASS-A AMPLIFIER: so sweet and
pure you won't even know it's there. Audio
,Vexus. NI (201)464-8238. (201) 730-2.w9
DAYTON wiuGHT Lcm-I LOUDSPEAKER:
WORLDS FINEST MINIMONEIOR..4m/i, Vexus.
NJ (201)464-8238. (201) 7;0 -2409.
PS AUDIO. Adcom. Nova. BEL. Conrad-Johnson.
Superphon. VI'L Souther. Straight Wire. Zeta.
Gyrodec. VSP Lahs. Belles. Tip l'oes MC M
Dayton Wright. JSE. ProAc. and more. Presto
Audio. .025 Williamsburg Or. San Jose CA
95117 (
1(m) 3-'4 -0292.
NAD 1155 PREAMP tk 2200 POWER TRACKER
AMP tk KEF I04.2 speakers. All like new. (2/5)
56 - -MM.

Aud ipmmt
Coinnection
Turntables: Goldmund Heybrook Memll
VP) Systerndek
Tonsorms: ET Grodo. lurne.MMT Well Tempered
Cartridges: AudioQuest. Decca Grodo
Prometheon
'stylus retipping for oil cortridges ,
Electronics: (tubs) Audible Illusions Melos
MAR Systems Quicksilver
(solid stoat) Flectrowmponiet. FM Acoustics.
lotdon leach Mognum British Fidelity
CD Moyers: Melos Audio Mormon Horno,,
Speakers: Mindel Princeton Acoustics Rouno
Spendor. V.r.ridersteen
Accessories: Goldmund liveWire lost
Hinergetics Iiimbe,. NG Peterson Sims Mbrotion
Dynamics Sones. Tiptoes. Turomot. Tweek VPI
1-201-2394799
61 SBloomfield Ave

Verona NJ 07044

AUDIO CONNECTION also hos for sole
close-outs
pieces

occosionol

some used equipment ond display

Single

speoker demonstration

cleaning audiophile discs HOURS: Mon
Fri

12 to

7 Thurs

12 to 9 Sot

record
Tues

I1 to c

Closed Sun Weds %me col tor on appointment'

Stereophi

EMINENT TECHNOLOGY ONE TONEARM with
pump. complete S395. Mike. (918) 481- 5/62.
KlYNE SK-2A MC PRE-PREAMP STEP-UP. Latest
model-2 months old. Rated Class A. Cost 5- 00.
Sell 5.'50. Monster Alpha 2. less than lo hours.
Cost 5650. Sell 5300. (505) 268--(050 evenings.
STRAIGHT WIRE IS AVAILABLE through Presto
Audio (408) 3-..0292 .
COMPLETE: TAS. 5250; IAR. S100; AUDIO
AMATEUR. SIDO-. Stereo/hile. %uI. I. No. 6 to
date. NM; Sheffield S-10. S50; (irado 8. SIDO.
13/2)328-0819.

FOR SALE: Complete set of IAR and
)(3 --5197

Tss.

(213)

AUDIO RESEARCH D-110B. MINT. 5825. (612)
1184- 5126.
FLASH! CI'RE FOR At DIOPHILIA DISCOVERED!
Our FREE - 0 page catalog of AUDIOPHILE ACCESSORIES is guaranteed to satisfy those "highend - cravings and restore your system to the
"pink-noise - of health. li:mporary side-effects

include: sleepless nights, bleary eyes, and occasional peals of laughter. Covers all known forms
of the disease: Esoterica Gravis. Tweakaholism.
Upgrades' Syndrome, and Hienditis. Call or write
The Tweak shop. 38 - 5Old Toll Rd.. Calistoga.

ter Coating, SIS: Replacement Spindle. 525:
Spring Kit. 58: High Torqtie Motor. 545; Platter
Balancing Service, SI2: Foucault motor shield for
AR-XE, S15. UNDERGROUND SOUND, 2125

CA 945/5. (-In 942-52.10.

Central Ave..
2'2-12'5.

Memphis,

TN 38104. (901)

BEI. 1001 POWER AMPLIFIER SETS THE NEW

ONKYO•P306OR PREAMP: NAD 2200 amp. like

STANDARD in music reproduction. Presto Audio

new: and Sansui AUG99X integrated amp. 160 W

/408).3 -4-0292.

each channel. (2/5)56 -- 4626.

COMPACT DISCS! AUDIOPHILE. CLASSICAL.
Jazz. Popular. •Demos—Discount Prices—

COMPACT DISC CONSUMER GUIDE and
newsletter helps you make better purchase decisions for classical and jazz CDs. Includes comprehensive shopping lists with ratings,- CD
sources, and more. Details and free issue: Digital'
Music Review. Dept. SP. P.O. Box 15596. Durhàtn,
North Carolina 2- 04.

Extensive Selection—Virtually all Domestics.
many
Imports—Prompt
Delivery—Free
Catalog—Mastercard/Visa. Prime Source Box
2222-SC, Saratoga. CA 950 -a (408) 86 --6666.
SIERR11.1.

AR

MODIFICATIONS

Tonearm

Replacement Siihchassis Kit for old AR. S95: Subchassis for sonic improvement of AR-XE. S95.
Following modifications are for all models, Plat-

CONRAD-JOHNSON MV-'5A- IWITH COVER
and faceplate. Absolutely mint. Free delivery to.
most I'.S. cities. CASH. $850. (312) 398-1 -22.
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The evolution continues...

bee

The new ML-7 Preamplifier
introduced June 1985.
Available for demonstration at all Mark Levinson
Me\Rk LEVINS N products are distributed wo
^MOW" '

Dealers.
wide by
TLX 494?I.58

BEYOND CONVENTIONAL CD PERFORMANCE
Onkyo's Integra DX-200 Compact Disc Player sets a new standard of CL>
performance, both in sonic fidelity and user convenience.
Onkyo utilizes a16 bit digital-to-analog converter system that exactly matches
the 16 bit digital code used in the recording process, along with double oversam
pling and digital filtering techniques. Four separate power supplies eliminate.interaction between stages, and exclusive Delta Power and Super Servo circuitries.
maintain noise & distortion free reproduction. A precision 3-beam laser pickup
assures precise tracking with fast track access. A full complement of convenience •
features, including 16 track random memory, are easily controlled by the DX-200's
wireless remote unit.
Realize the promise of digital at your Onkyo dealer today.
Artistry in Sound

ONKYO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446

